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costume lie frequently wore and lie
upon
the bed upon which he died until the
time should arrive for burial.
The will
"--HHl* EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE also expressed his desire that he should
be buried in his
ordinary working attire.
.It was learned from the
English foroffice
Xov.
29
eign
that Lord Salisbury’s
answer to the American note outlining the
Monroe doctrine in connection with the
‘■ai cs the paper for Maine seaVenezuela dispute, has been mailed to
Sir Julian Pauncefote, British Ambassahiring people.'*
dor at Washington_A cable despatch
n>»N Terms. In advance, $2.00a year;
from Port Louis, Mauritius, received by
at the expiration oi the
$2.50;
year,
the London foreign mission board, says
ff,.
that Mr. Johnson and Ins wife, both of
b or one
.'iMi Terms,
m
square, one inch
e
$10o for one week, and 25
whom were engaged in missionary work
•-equeiu insertion. A fraction
in Madagascar, were murdered during a
as
a
'ou.ged
lull
one.
\.
riot on the island_The trial of the anarchists'charged with complicity in the
oi
l'o-I>ay's Journal.
recent attempts upon the life of Premier
Frispi ended at Rome Nov. 29, the jury
RAGE 1.
in a verdict for acquittal.
All
W «*ck
Concerning Loon: lndus- bringing
the prisoners belong to the Society of
Fol!.-..Th«; ('1
ilaOr oS Mock..
Sc.
ict Soclelhrotigh Lurop*.’
Malefuerors.. .Pradstreet.’s says: The volits «.overionem .\vvvs
ume of g!‘iici:d trade show’s a falling off
1 :.ink !.
Cot
To Retire from
;.
( m,|..rc>
Hose
\ nmtal
compared with the preceding week, largei>sgi\ g Notes nd Persot-.iN
i> owing to the intervention of the Thanksiii
Enici
giving holiday, in part to the continued
vt. 1: 2
effect
f mild weather east and south,
Sei icccorning < alstorms in the central west, and the usual
I
Portrait »f Lijico
disinclination of buyers to add to stocks
ragk
during the closing nionih of the year_
A UR mg the Azores
lie New \..rk
IP II. Holmes, the
multi-murderer, was
oimscree <>1 rhe s<
m Miturday
morning refused a new trial
RA< K 4.
and was sentenced to death for the mur<
t'd m
-ur: h
",.•<»
.The
der of Benjamin F. Pitezel.... The New
!« .1:
si K tri\ Set tier.. Nort 1.-i.'Ty I orn-sj'imdcncc.
England babhath Protective League of
PAGE 5
Boston has issued the first number of
01 l>i Ifasi
“I ho Defender,
a
monthly magazine
devoted to the interests of Sabbath obRAGE 6.
x *t
servance.
Rev.
Martin
D. Kneelaud has
Senator
on
the
Frye
jhi
Fugciie Field’s i’oecry poems) resigned tin pastorate of the
ij
Roxhury
I
Society.. Register ot
Presbyterian church, and will devote his
V-v. York Fashion Letter
ir Cottages and No; entire time to the work of the league, of
which he is secretary.
PAGE 7.
W oodpiie. .senator Sherman on j
0.1 n
Washington Wiiispekixos. President
!•
a
I
Passage \round Hatteras. .A
and Mrs. Cleveland attended the Thanksmess.. < *i.st of Democratic Rule.
Du craven Tim New Woman.
giving service at the First Presbyterian
PAGE 8.
church.
liev. Dr. T. DeWitt Talmage,
D'c.c- .County Correspondence..Ship
co-pastor of the church, preached the
y
Firths .Marriages Deaths.
Thanksgiving sermon, and a large crowd
was present.
Dr. Talmage raised quite a
laugh in the course of hi6-remarks,, deM WS
OF
THh
VVKKK.
tailing the reasons for gratitude to God
that had marked the year.
The preacher
dlw
tens.
In gathering mate
mentioned “the tish in the Savannah, in
new book, “J’rebate Law of
the Hudson and in Buzzard's Bay.”
An
IF-m Leorge A. W \ ison has disi
chuckle showed that the
'U-uhei iiaw in the statute law of irrepressible
t
President enjoyed the reference as much
iii
"S7 the legislature repeal- !
i
as any one-present.
On their return to
sections of the statute declaring
!
their country home Mr. and Mrs. Cleveel heir to tin!
property of an il- land
for
a
few
minutes at the
stopped
L
‘-1111(1. ami passed a substitute
White House.
In round figures, the
In thi.- substitute they neglects
delicit for November will be $1,000,000,
-vide n-r the heirship, except in
\
the receipts footing up $20,000,000, and
«->pev lit u rises, m> that for the the
expenditures $27,<KiO,O0u. The deficit
;
years an illegitimate child, w ho for the five months of the current fiscal
! intestate, without
ssue, has left
ea v sta nd s at $ 17, oOO,«H to.Sena tor 11 ale
and his j.impel ty eseheated to the >
of Maine, when he was asked. Saturday,
except m ase.s where his parents what he
thought about the ram Katahdin
intermarried
ids father
<>i
has
for the navy, said that it
being
1■"i-'O'd i im, i*v e.■ kw!edged him in ac- would accepted
he accepted very soon by the navy
a net. w i;h ; i; e si at me.Fire at Bine
department. Since Mr. Hale's arrival in
si \ \\
d;,,. .-day e.--ribi.g. N >v. :j7111,
Washington, he has had several interd tie:
•••vs ..t
Sherman Lrindle,
",
vices with Secretary Ulnev on the subhat-ted J. \. il iuekiey. and
It the navy department does not
!nr
the p.-ndb ton Hotel ject.
y
a;
epl tin- boat. Mr Hale will urge its
1
ouai loss is s.spmO:
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Joseph Williamson,
George E. Johnson,

1

j
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partial-

»nd the e u;a as
a cigar
s si ore.
k-v. n in (Him::-an >
.Miilei. com misi'
the fiscal

acceptance by Congress.
Fish

\ m.-arly black deer
buinfoni Fid's man’s
passed
iii'iisc on ;« recoil’ "iH.day. and a little later
>! *t.
j ust issued,
the two hounds rii.it were e.hamng i' came
i"s .iiii/ii
i.
t,. Maine
I
iw
facie w *s
di-u -cling tlie
along.
stale tut nt. showing special tax.
f
deei oil Sunday leu hhii-1 in favor of the
•pears ilr.il then are bbu re
logs that hound if
iheir game endc
ho i o<- Tret Male. ed rig lit there \v c a *i.c\
I
Inai! the man's
revolver ami snot-gun discharge in their
•■<..•■
There are
iircetio*'.
|
li nior« m< i; would use such
'•••/;■; h
u L-e
ue.revs
summary measures A lum they catch -logs
b a;e
1;:i s,.
'j'i.c- ♦ ■; aii dealers i'i after
iarge game, h, -rueUce. wliieli is
C
‘'e-:
(id
;: J
the wll<>h.
g‘A';u. less every year, w.udd soon be cnt a ici.u
mmint «-i
:
vei
lie Stale.One
‘a> g: eu tip all
•■! lee! >-.! i :•
the .Stale
■!
he most lvtuaikabh capmres in the
'1
'• ■>
:•■.<■_ -I.
f.
'I'lie mun>•■
k>[
Maine, <n the history of big
"tiimeia-. d in riie State durwhite moose shot
game shooting, is C
•• mbit dm
r'i
d, the internal
a
Mr.
Sargent
Grafton.
It is the
by
wliite
iiioosc
ever
known to be shot,
»uly
no (•;•:.
juadt'
total of Ijsn. j nr ever
within
the
limits
of this
I
seen,
'•'•»'
! h(iiii cm.1 i he year,
{
Stale, and very tew have ever been re-e ibd
:
(ii lectio Li district
ti
he
jported elsewhere.Hod. T. H. Went■'
n«l Vermont, wir.ii
i s.1 11
worth. Fish ami Game Commissioner, of
e
as :. iiHector..
The col- j Bangor, and Dr. (
\\ Thomas of Brewer,
b
dilieidaijee tax *.m the residue of returned
Friday from a several weeks’
b( of 11 nrare Williams was assesshunting trip in the Malunckanta and RainMgc <». T. Stevens of the Kenne- bow lakes region. Each secured two deer.
e
1 •■ir
ii it,
amounting to the sum Mr. AV entworth tracked a moose and came
d.
This with the tax on said
f
up with the animal, but finding it was
reviousiy paid, will make the sum a cow decided not to kill it. He reports
|
..:L 11... The wiii of the late
game as very plemiful there and deer as
i
Loibyof Bangor has been present- peeking out from the woods at intervals
'b
/rebate, d'lie widow is given tlie on all sides. It he had been so
disposed
bvet homestead for a life interest
he could have shot twenty deer.
a ytf.tr.
he Bangor I heologia
inary receives $5,000; Bangor Y.
.V., Bangor Home for Aged Women,
Concerning Local Industries.
;
Home for Aged Men. Bangor
W.
T. Howard is to move his marble shop
Hospital and Bangor Orphans’
$1,000 each: American Missionary from the. Langwortl y building to the shop
and Maine Missionary society,
opposite the Post Office vacated by A. K.
Bangor Fuel society, $500; Bau- Pierce.
0:
Humane society, $200.The anWe record with no ordinary feelings of
-Mpment of Christinas trees has
pleasure ihe reopening of the great fish
':"in Newport, Pittsfield and the
packing
plant at Tillsou’s wharf, which has
ring towns along the line, of the been closed
since the first of September.
Central. Large carloads went, out Chas. E. Weeks has been
for the
raj days of last week and trie trade resumption of the businessnegotiating
::
for several weeks,
;• a be brisk until
near
the holi- and on Wednesday completed his arrangevery
lk' "•
Boston and New York get about all ments. The plant is extensive and it will
laine trees that go away from home.
require some littie time to re-establish this
but Mr. Weeks is going at it with
M»
DeHaas, the eminent marine abusiness,
will and soon the old-time hum of induswho died recently in New York,
|
will be apparent in that quarter of our
try
only six months ago Miss Alice city. [Rockland Tribune.
ker, well known in Portland.
This will be good news to many of our
President has recognized John
not only for business reasons, but
K
aiing as British vice-consul for all readers,
;
entry in the $tate of Maine, because Mr. Weeks has a wide circle of
[i''i
•BJence at Portland
friends and well wishers.
•1
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Mathews Bros, received last week an
It is years since we have
Thief
'b a woeful tale for 'thanksgiving order for the doors for a $< 10,000 residence in
Boston. They are to be of mahogany and
was told
in the Tuikish cone
I
1
’*<•<*
printed on Thursday. The various hard woods, are to be hand-work,
?"• hiack and white figures t<at stated and first-class in every respect. Last week
!>no
I,
people had lost their lives and this firm filled an order from Bar Harbor
-'Hi,»(ji)
ht-i n reduced todestituparties for 1,500 feet of clear pine plank, 10
Mosleni fanaticism were ii theminches wide, 2 inches thick and 10 f* et loi g,
I whelming.
The fact flat the
\
1
planed and jointed. The order was filled
id1 Hi*,.ny of the thousands*, dead
’c ufal and preconcerted rnasiaerc frt'iu lumber in stock, something few con‘•■s to the
!
unspeakable horror cf it. cerns east of Boston could do. During the
a Ida, i disgrace to ChristencKin.
;f
pas rive weeks they have received over 400
Cask Minim: Record estiniaes
thousand h e! of 'lumber, including ho thous:;
of that territory for tl<* and N*uth Carolina pine for ceilings, 20
thousand rift hard pine tor flooring, and a
1'
al •NbOOU.OOO, of which $SUU,
j
ii
•>!!t:iinec| tit,m pia«*er work- variety of rare hard wood door stock.
|
uk-m river.
There are fifty
Wedding Bells.
’oils in operation with a total
|
$
b,o hmidivd stamps.The
j ’*
Di vna< k Smith
On Thursday about 25
lair, with over a million doli-vited guests gathered at the beautiful
1
>! i-xStibiis aiKi saleable
goods, hone "f Mr. and Mrs. Llewellyn Smith in
|
f"‘' lf Detroit last week in the new Di-monLto enjoy their kind hospitality and
:cnij)le whn h cost half a million to it,ness the marriage of their daughter.
At Oo’dock Mr. H. E
There
is .in euontidiis attendDunuack of Boston,
"iiuibutions have been received Mass, and Miss E. Adelia Smith were unitcd
in uarriage. Mr. F K Elsworth of Bow:
:
■■ij.i, Greece and Japan.A reCollege was best man, and Miss Crox..*k'1 , beautiful diamond weighing doin
ford oi
was bridesmaid.
The
L ^'‘.us lias been found at the Jagers- ceremovNewburgh
W. H.
was performed by Rev.
'Gtiri mine in the
Free State.
Dunnack The bridegroom, Mr. Dunuack,
Orange
•••
Motor I ’ycie race at Chicago Nov.
was
v
gradated from Bangor Theological
"'"i» by the Durea Garaline Muter*
Seminary :u the class ->f ’05, and is now a
d made .‘4 miles in ten hours and
student inBowdoin College.
After a time
5 three minutes.liev. Helen G.
spent in the enjoyment of sweet songs and
i.
a
fine
wedding breakthe noted [ nitarian minister, charming m^c, came
fast. Every moment of the time was full of
1
l 1!go. N. 1).. Nov. 28.
.She
was
to
enjoyment, aMj the time to say goodbye
known in the Northwest and came
all too
qi\ckly. Mr. and Mrs. Dunuack
Dumas, the have the best t»ui kindest wishes of their
*1 lamatist, died in Paris Nov.
friends for great,uccess the coming years.
’itli
eft i,IHtructions that his funeral
:l ‘inlet one without
Dkhnkwater—C.OSSON. Capt. Charles E.
military Drink
<«ii
water and lfc,Sf4 Lenora Closson, both
at the grave.
He also of
>prr "beeches
North
were carried Thursday at the
" desire
that his tiody should First M. port,
t
E. paraonafc \n Brewer, Rev, J. T.
SM!I
in the loose flannel
working Crosby performing tL ceremony.
1
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ITS

SALE

AT

The following remoustrance was presented
the city government
meeting last Monday
evening and laid on the table in the Board
of Aldermen
To the May or, Aldermen and Common Council
of the City of Belfast, in City Council assembled :
Whereas, it is reported that it is the avowed intention of some of the members of your
body to dispose of the City’s interest in th6
stock of the Belfast and Moo^ehead Lake
Railroad Co. by sale, to wit: its five thousand shares thereof; and
Whereas, we believe that as a matter of
good faith the proceeds of the sale of said
stock should he inviolably dedicated to the
payment, of the bonds which were issued for
its purchase, and that said stock should be
disposed of only for such purpose: and
Whereas, a sale of said stock, or any part
thereof, at any time prior to the maturity of
said bonded indebtedness, to wit: August
lo, 1898, would he extremely unwise and result in a great financial loss to said city in
dividends ami State tax now received by it.
Therefore, we the undersigned, residents
and property owners of said city, hereby remonstrate and enter our solemn protest
agaiust such sale.
0. B. llazeltinc,
Hiram Chase,
John II. Quiiuby,
S. W. Juhuson,
JolinG. Brooks,
R. T. Emery,
Albert C. Burgess,
A. I). Chase,

••

1

PROTEST AGAINST
THIS TIME.

STRONG

at.

..

■

v
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_BELFAST,

N. F.
D. P.
R. F
J. M.

Houston.

Flanders,
Dunton,
Fieteher,
C. Hervey,
J. S. Davis,

C O. Poor.

A. Clement,
M. P. Woodcock,
Charles F. Ginn,
Chas. A. McKinley,
F. E Crowley,
D. P. Palmer,

David Alexander,
Robert Burgess,
F. C. Pendleton,
J. F. MeKeen,

Albert Gammans,
William C. Marshall,
Edward Sibley,
William B. Swan,
A. C. Sibley,
H. P. Thompson,
W. 1*. Thompson,
A. A. Howes,
A. M. Carter,
W. L. Miller,

Augustus Perry,

Chas. P. Hazeltine,

F. B.
E. C.

Mathews,
Hilton,

Geo. W. Burkett.
A. O. Stoddard,
A. 0.
R.

F. W. Shepherd,
J. H. Perkins,

A. F. Bowen,
R. T. Rankin,
B. F. Wells,

Field,
G. W. Stoddard,
Emery Board man,
J. S. Harriman,
J. P. Wight,
Geo. A. Quimby,
W. W. Turner,
H. E. Bradman,
Ben I).

Ellingwood,

Fred T. Chase,

Kittredge,

R. P. Sticknev,
M. Lancaster,
Fred N. Savery,
E. H. Conant,
A. J. C oo k,
R. P. Chase,
Horatio H. Johnson,
Daniel Lane,
A. H. Bradburv,
Llewellyn Wood,
A. J. Mason,
S. W. Oison.
F.

A

Pleasant
Mrs

Anna

W. H. Quimby,
L. L. Robbins,

J. F. Wight,
0. W. Wescott,

Tour

Adams,

Europe.

Through
who

is

visiting her
a

short

Venice.
Two weeks were
pleasantly spent in Rome. They passed
through the Austrian Tyrol, and visited the
famous bathing establishments. The trip
down t lie Danube was by steamer, and the
4th of July was spent in Vienna.
From
there tlic trip was through Prague, Dresden,
Berlin, Munich, by Lake Constance, over
the Via Maia to the Simplon pass aud the
Italian Lakes. Mounts Blanc aud Matterhorn were visited, after which they stopped
at Geneva, Lucerne, Interlaken and
passed
through the Griudelwald forest. Thence
they passed the falls of the Rhine and visited Heidelburg and Cologne, thence up to
Amsterdam, The Hague and the famous
Dutch watering place Scheveningen. From
Antwerp and Brussels they went to Paris,
where the month of September was pleasaud

antly and profitably spent. October was
passed in London, from whence they took
the “cathedral route” to
Liverpool, and arrived in Bust n, Nov. 10th. Mrs. Adams
managed the trip, and everything came out
exactly as planned before the start. Not a

by rail or steamer was missed,
single article was stolen from
them, though they traveled through portions
of Italy which are
literally infested with
thieves and brigands.
connection
a

Secret Societies.

Timothy Chase Lodge, F. and A. M., meets
this, Thursday, evening; Corinthian Royal
Arch Chapter next Monday, and the annual
Palestine Commandery,
Knights Templar, will he held Wednesday
evening, Dec. 11th.
Tile Knights of Pythias are
increasing
their membership and strengtli in this
part
of Maine, very rapidly.
Five lodges, with
aggregate membership of 244, have now
been instituted; at Frankfort,
Vinalhaven,

TUouiaston, Lincoln aud Ellsworth; aud
lodges are nearly ready to institute in Orono,
Newport and Brewer, with several other
places on the string.
New

Publications.

December number of St. Nicholas
contains an illustrated article on
Owney,
the post office dog.
The

Knox

County Historical aud
alogical Magazine, launched on the
Thankgiving day, is published and
by Gen. J. P. Cilley of Rockland at
It merits

Gene-

public
edited
SI per

substantial support.

Ideas is

an illustrated
Monthly published in Philadelphia by Robert A. Balfour
at 50 cent a year.
It tells of new inventions,
discoveries, etc., and is full of inter st from
tiie tirst page to the last. There ought to be
be a good field for sucli a journal.

New

Republican League Leader is the
name of a new weekly published in New
York by and devoted to the interests of the.
National Republican League of the United
States. It contains political news, with much
general readiug of current interest.
The

Good

Advice

Everywhere.

If you have a stock of Christmas goods
let the people know it, aud iu time. The
best advertised goods are the first sold.

[Jacksonville, Florida, Metropolis.

a

street

light

at the

The funeral

held at his home in Clinton
Tuesday afternoon and was largely attended. Mr.
Crowley, Belfast agent of the M.
C. I\. K. and several
young friends from this

city

of tax claims on which he has
brought, suits and attached real estate, for
$2.50 on tax of R. K. Patterson, for $61.71 on
tax of Mrs. Lura Haney, and $2.65 on tax of
John Sylvester.

the

j

was offered for the return of the
property, and defendant brought the watch
back taking the reward and
miming that,
he bought- it of a peddler. Dr. Henry H.
Hayes says lie treated defendant 1 r corns
and ordered a boot for him which titled the
tracks seen at the house. Defendant has
such a boot.
The defense will open next
Saturday. Tileston Wadlin for the State.
C. B. Eaton for defense.

A reward

Arthur

Boyd,

Sarah A. Trundy,
North Searsport, Nov. 2G, 1895.

tions of

respect:
Whereas, The angel of death has once
again entered our Grange home and taken
from us another loved sister who,
though
of the

privilege

of

regularly attend-

ing grange meetings for many years, always
held the order and its interests in
deep respect. Therefore,
That
in
the
death
of
Sister Beal
Resolved,
our Grange loses a
worthy member whose
heart was ever with us.
Resolved, That we extend to the husband
our deepest
sympathy m his bereavement.
May he still feel her influence for good surrounding him and leading him to a better
world.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to Bro. Beal, a copy be placed upon
our records, a
copy sent to the local papers
for publication and our charter be
draped
for thirty days.
M. E. Foster,
M. A.
Emma

Thompson,
Busher.

j> Com.
on
) Res.

Frank E. Cox io Retire from Business.
Mr. Frank E. Cox, familiar to Chelseans
the proprietor of ti e People’s Clothing
store, has made arrangements with a syndicate of Boston men to sell to them ail his
clothing stores. It. may not have been generally known in Chelsea that Mr. Cox has
for some time been not only the
proprietor
of the People’s Clothing store in
Chelsea,
but. also of similar establishments in Wakefield, Stoneliam and Roxbtiry. He has also
maintained a sort of central < Mice at 53 Summer street, Boston.
Mr. Cox has found an
opportunity to make
a deal
advantageous to himself, ami intends
to make it.
After selling he will rest from
the business for a while and find
occupation
in an extended
trip at. home and abroad
with his accomplished wife.
A sojourn in
Mexico, and, later, a trip to the California
coast, will probably be their first tour, and
then they will
probably Mo’ Great. Britain
and the continent.
Mr. Cox will
certainly carry with him the.
best, wishes of the people of
Chelsea, with
whom In* has been so long and
houorablv
associated. [Chelsea, Mass., Evening Record
Nov. 23d.
Mr. Cox is a native of Searsmont and at
as

resident of Belfast and the
manager of his Wakefield store is Mr. C. R.
Davis, formerly of Belfast.
time

a

South Montville.
John Prescott and
O. W. Ripley have gone to Aroostook on a

hunting expedition-B. F. Knowles, who
was

thrown out of his carriage

short time
able to be
up and dressed. .Marcia Woodman passed
peacefully away last Saturday. She had
been in poor health for some time ami
gradually failed until the end came. The funeral services were held at the house
Tuesday,
conducted by Rev. M. F.
Bridgham.
leaves two sisters and one brother to
mourn
their loss.
ago and

severely bruised,

is

a

now

She’

Orrin J. Dickey took his
Thanksgiving
supper with relatives in Rockland.

Mrs. Margaret Jones of this city visited
friends in Rockland last week.
Mrs. F. C. Wood of North
port went to
Rockland Monday for a short visit.
M. A. Ginn and wife of
Prospect visited
his brother, Chas. F. Ginn of this
city, Tues-

Company\s

Annual

a very pleasent time_Mr.
rick of Troy took Thanksgiving

Dennis Mydinner with

It. Myrick. He is t» years old
anil quite smart-Carrie Clark returned
home Nov. 27th after an absence of
two
his sun, A.

years in Montana-The Village Improvement Society will soon have a side walk

the Central House to the station.
Work has already beguu_The VV. K. C.
is still flourishing, with new
members coming in. They have been very busy for some
time sewing for the sick and
helping the
worthy poor.... Mrs. Nellie Ciark is improvm g.
Mrs. H. B. Kite is on the sick
list
from

again....Andrew Pendleton has sold his
will soon go to
Massachusetts.
We are sorry to lose so kind
neighbors and
friends.. Mrs. A. D.
Myrick is suffering
with sciatic rheumatism in
her hip and is
out much....Gorham
“blrhast0a "a'k
though
bad sore on bis lip and it is
feared that it is
farm and

a

cancer.

M'S-

Richard Woodbury
J'nV
Summons have been quite
Sick
are slowly
sick, nut -?at
recovering.. W 4 Mon
roe on
going to his stable Sunday'morning

of his black mules dead.
The
ArIin« Simmons
with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Nath 1 Simmons.
one

Th^
Thanksgmng

M!as

woolen factory.
M try A. Patterson returned home
Monday from a six weeks' visit to friends in
Pittsfield and Bangor.

in

Crawford

Capt. Jere. Hayes took the train yesterday
morning for New York to join his vessel, the

arrived

barkeutine Nellie Smith.
Miss Lucy Wasson Jones of Brooksville is
Belfast to remain until after the holidays
as clerk for Carle & Jones.
in

Mrs. Thomas P. Logan returned Wednesto the Eye and Ear Infirmary at Portland for further treatment.

day

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Wilson of
Lynn,
Mass., returned home last Friday from a

visit to relatives in Belfast.
Allston Ellis and wife of Gardiner, who
have been visiting relatives in Prospect and
Belfast, returned home Saturday.

Chas. A. Harriman and family of Bath
Fred A. Harriman of Waterville spent
Thanksgiving with their parents, Mr. and
Mrs A. J. Harriman.

and

Miss Frances J. Dyer of Boston arrived in
Belfast last Thursday for a short visit to her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. D W. Dyer.

J. C. W. Perry of Portland came to Belfast
Wednesday and spent Thanksgiving with
his mother, Mrs. Joseph S, Thumbs. He remained until Monday.

F. A. Howard returned ye-r- rday
Boston, where she had been ;i few
weeks for treatment for cataract.
Mr. and
Mrs. W. R. Howard accompanied her.
Mrs.

The Belfast Gun Club bad a shooting
match at Belfast Opera House at targets,
with small calibre rilles, for chickens. There
some

Rev. Geo. E. Tufts returned from Isk-sboro
last Thursday. His friends will be g ad to
know that his ill turn there was not a .seri-

good shoot-

ous one

Mrs.

for the first social of the

Unity Club,

to

Bucksport

and

return

on

in

fully

recovered

Robinson of

J. (>. Whitcomb of Waldo has been spenda short Vacation at home.
He returned
last week to Bradley, where he is teaching.

ing

Ed. Bird and Frank Bowen arc engaged in
in Kansas City, Mo.
Mr. Bird

steamer

stone-cutting

Emmeline.
Two friends met on the street Thursday,
and one of them, realizing that it was a holiday, absent-mindedly uttered the salutation, “Wish you a happy New Year.”
Quickly came the response, “Wish you a
merry Christmas.” Mutual smiles followed,
but not of the kind that prevail in non-prohibition States.

Benjamin

Bride water,
Mass., who has been visiting her sister, Mrs.
James W. .Jones, returned home Mouda\.

Odd Fellows’ Hall. Thursday they worn to
Bucksport and played that night for a grand
ball in Emery’s Halt, and report it a very
enjoyable occasion. The orchestra made the

trip

and that lie has

done.

Sanborn’s Orchestra played Thanksgiving
eve.

are

from

giving.

attendance and

daughter

Mr. A. .J Bradford, formerly !' San Francisco, Cal., but now of Portland Me vent
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Condon.

came here to superthe construction of the barkentine
building for C. Morton Stewart & Co., went
t<< his home in Baltimore to spend Thanks-

fair

and

J. Harrison Johnson on C street
| Washington, L>. C., Star.

Mrs. R. W. Rogers and Mrs. Frances
March left by train yesterd v morniug for a
week’s visit in Bangor and Ellsworth.

Capt. Masterton, who

was

Mr.

southwest..

intend

ing

Ralph Johnson

Mrs.

visiting

The weather was in striking contrast with
that of one year ago, and indeed it is rare to
have so pleasant a day in November. That
was something to be thankful for.

was a

a

Mrs.

Coi. G. P. Lombard after an enjoyable visit
to Portland returned to his home in Belfast
to enjoy his Thanksgiving dinner.
[Portland Advertiser.

writes home that he

cific coast

expects to go to the Pa-

soon.

Brown started Monday morning on a
through Massachusetts, Connecticut

A. I.
tour

Northern New York for the Maine Condensed Milk Co. He will be absent a month
and

|

or more.

I

A petition has been circulated in this city
have received the menu of the Thanks- ! asking for the reappointment of Hon. H. O.
giving dinner at the National §Hotel, East Stanley of Dixfieid as Fish ami Game ComSt. Louis, 111., of which Chas. O. Clark is missioner. It received a large number <»f
the mauager, That there was a tempting signatures.
array of viands none who know' Mr. Clark’s
George C. Sheldon, principal of the North
capabilities as a caterer will doubt; hut it is New Portland High School, who read law in
the office of Judge W. C. Philbrook of this
safe to say that Charles himself would have
is to be examined for admission to the
gladly exchanged the whole bill of fare for city,
bar at the coming term of the supreme, court
one of Bickuell’s broiled lobsters and a
peck in Somerset county. [ Waterville Mail.
of clams.
The eightieth birthday of Mr. David W,
The event which attracted the greatest inDyer was celebrated Nov. 29th by a family
terest during the day was a game of foot
gatheri ng at his residence on North port
ball on the Allyu field between teams made avenue. There was a goodly attendance,
u p as follows:
and many friends called in to offer congratuTrue Hay ford,
Herman Patterson
Centre,
lations.
John Walton,
Right guard, John McLellan
Frank J. Starrett, Left guard,
Caleb Lewis
One of the most attractive debutantes of
Hugh McLellan, Right half, Arthur F. Brown liie season is Miss Louise Johnson, the only
Frank Messervey, Left half,
Clarence Conant
of Mr. and Mrs. Edward Johnson
daughter
Will Havener,
Quarterback, Frank Hanscom of
Marlboro street.
Her mother is the
Frame Peterson,
Tackle,
Harry Bagley
of
the late well known Dorchester
daughter
Neither team was complete, but they playphysician, Dr. Miller. Miss Johnson is a
ed a good game for teams not in practice.
pure blonde of medium height, with regular
Two touchdowns were made by Hugh Mc- features and delicate coloring, and a beautiful figure. [Boston Herald.
Lellan, through the centre. The score stood
S to 0 it favor of Hay ford’s side. There were
The 25tli anniversary of the marriage of
two 15-minute halves. B. P. Hazeltine,
Jr., Mr. and Mrs. J. S. Smith of Rockland, Mass.,
was referee.
was pleasantly observed at their home Nov.
The casualties consisted of a
barked Lose and sprained ankle on one man 22nd by a surprise party of their friends.
and the wind knocked out of another. Both Mr. Smith is the editor and proprietor of
were able to atteud to business nex;
the Rockland Standard and he and his wife
day.
have been frequent visitors here. The Journal extends congratulations.
Sandypoint. The entire community was
shocked last Saturday night to hear that Mr.
We

good things

it

Robert P. Coombs and wife have gone to
Salmon Falls, where they have employment

Geo. W. Field, D. D., and wife of Bangor
the day with relatives here and attended the services at the North church in
the evening.

Welch,

success.

[Portland Express.

street.

spent

Marti eaile Fritters, Vanilla Sauce
Boiled and Mashed Potatoes
Squash
Onions
Small Peas
Corn
Chow < liow
Worcestershire Sauce
Tomato
Halford Sauce
Ketchup
Horse Radish
Suet Pudding, Hard Sauce
.Mince Pie
Lemon Pie
Apple Pie
Chocolate Cake
Angel Cake
Orange Cake
Fruitcake
anilla lee Cream
Malaga Raisins Assorted Nuts Florida Oranges
Coffee Jelly
Apples
Grapes
Cheese
Green Tea
Java Coffee
After partaking of the
F,

perfect

Congress

spend Thanksgiving with relatives.

Fancy Oyster Roast,

was a

Mr. J. Foley of Winterport is the guest of
his auut, Mrs. Julia Cuddy, High street.

J. E. Robinson and family sailed Wednes
day afternoon in sloop Acme for Camden to

,,,

firemen,

Capt. Decatur Gray of Cape Rozier visited
daughter, Mrs. Martha C. Gray, of this
city last week.
his

from Boston
Thursday morning to partake of the Thanksgiving dinner with his sisters.

Chicken a la Rliene
Consomme Janlinier
Olives
Pickled Beets
Celery
Boiled Cod, with Cream Sauce
Corned Beef
Leg of Mutton, Caper Sauce
Sugar Cured Ham, with Currant Jelly
Tongue
Kill of Beer. Brown Sauce
Sirloin of Beef, Irish Gravy
Mint
Sauce
Lamb,
Young Turkey, Cranberry Sauce
Chicken, Gib'let Sauce
Chicken salad, Lobster Salad,
Rice Croquette, Brandy Sauce

Unity. The Christian Endeavorers gave
asocial Friday night at the home of Mabel
Bacon. About thirty were present. Cake
and coffee were served and ail pronounced

Kent, the druggist at A. A. Howes &
went to his home in Madison for

W. C.

Kimball; Assistant, W. H. Walker;
Clerk and Treasurer, I. T.
Clough ; HydrantE.
L. Cook, H. J. Morrison. After the.
men,
business meeting the members adjourned to
Crosby Inn where, with a number of
invited guests, they sat down to their
seventh annual banquet. The
spread was
one of Haugh, Edwards & Co.’s best.
Folis
the
lowing

presentatives of the Age and Journal, and
by a few members of the company. Tl.e occasion, like everything under the auspices of

Mrs. Mary Flannigan of Bangor visited
mother, Mrs. Ellen Casey of this city,
last week.
her

Irishman said of the turkey that it was
a moighty iuconvainant
bird; too much for
one, and not enough for two.

Banquet.

Ex-Chief Engineer, read a
characteristic letter from Mayor Hanson,
who was out of town.
Mr. Welcl: then
made some remarks on the
past, present and
future of the Belfast Fire Department, and
Chief Engineer F. E. Cottrell spoke of the
work of the department
during the past
Brief remarks we're made by tiie reyear.

B. P. Hazeltine, Jr., who is
attending the
Institute of Technology, Boston, came home
for the holiday.

An

A

found

Bon Hazeltine left Saturday on bis return
Seattle, Wash., from a visit to his parents
in this city.
to

Mr. R. L. Ilsley, principal of the Belfast
High School, passed Thanksgiving in Waterville with his wife and son.

annual meeting of Washington Hose
Ho. 1 was held
Tuesday evening at the
engine rooms. The officers were re-elected
as follows:
Captain, W. R. Ford ; Foreman,

snent
spent

Fred M. Bailey was at home from the
State College to speud the day. He returned

on

Co.

our

William Geutner and wife returned by last
steamer from a ten days' visit iu
Boston.

Sunday's

Chas. F. Shaw and family partook of the
in their new home

rhe

H.

A.

Thanksgiving good things

Anna Amory and Mis.
Mr and Mrs. Francis
Annoy, the diaries \\ Amorys, Mrs. John
1-. A m lemon and her
daughters, Mrs. Parker,
Mrs. C. f' Curtis, Jr., ami Miss Anna Atidersnu- a,1,i Mr. and Mrs. 1\ Jefferson
Coolidge,
Jr.
[Boston Herald.

W

Councilman B. H. Knowlton is confined
bis house by a partial
paralysis of his left
side.

to

Thanksgiving.

daughters, Miss
George il. Lyman,

Hose

day.

J. Biiiings of Freedom spent
in Belfast with Mrs.
Margaret

Mr.

KEKU.

Upon the death of Sister Nancy Beal, Dirigo Grange tenders the following resolu-

ton

Co.’s,

his

|

Always

Horace Chenery arrived home from Bosthe lirst of the week.

Thanksgiving

Monday.

The death at her Beacon street house of
\\ iliiam Amory, who has been an iufor .-o many years, will throw into
mourning at this opening of the gay season
an iiuiisual number of social
leaders, whose
p ace it will hr ;mpos.silur to till.
Among
the relatives are Mr. vv iliiam
Amory and

Grange,, North Searsport, lias |
adopted the following resolutions of re-

cheerful, alwajs temperate, always bold
and fearless in the right, we, feel that Granite Grange has met with a great loss; but
let us trust our loss is his eternal gain.
Kesol ved, That a copy of these resolutions
be put upon our records, a copy sent to the
family of Bro. Z. L. Downs, and a copy sent
to the county papers for publication.
A. Stinson,

Chas. B. Hazeltine left for New York
by
train Tuesday afternoon.

Thanksgiving with

White.

Muie
'.aiid

Granite

has death entered oui circle and taken
away
another of our Worthy Brothers.
During
the short time Bro. Downs had
belonged to
our Grange we had to honor and
respect
him for his many manly qualities.

Janies H. Jones spent
friends in Brooksville.

Thanksgiving

A.

visit.

Mrs. Geo. D. Palmer of Montville is visiting Mrs. M. H. Carter.

Mrs

was

a

Capt. T. B. Barr spent Thanksgiving in
St. Jago, Cuba.

giving.

Files of Thorndike, Me., died in
Providence, R. 1., Sept. 21,1895, where she
had gone for surgical treatment. Her
age
was 08 years and 0 mouths.
She was the
daughter of Rev. Stephen J. and Esther
Chase, late of Unity, and her early life was
passed among dear ones and amid a Christian inliuence. At the
age of twenty-seven
years she united in marriage with Jonathan
rlies who survives her. A little later she
gave her heart to God and was baptized by
Rev. H. Small.
For reasons of her own she
did not unite with
any church, but lived a
humble Christian life, doing what she could
for the cause of Christ.
Always cheerful
and hopeful she made home pleasant to her
family, of whom she was the centre. Her
cheerful life made many friends, and a
large
circle mourn her death. Her life seemed
devoted to good deeds and her
greatest
anxiety was that her sons might both be
Christians. She was very grateful to her
brothers and others for trying so hard to
find help for her amid her
sufferings. Bravely she fought death to the last, and although
it came very suddenly she was
prepared to
While we can but mourn our loss we
go.
are sure she has
a
crown.
gained
She was
brought by loving hands to the home she so
lately left. And many friends took leave of all
that, was mortal of her they loved. After
singing and prayer a few brief remarks were
made by the writer, and then her f<>rm was
laid in the bosom of mother
earth; there to
rest until the Lord comes to claim his own.
The bereaved husband anti sous have the
heartfelt sympathy of the entire
community
in their affliction.
[D. Brackett.

regular meeting last Saturday evening, Seaside Grange opened a mock trial.
Lewis A. Knight is accused of larceny of a
watch and ring from Mrs. Adeibert Knight.
The complaint alleges that the watch was
missed and that a search showed peculiar
tracks 1 eat ling from the lions, totiie road.

one

Mr. Greeley’s age

present.

were

Betsey

Granges.

Worthy Master, Brothers and Sisters:
Again in the short history of Granite Grange

Friday for

Elizabeth Pond and Miss Bessie M.
Pond went to Bncksport to spend Thanks-

engaged in the milling business. He leaves
a wife, two sons and three
daughters. The
funeral was largely attended and the floral
offerings profuse and handsome.

on

spect

Mrs. H. H. Cobbett went to Camden last

Unity for liis

Miss

John W. Greenlaw died at his home in
Sacramento, Calif., Nov. 15th, at the ag< .of
bO years. He was a native of
Waldo, a son
of tlie late Alexander Greenlaw' and
brother
ot William J. Greenlaw of
Northport. When
a young mail lie worked for
several years in
the store of the late Thomas Marshall of
Belfast. He W'ent to California in 185" and

account

deprived

was

23 years.

Orders were passed giving H. F. Mason,
Collector, credit as follows: for $397.65 on

of

to

C. W. Wescott, cashier of the Belfast Nabeing, brought
by lifting beyond his strength. From j tional Bank, spent the day with relatives in
that time he gradually failed until the end. Knox.

corner

the Committee

went

Miss Mabel R. Mathews is visiting friends
in Boston.

ou

Main street ..ml Waldo avenue was taken
from the table end it was voted to grant the
prayer of petitioners. An order was passed to establish the light.

to

Conner

in

Oscar H. Dilworth of Waterville
spent
the day with his parents in this
city.

which remain uncancelled.
for

R.

Personal.

John E. Woodcock of Searsiuont
spent
in Belfast.

an instrument in the Western
Union office evenings, and had thus become
an expert
Last spring he was
operator.
taken with a
hemorrhage while at work in
the freight yard, the attack

of

of

an

year.

ics

petition

E.

Thanksgiving

spent

Thanksgiving.

by tending

At its

<

The

The

hotes and Personals.

E. S. Bowker
Brooks.

line accountant and well versed in business for one of his years.
As a portion of
his duty was to receive and transmit telegraph messages, lie got additional practice

Report of the Committee on Finance
recommending the destruction of certain
bonds, was read, accepted and ordered ou
tile, and an order was passed directing the
Committee, to destroy said bonds.
The
bonds include $585,900 unissued 4 per cent,
bonds of the date of 1882, with coupons of
same, attached or unattached, and a variety
of later iss

Thanksgiving

a

The protest of Chas. B. Hazeltine and 116
others against selling the city’s railroad
stock before Aug. 15, 1898, when the bonds
become due, was read and laid ou the table
in the Board of Aldermen.

News

thusiastic over the beauty and grandeur
f
the sc/*neiy and the magnificence ef tin*
archite ture.
They first went to Genoa and
Nu e. taking a carriage drive along the shore
'C. cr the famous shell
road, and then visited
Pisa, Naples, the Isle of Capri, Sorrento,

convocation

$95.00; advertising bond sale, $77.00; making
plans for bridge, $35.00; use of Belfast Opera
House for mass meetings, $15 00; Maine Industrial School, support of girl, $39.00, and
the usual routine bills for highways, schools,
library, etc.

L. M. Burrington,
H. C. Pitcher,
Chas. R. Harrison,

visited many >f the principal points of
interest on the continent.
Her accounts of
the trip are most entertaining, as she is en-

not

George Greeley, formerly assistant station
agent of the Maine Central Railroad Co. at
Belfast, died at the home of his parents in
Clinton last Saturday.
He was a young
man of much promise and his
early death
is a great blow to a large circle of friends.
He was a graduate of Bucksport
Seminary,
and was very thorough in his studies,
being

Adjourned.

ams

and

|

The trustees of the Free Library were inbuy fur said library Belfast city
bonds of the issue of 1895 to the amount of
810,000, paying therefor from the funds now
on deposit in the Belfast Savings Bank.

time ago from a six months’ tour in Europe.
In company with a lady friend Mrs. Ad-

-reiice

Obituary.

structed to

J. W. Wall a ce,

mother, Mrs. C. F. Morisoii, returned

F.

|

highways was referred
Highways.

S. Ivalish,
Field,
Arnold Harris,
Blown,
Edward Johnson, Ex. Est. A. W. Johnson,
Edward Johnson,

It. F.
A. 1.

City Government.
The regular meeting of the City Council
was held Monday evening, with a full board
of Aldermen and seven members present in
the Common Council.
Roll of accounts No. 9 was passed. The
items include printing new issues of bonds

The bill of Geo. A. Bailey for property destroyed the night of the celebration following last March election was referred to the
City Sulicitor.
\ otecl to abate the sewer assessment of
tiie Belfast Free Library, Methodist church,
Baptist church, school lot, Congregationalist
parsonage, and 822 of the assessment against
the county of Waldo.
The bills of A. C. Elliugwood and R. H.
Moody for medicines, etc... supplied to nonresident paupers, were referred to the City
Solicitor.
The bill of J. F. Smith for labor on the

11. H. Howes,
James H. Howes,
I. M. Board man,
Jeremiah C Whitten, I. H. Jackson,
D. B. South worth,
George F. Ryan,
L. T. Shales,
T. G. Bartlett,
G. D. MeOrillis,
A. A. Small,
A. K. Pierce,
L. F. McDonald,
John A. Briggs,
Win. M. Woods,
John W. Ferguson,
S. H. Mathews,
H. H. Sides,
Fred J. Clark,
J. W. Banks,
R F. Patterson,
T. W. Pitcher,
S. G. Bicknell,

NUMBER 49.
^—

|

Cyrus Hartsou of the Narrows District had
committed suicide by drowning in the river.
The body was recovered in the afternoon as

Transfers

in

Heal

Estate.

The following transfers in real estate were
recorded in Waldo County Registry of Deeds
for the?week ending Dec. 4, 1S95: Louisa K.
Patterson, Belfast, to Alina E. Hutchins,
do.; land in Belfast. Harris M. Durham,
Boston, to Lue Quail, do.; land in Islesboro.
Harrie M. Durham, to Charles Goon < wang,
do.; land in Islesboro. Edwin H. Cram,

the title went down. A
rope was around his
neck with a stone attached, also a
rope
fastened to a boat. He leaves a wife and
two sons. The funeral was held
Tuesday
afternoon. Mr. Ila.tson was horn in Swanville 49 years
ago and had been a farmer for
many years. He was no doubt insane
when he committed the deed... .There
will
be
no
more
preaching here for
several months. Sunday school at. t,lie
usual time-Capt.
H. S. Black leaves
this week for Montpelier, Vt.f to live with
his daughter, Mrs. O. F. Staples... .Mr. and
Mrs. Fred Segar have gone to Belfast anti
after a visit there w ill go to Massachusetts
for the winter... .Jas. Stowers, who has
been in Hampden at school, is spending his
vacation here... .Thanksgiving parties wrnre
numerous... .Mr. Elbridge Ginn of schooner
Fawn arrived home recently-Miss Alice
Richards goes to Bangor this week for a
short visit.

Joseph I. Hurd, do.; land

Rockport.
During a turkey shoot at
Beech Hill, Thanksgiving, Will Spear and
Will New’bert got into an altercation which
ended in a rather serious stabbing affray.
Newbert was the vic tim, receiving a knife
thrust which glanced on a rib bone narrowly averting fatal injuries. There have been
uo arrests as yet.

Camden. For some time past this town
has been supporting one Fred E. Brown under protest-. The cause for the protest lay
in the belief of the Camden overseers that
Brow'n belonged in Islesboro, and that place
would accordingly be responsible. A suit
wras brought and lias just been settled out
of court—Islesboro paying.

>

Montville,

to

B.

F.

Harrimau, Appleton;

and mill in Montville. Knott Cates,
Thorndike, to Chas. A. Milliken, Augusta;
land in Thorndike. Mary Jewett, Belfast,
to Robert E. Bradstreet, do.; laud and buildings in Belfast. L. H. Mosher, Unity, to
C. N. Blethen, Thorndike; land in Unity.
Sarah H. Seavey, Frankfort, to Samuel
Clegg, do.; land and buildings in Frankfort.
Albert L. Kelly estate, Winterport, to
land

in

Winterport.

have the greatest cause for thanksgiving an unstinted hand. He fills to overflowing
Concerning California Fruit.
and praise. Look into the deep intent of the cup of him who has the will to hold
When
California raisins are sold here at
rich and bountiful nature.
The Eternal it right side up, fills it with the living
Power at the heart of it has designed and waters of truth.
By no miracle can the retail for a fraction over 3 cents per pound
inverted
ordered it to beneficently provide for
He fills the —8
cup be so filled.
lbs. for 25 cents -one is led to enquire

positively

It will
cure the many common ailments which will occur to the inmates of
every
family as long as life has woes. It soothes every ache, every lameness, every pain every
soreness everywhere.
It prevents and cures asthma,

bronchitis, colds, coughs, croup catarrh
diphtheria, gout, hacking, hoarseness, headache, hooping cough, influenza and neuralgia!

Johnson’s Anodyne Liniment

Originated in 1810, by the late Dr. A. Johnson, Family Physician.
For more than forty years I have used JohnCROl’1*. My children are subject to croup.
son's Anodyne Liniment in my
family. I re- All that is necessary is to give them a dose,
gard it one of the best and safest family med- bathe the chest and throat with your Liniment,
icines. used internal and external in all cases. tuck them iu bed. and the
croup disappears as
O. H. Ingalls, Dea. 2d Bapt. Ch., Bangor, Me. if bv magic. lv A.
Perrenot, Rock port, Tex.
Our Book “Treatment for Diseases and Care of Sick Room,’' Mailed Free.
Sold by all Druggists. I. S. JOHNSON & CO., aa Custom House Street, Boston, Mass.

Union
T.A

I!<. 1.

ATTENDANCE

AT
THE
NORTH
SERMON RY REV. .J. M. LED. IIUNITARIAN.

CHI JU

TON,
The

of a day of thanksgiving to Almighty God for having delivered them
from the awful peril which so long had

ordering

Services.

Thanksgiving

menaced them.
Nunc the less profoundly were they exercised by the consciousness of their guilt
before their God, and they as frankly and
humbly expressed their remorse and repentance in public as their gratitude and
It was only four years
thankfulness.
after the raging of that frenzied superstition of witchcraft which made Salem
the scene of such inhuman deeds, that
the enormity of the wrong they had done
in torturing and violating the most sacred
relations ol human hearts and homes was
so profoundly experienced that the whole
community was moved to a public expression of penitence and humiliation. A
day was set apart for solemn fasting and
confessi on in homes and meeting houses.
“The names of innocent victims were recalled with unavailing regret.”
The historian tells us that the occasion was made
deeply impressive when one of the Judges
in the trials arose and stood in his place
in the sanctuary while the minister read
aloud a note which lie had handed to him
asking that in the general prayer his own
individual petition be offered, imploring
forgiveness for the wrong he personally
had committed in his high office.
His
prayer was that his error might not be
visited
nor
his
him,
upon
divinely
family,
nor the public.
So profound was the significance of public humiliation to the Fathers.
And not
only was their contrition manifest in petitions for pardon, but in such substantial
reparation as they were able to make. On
the occasion just referred to a considerable sum of money from the public treasury was distributed to the representatives
of the sufferers from “losses, disabilities
and scandals.”
lliesc iacts, chosen trom many winch
might be cited, show not only that the
Fathers in each instance gave not general
and stereotyped but special and definite
reasons or occasions for observing days of
Thanksgiving and Fast; but they also
make clear their intense and vital conviction of their dependauce on God, and their
dutj of allegiance to him.

II.

congregation which assembled in
Thanksgiving evening
was one of the largest ever assembled
there.
Every pew was fully occupied

the North church

and many were seated in the aisle.
The
chorus choir, composed of members of all
the church choirs of the city, furnished
excellent music under the direction of
Mr. Charles M. Craig, with Mrs. James
W.
Jones and Miss Mary E. Faunce
at

E.
Mr.
S.
organ.
director during the

the

Pitcher

singing of
the anthem.
The following clergymen
were on the platform: Rev.
George Sherman Mills. Congregationalist; Rev. J. M.
Leighton, Unitarian: Rev. John F. Tilserved

as

ton, baptist; Rev. S. L. Ilanscom, MethoThe services were from a leaflet of

dist.

the <

ougrcgatioualist series,

and

were as

follows:
Organ Prelude.
Selection from Psalms.
Rev. G. S.

Mills.

Response by the people.
Reading J ululate Deo.

Pastor and people.

Hymn. “Oh. worship

the

King/'

Arr. from Haydn
Choir ami congregation.

Respimsive service,

Mills and people.
Thanksgiving selecthm,
Rex. G. S. Mills and people in unison.
Hymn, “Praise, <> praise our God and
Malan
King/'
Rev. G. S.

( horns choir.
1’ra-jper by Rev
F. Tilton.
nsivc
service.
Resp
I'i'v. J. F. Tilton and
Hymn. “From all that dwell

Skies,"

people.

below the
Franc

Chorus choir.

Responsive

service,
Kev. G S. Mills and people.
to God, immortal praise,”

Hymn. “Praise

Chorus choir.

Able.

Prayer h\ llev. S. L. Hanseom.
Reading Tv enty-tlnrd Psalm,
Rev. .1. M Leighton.

Morbid,

incongruous,

even

impious,

their conceptions of God seem to
us to have been on occasions, there was
Anthem. “Ve shall dwell iu the land,"
Chorus choir.
Stainer. beneath all their superstition and stern
Address, ‘‘The Heart of the Infinite Bounty” administration of what to them seemed
Rev. ,J M. Leighton.
justice, a depth of religious sentiment
Respi nisi ve service
which caused them to acknowledge the
Rev. G. S. Mills and peop'e.
relation of cause and effect between every
Hymn, ,ilMy God, how endless is thy love,”
Chorus choir
Hastings. event of their lives and their God.
I said their conceptions of God and of
Benediction,
Rev. S. L. Hanseom.
their relations to him seem sometimes
Organ posthule.
incongruous and impious. This was true
Following is Mr. Leighton's address in of their public expression, but not,—let
us believe,—of their intent.
Their public
full :
thanksgivings were not always pure and
Tin HKAIiT OF THE INFINITE IIOI'XTY.
unselfish gratitude to God, nor their huOur President, and the Governors of miliations
always free from attempts at
the respective States, in appointing the
self-justification, and hints of dissatisfaclast Thursday of November as a day of tion with God’s
dealings with them, as
Thanksgiving, allege the custom of the not being quite adequate to their deserts.
Fathcis iu so doing.
But if we turn to Public prayer,—as
any one may learn
the reeoids of the Fathers we learn that from the
journalsjof Wiuthrop and Sewneither their days of Thanksgiving nor a 11.— not
infrequently was the medium
Fast w ere subject to the routine, or select- 1 of
making known the private opinions,
ed with any reference to the calendar or partialities, and grievances of a minister
season of
the year.
The occasions had in his relations with his
people, or of one
tlieii source rather in their spiritual man with
another, even to the extent of
moods, and were assigned through all ; excited utterance and embittered
feelings,
seasons.
with little of the grace of mercy and forWith us it is the constant and unfailing
giveness. Those old servants of the Lord
bounty of God which prompts periodical 1 were not only humble in his presence, but
1 hanksgivings. Whether the year be tin- exacting as well.
They served him strictj
usually tiiiitful. prosperous, and free! ly, and demanded their dues. The Mathfrom national disaster; or characterized
as
their
diaries
ers,
reveal, were accustomby the devastation of crops, or the blast- I ed with deliberation and frank sincerity
inff of a wide and fruitful area by frost, ! to cast up detailed accounts of debt and
as iu the South last season; or the widecredit with God, “with grim intimations
spread depression of business with conse- on some dark occasions, that the balance
hard
times
and
quent
suffering; the Proc- was on their side: that God had come
lamation of a day of Thanksgiving is short in some reasonable condition of the
made.
With
the Fathers both covenant.” Cotton
periodically
Mather, on his solemn
Thanksgiving and Fast were in each case days of fasting and self-reckoning and inconditioned upon a well-defined and em- timate converse with
God, would roll and
phatic reason in opportunity or emerg- writhe on the door of his locked and darkency.
Thanksgiving and Fast followed ened study, pitifully pleading with the
each other iu close proximity, as they unseen
partner of his plans and labors to
were delivered from
impending calamity so reward him that they might not longer
or overshadowed
by some threatening dis- remain unappreciated, and Inmselt be
aster: as they were elated by a consciousmade the sport of detraction and ridicule.
ness of their mercies or depressed
by a
Though we, keep up the custom of the
sense of their sins.
Fathers in our annual Thanksgiving day,
our fore-elders experienced a
pro- it must be seen that it lias not the same
Tounwer belief than we in the immediate
significance, is not so profoundly momenand direct dealing of God with them in tous to
It has beus, as it was to them.
all their affairs. God was not to them the come
perfunctory, habitual—a holiday, a
Eternal Power who steadfastly worked
feast-day. With them it was not merely
within and through nature and their own a
periodical custom, it was a devout occafaculties by natural law and order, and sion.
If we were subject, to the extent
4-hus provided for, and cared for them.
they were, to the theocratic idea, we
He w as rather an absolute sovereign, who doubtless
might find specific mercies and
rewarded them when they pleased him,
blessings to justify the proclamation of
and punished them when they offended
Thanksgiving day as often as they did;
him: material prosperity was a token of and if we were to
interpret all our our
his favor, and disaster of his displeasure. disasters and
dangers, material aud moral,
Therefore they publicly gave thanks to as direct and detailed
penalties laid upon
Him in hearty and manful fashion when us
by God for our short-comings and sins,
tokens of his approval were received, and as
they did, there would be no lack of oc
humiliated themselves before Him when casions for
public humiliation.
fear or calamity befell in the belief that it
It may be doubted if our consciousness
was God's stein rebuke of some shortof the mercies and blessings we enjoy is
coming or sin. For each Thanksgiving as vivid,—it certainly is not so devout—as
proclaimed, their Governors set forth a that of the Fathers. It may also be quesspeeilic reason, which was put before the tioned if our comprehension of the signiw hole
people as a ma ter which would be ficance of our sins and short-coinings is
sure
to engage their devotional senti- as keen as theirs.
Our allegiance to God
ments.
would. I fear, be scarcely strong enough
In their old records may be found in- to move us to proclaim public thanksstances in which, at the same session the
giving for material benefits as meagre as
Court appointed both a Thanksgiving and those which were the occasions of the
a
Fast day, with only a few days inter- first Thanksgiving days.
The changes
vening. the reasons for each being very we note have come to pass naturally and
set
forth
in
and
the
madetail,
distinctly
inevitably. The greatly altered premises,
terials very definitely assigned.
In 1002, of knowledge; the ways of God’s dealings
for example, the first Wednesday of the with men; vastly improved conditions ot
coming Aovemuer was appointed as a day living; widely extended and elaborated
of thanksgiving “for mercies at homeauil functions of industry, have so modified
abroad;” and at tlie same session of the our conceptions of our relations to God,
Court the first Wednesday of December, and to rich nature which supplies all our
just one month later, as a day of humil- material needs, that we have not the
iation “on account of the prevailing pow- same impulse of thanksgiving the Fathers
er of anti Christ, together with some pub- had."Not the same, but not less.
You
lic rebukes of God among ourselves.” cannot feel like a Puritan, because you
Momentous and startling indeed were live in a larger world; have a thousand
some of the occasions which prompted
never
he
conveniences and luxuries
those public expressions of gratitude and dreamed of; are in touch with the whole
humiliation.
VVe must not fail to take world.
You cannot worship like a Puriinto account, along with their ideas of tan because your ideas and experience of
God and his dealings with them, the fact God are’not like his.
You do not, as he
that they were but few in numbers, sur- did, look upon calamities as the direct and
rounded Jon every side by dangers, and detailed'rebukes and penalties of God;
apprehensive every moment of impending not upon impending perils as his threats
calamity. They felt themselves defense- of punishment if you do not grovel before
less without the strong arm of the Lord him.
We do not look upon bountiful
to battle for them.
For the entire sum- harvests and national prosperity as the
of
slaves
in
secmer
one
1741 the negro
special, partial favors of God, but as the
tion were in such a state of discontent results of the universal, overflowing bounand disorder that an uprising was hourly ty of the Eternal, which has been poured
expected, and the whole people with their out upon us through the channels of natofficials were for a time paralized by fear. ural laws, not of the material universe
At last, driven to action by their desper- only, but the moral realm as well.
We
ate situation, they apprehended and mer- look upon these bounties as the legitimate
cilessly tortured to death the alleged lead- rewards of intelligent industry and thrift;
ers, thus quelling the threatened insur- prevailing integrity of motive and conduct.
The next, and the most natural And when once we get at the heart of the
rection.
thing under the circumstances, was the Infinite Bounty, we shall realize that we

though

1

But not on heart which opens to him with love and
every living creature in it.
Parental love, of which there is
the coddling plan of a partial, fickle,
peace.
Providence that, would heap blessings on such fulness and richness in the world, is
such as grovel before him; but that of as much a part of the Infinite bounty as
yielding them to those that stand erect in corn and oil. Love bubbles and sings in
their integrity before him, and work with the moments of its passional emotion.
It
ltis suffers and bears in its hours of self-sacrihim in harmony with nature’s laws,
So full is file bounty of God’s huthe ground plan of this universe that man fice.
The bounty of nature manized love that it fails not: through
be lord of nature.
.is increased ten-fold, fifty-fold, a hundred- long hours, and wearying days and nights,
fold, by the intelligent and industrious and lengthening years, serving without
co-workingof man. The Eternal Power other recompense than its own blessedness
The immeasurable symworks, not only in the heart of nature, and renewal.
but in the powers and faculties of man. pathy and compassion of the Eternal
In spite of storm and flood and blighting is flowing into and through the human
drouth and frost, nature steadfastly re- soul in constantly increasing volume. Intains her infinite resources of production, exhaustible riches of truth reward and
awaiting and soliciting man’s co-operative delight the eager mind of man. Beauty
effort to adjust himself to their conditions, of form and symmetry of law delight the
and develop their possibilities. She hour- eye, and gratify the cultured mind behind
ly otters her rich bounties, enough for all it. The greatest heart revels in opporher children.
The
Somewhere the earth pro- tunities for affection and goodness.
duces, or may be made to produce, life of the God-conscious soul is an overenough for every creature that lives upon flowing bounty of sunshine, reverence and
it.
“It seems as if everywhere the power joyThese are but a fractiou of thine Infinite
of the Eternal were appealingly saying to
man, ‘Learn how to use me, and see how bounty, O God, hut enough, when once
I will bless you.’
realized, to justify the harmonies of thy
The fact that there are so many in the beneficent intent, and voice in the conworld who experience lack and suffering, scious soul of man the melody of joyful
furnishes no evidence of limitation to the thanksgiving and praise.
abundant store of nature’s power and
willingness. It only shows that man has
not so learned to adjust himself to her
provisions and laws as to get at the heart
of her bounty, and on tlie one baud to re“I Was No Good on Earth.”
frain from taking a great deal more than
his share, and on the other to come short
Dr. Miles’ Nervine strengthens
of getting enough to keep him from povhe weak,
builds up tlie broken
erty and woe.
In the Psalm we have taken for our
down constitution, and permanently
text we have a parable of the shepherding
sures ( Very kind of nervous disease.
care of the Eternal.
Safety, shelter, com“About one year ago liras afflicted
fort,. protection from deadly perils; and
in* th }■ err on n»i ess. sleep I ess n ess.
lastly, in the figure of Oriental hospitalCreeping sensation in my legs.
“Thou preity, plenty to overflowing.
Slight pa!pitation of my heart.
parest a table before me in the presence
Distracting confusion of the mind.
of mine enemies.
Thou auoiutest my
Serious loss or lapse of memory.
head with oil, my cup runneth over.
Weighted dotrn frith care and
Surely goodness and mercy shall follow
tcorry. I eompletely lost appetite
me all the days of my life,
and i will
And felt my vitality * rearing out,
dwell in the house of the Lord forever.’’
I fras freak, irritable and tired,
This Psalm was a soug of exalted reJtSy freight fras reduced to 1 GO lbs..
ligious patriotism intended to inspire the
In fact I fras no good, on earth.
loftiest hope, courage, and confidence in
A rPlena orougnt
the God of Israel, and in righteousness as
me Dr. Miles’ book,
the basis of national prosperity. Jehovah
“New and Startwas the refuge of his
people. To him
ling Facts,” and
they might flee from all the dangers that
1 finally decidde
threatened, all the foes that harrassed.
to try a bottle of
From him they might confidently expect
Dr.
M il.es’
Itea hospitality which was unstinted in liberorative
Nervine.
ality, and untainted by distrust. The
Before T liad ta ken
language of this closing part of the Psalm
one bottle 1 could
displays in detail the character of Oriental
sleep as well as a
hospitality. The Law of Moses bade tlie
•O-yr.-old boy. My
Hebrew bust to treat the stranger even as
appetite returned
a brother, and though hunted, if once he
increased.
greatly
took refuge within the gates of the He*1 hen I had taken the si.vth bottle
brew. the sentiments of humanity and
My tveiyht increased to 170 6s.,
honor were his protectors.
If it was a
The sensation in my leys teas yonc;
time of feasting the refugee was made a
My nerves steadied completely;
The anointing of the head with
guest.
My memory teas fully restored.
perfumed oil was an eastern custom,
My brain seemed clearer than ever.
which, as a maik of special consideration,
I felt as good as any man on earth.
the host himself might perform.
Mr. Miles9 11 est ora five Xerrine is
very Hebrew would comprehend the
A great medicine. I assure you.”
poet’s theme, Jehovah, the Infinite Host,
Walter R. Burbank.
Augusta, Me.
Protector, Provider: the refuge from perDr. Miles' Nervine is sold on a posit ivo
and
the
ils,
supplier of all wants. Not
guarantee that the first hot! le will none tit.
All druggists sell it at $1, 6 bottles for *1, or
only to tin- extent of man’s actual needs
it will be sent, prepaid, on receipt of price
but to lavishness.
This bountifulness of
by the Dr. Miles Medical Co., Elkhart, Ind
Jehovah is once and again set forth in the
Psalms.
He is said to make the earth rejoice: to crown the year with goodness; to
make the valleys to stand so thick with
health
corn that they shout and sing for joy; to
make the ground soft with showers; and
to bless the increase of it.
His very steps
IN 1896
dropped richness, and the fields of the
wood rejoiced before him, rejoiced beHARPER'S WEEKLY is a journal for the wlio'e
cause he comet.li to judge the
people with country. It deals with the events of the wor d
truth.
Thus confidently did the Hebrew that are
important to Americans.
in
their highest religious moods.
poets sing
In carrying out this policy, in 180.", .Iit.i.»n
not
with
as
confident trust,
May
we,
Ralimi visited China and .Japan, and journeyed
declare the wealth of the Infinite bounty
through the West; Ri< haui* Hakdlnt. 1>a.is
and care, and the might of the eternal
took a trip through the Caribbean Sea; the evoluprotection? The earth is lavish of her ! tions of the new navy were described and illusSeed-time
and
harvest
fail
I
not.
bounty.
trated by Rites F. Zoobacm; Frederick R :.mThat the human race does not in each in- !
inoton ]»resented studies of Army and Frontier
dividual case enjoy an equal share of this
life; Pocltnev Bioklow attended the opening
bounty is not because of the insufficiency, of the Kiel Canal
but because of the inequality of adjustIn IStuJ like attention will be given to every
ment to the great world-forces which pronotable happening. The chief events in art,
duce and distribute it.
As to the welfare
of humanity as a whole, there can he no ! literature, and music and the dram twill be arW. D. Howells, in the new
question. We have no right to look for a tistically presented.
miraculous distribution of nature’s bounty department. Life ant! Letters, will discuss in iiis
which would leave out of the problem all interesting way books and the social quesric ns of
of man’s powers and limitations and give of the time. E.S. Martin's sprightly gossip of
to the idle and thriftless an equal share the Busy World will be continue 1. The progress
with the industrious and thrifty.
It of the Transportation Commission around the
is not the fault of Nature tliai some ( World will be followed, and Casper W. Whitney
men
get more than an equal share will conduct the department of Amateur Sport.
In 18P0 will occur a Presidental election. In
and others less.
The sandy desert is not !
as productive as the rich valley.
Nature’s its editorials and through its political cartoons
bounty, though scanty in the desert, over- i the WEEKLY will conri nue to be an independent
flows in tlie valley. The man in the desert advocate of good government and sound money.
In fiction the WEEKLY will lie especially
may go hungry, while the man in the val- !
It will publish the only novel of the year
ley feasts. It is in one man's power to strong.
by W. I). Howells, and a stirring serial of a
make the desert blossom and bear fruit in i Scotch feud, by S R. Crockett! The short
abundance: another may lack both wit stories selected* are of unusual excellence and
in erest. In every respect HARPER'S WEEKLY
and skill to do it.
It is also in man s
will maintain its leading place in the illustrated
power through the culture of his soul to journalism of the world.
reclaim the moral deserts of society. MaThe Volumes of the WEEK FA' begin with the
terial poverty is the token of man’s ignor- first Number for
January of each year. When no
sin.
is mentioned, subscriptions will begin with
time
ance, incapacity, cupidity,
Only by
the spread of enlightenment, justice, in- the Number current at the time of receipt of
order.
tegrity and kindness, can prosperity be
Remittances should be made by Post-office
equitably adjusted and the Infinite bounty Money Order or Draft, to avoid chance of loss.
be enjoyed by all.
Nothing short of the Xewspapers ore not to cop)/ this advertisement
prevalence of a moral civilization can in- without the express order of Harper d It rot hers.
sure an adequate
measure of
material
HARPER’S PERIODICALS.
benefit and happiness to all.
Meanwhile mankind is in process of HARPER’S MAGAZINE
one year
$4 00
moral development, staggering under the HARPER’S WEEKLY
-4 00
difficulties which burden him; painfully HARPER’S BAZAR
4 00
*2 00
battling with the enemies of his prosperi- HARPER’S ROUND TABLE
and
and
without
all
the
ty
peace
within;
Postage Free to all subscribers in the I'ni'ted
while aware that the Infinite bounty, the
states, Canada, and Mexico.
resources of nature, are ample, and awaitAddress
HARPER & BROTHERS,
ing and soliciting his adjusting effort to
P. 0. Box 950, N. Y. City
equitably share them. In one place the
principles and graces of Christianity prevail; in another the inhuman atrocities of
barbarism desolate the land, and menace
and destroy human beings, as in Armenia
to-day. It might seem to those Armenian
Christians who are at the mercy of the
cruel Turk, as if the Lord’s arm was shortBut even iu
ened that it could not save.
their case, terrible as it is, the enlightenCURES
ed mind has no warrant for expecting
miraculous interference to deliver from
persecution and death; but only the intervention of God-ordered human agencies,
the protectorate of morally enlightened
and merciful men; the arm of civilization
thrown about that imperiled people to
The
shield them from their enemies.
Eternal commissions the nations which
the
of
to
civilization
vanguard
compose
CURES
espouse the cause ot such as are still in
the
of
evil.
The
Lord's
from
powers
peril
not shortened, his mercy is not
arm is
deficient, hut nations,—even Christian nations,—do not yet wield the power of justice and administer the law' of mercy.
Through nations and individuals—through
their moral and
their enlightenment,
spiritual development,—the equitable adjustment of the Infiuite care and bounty
The enlightened man is
must transpire.
of muiren
the Eternal’s servant to spread knowledge.
published by the mfrs. of the old standard 1
Elixir.
is
his
medium
to
Worm
man
Pin
The Christian
pracremedy—True’s
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tice and teach the principles of justice and
and
of
the
and
love, hope
graces
honor,
Let him not suspect the power
mercy.
asking for it will receive a copy free. Tells I
what to do for all the disorders of children. I
and sufficiency of the Infinite Providence
1
Send address to
until he, at least, shall have made his no^ Dr. J. F. TRUE & €()., Auburn, Me. Jg
blest and most persistent effort to justify
Man is endowed with the faculty
them.
and responsibility of administering this
He is a veritable anil
* *
Infinite bounty.
conscious incarnation and agent of the
Eternal Power that
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“Step by step lifts bad to good
Without baiting without rest,
Lifting Better up to Best."
the bounty of the Eternal overThe Eternal
runs all material needs.
measures out his supplies to the soul with

Finally

Tooth Brush Stands,
HANGING. WITH SAUCER
FOR DRIP. PRICE 25c.
POOR & SON.

what the

producer receives for his labor?
freight across the continent is 1 1-4
cents per pound, and to this must be added at least one commission, truckage,
freight from Boston, and the retailer’s
proiit. The fruit-grower can hardly reThe

ceive

over

raisins,

one

and

per pound for his
less.
The No-

cent

probably gets

vember Forum contains

a

paper

on

“Co-

operation among Farmers,” by Mr. Edward F.

Adams, a California fruit-grower,
gives some interesting facts bearing
on this question.
Writing of the driedfruit. trade, which is the largest interest,
which

Mr. Adams says the fresh-fruit trade is in
even worse condition:
“Fresh fruit which yields the producer
per pound must cost the Eastern
consumer 8 to 10 cents a pound, on account of the cost of handling and transportation. Most of our fresh fruit, however, fails to yield the producer even one
cent per pound. In many cases the grower not only contributes the
packages and
commissions, hut Iras to pay some portion
of the freight on fruit thus donated to its
consumers.
My next door neighbor tells
me that on ttie net result of his last
year’s
eastward shipment he owes his commission merchant $40.
He raised his fruit,
packed it, and paid $40 additional for the
benefit of the consumers.
A grower in
one of our best districts has framed in his
sitting room—unless his necessities have
compelled him to use it lately—a check
for 810, representing his net proceeds of
one carload of
fruit,-'-substantially one
cent per twenty-pound crate, or about
one-ninth of what his packages alone
cost!'
2 cents

In other directions better results have
been attained hv co-operation. Mr. Adams
says that in Southern California from so
to 00 per cent, of the orange-growers be-

long

the exchanges; and about 00 per
of the wine-makers belong to the
wine-maker’s corporation—the most effective of all, as it nearest approaches the
to

cent,

largest piece^6

commercial “trust.” The shortage of the Florida crop this year- only
100,000 boxes against the usual 5,000,000

ordinary

—w.ll tend to enrich the California orange
growers, and the failure of the prune crop
in

France has

already

caused

a

rapid

(jOqd

Tobacco
e\Ter sold jor

ad-

in California prunes.
This is occasioned not. only by an active home devance

mand but

by exports to France. The idea
of shipping prunes to France may seem
like sending coals to Newcastle, but it is
a

fact.

development of f: 'it culture in
always profitable to producers there, has been a great boon to the
country. It has not only supplied the
The

California, if not

|||
I||

CHAS. O'CONNELL

-
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east with fresh fruits when not otherwise
<

btainable

Says experience

well bony it is a JEWEL,
have had that EXPERIENCE of course vou lied more KNOWLEDGE. \\ id vou come and 1

has greatly reduced the
The busi-

but

cost of dried fruits and nuts.
ness
ters

is yet in its infancy, and in time matwill so adjust themselves that the

producer

will realize a fair

consumers

fruits at

will

obtain

prices

fresh

that must

profit

while

and

dried

cause

a

Those unfitted for
and growing demand.
the business, who have been led to undertake it with the expectation of realizing
large returns from a minimum of labor,
will have given way to men of experience
and capacity.
Says Mr. Adams: “Fruit
raising, as pursued in California, is the
! severest and most exhausting of agriculj tural occupations, though the poetic side
of it appeals so strongly to the imagination as to cause a constant drift into the
business of those physically and financially unable to prosecute it successfully/*
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The great remedy for nervous prostration
diseases of the generative organs <>! »-ir!
Nervous Prostration. Failing or ],■<<•■ Man1
Nightly Emissions, Youthful Errors. M*••
cessive use of Tobacco or Opium, which
tion and Insanity. With every $5 order w
guarantee to cure or refund the money,
per box, 0 boxes for $5.00.
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The

frontispiece of the November Mcan early portrait of Lincoln

Clure's is

which has aroused much interest.

The

Journal acknowledges the receipt of
artist’s

of the

proof

an

and has also

portrait

been furnished with the above cut, which
is reduced from the original.
Among the
letters

received

those to whom

following

from

by

Mr.

proofs

Henry

sociate of Lincoln’s

C.

on

McClure

were

BEFORE A>-D AFTEHT^NO.
FOR SALE

Whitney,

LOOK!

as-

LOOK!

the circuit in Illi-

at the first meeting for organizing the Republican party in Illinois. Mr. Whitney’s
account of this speech will appear later in
McClure’s Magazine.

Beach mom, Mass., Oct. 24. 1805.
Dear Sir: lam greatly obliged for
your early picture of Abraham Lincoln,
which 1 regard as an important contribuIt is without doubt
tion to history.
authentic and accurate, and dispels the
illusion so common (but never shared
by me) that Mr. Lincoln was an uglylooking man. In point of fact, Mr. Lincoln was always a noble-looking-—always
a highly intellectual
looking man—not
handsome, but no one of any force ever
thought of that. All pictures, as well as
the living man, show manliness in its
highest tension—this as emphatically as
The picture was a surprise and
the rest.
pleasure to me. 1 doubt not it is its first
appearance. It will be hailed with pleasure
by friends of Mr. Liucoln. You
ought to put his latest picture (the one I
This
told Miss Tarbell about) with it.
picture was probably taken between
December, 1847, and March, 1848, while
1 never saw him
he was in Congress.
with his hair combed before.
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At an Extremely
Low Price,
A Fur Cape 50 inc-

bubbebs

.AT.

English Spavin Liniment removes all
Hard, Soft or Calloused Lumps and Blemishes from horses, Blood Spavins, Curbs,
Stifles,
Splints, Sweeney, Ring Bone,
Sprains, all Swollen Throats, Coughs, etc.
Save $50 by use of one bottle. Warranted
the most wcnderfnl Blemish Cure ever
know n. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Drug-

gists, Belfast,
HOOD’S

Biliousness,

Me.

Indigestion,

Liver 111*,
Headache.
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Druggists.
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A pleasant laxative.
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length
A Fur C pe 50 inc
length better qu.

W.T. COLBURN'S

Cape 50 inc :
length, fur edged.

A Fur
$ ,50

Men’s Rubbers,
Ladies’ Rubbers,.
Misses Rubbers, Heel or Spring.
Ladies’

Rubber

Roots.

,30

Rubber

Roots,

1

vvith sleeves,

Fleece

1,25

Lined,.
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Lades' Astrachan
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The women wear dresses
of dark blue woolen cloth, with enormous
resemblance.

balloon-like skirts thrown up over their
heads from the waist and scant petticoats
of the same material bordered with scarlet.

Of tlie men’s outfit the most noticeable part is the funny little cap, of dark
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with red, with trivisor turned up in front, so that

colored cloth
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pointing skyward.
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is ihe only positive Cure known to the Medical Profession for
the Cure of Acute and Chronic Rheumatism, Gout, Lumbago, sciatica,
Neuralgia, Ovarian Neuralgia, Dismenorrhoea. Psoriasis, Scrofula. Liver
and Kidney Diseases.
A positive Cure effected in from 6 to SS days.
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THE NAME OF THE NEXT

PRESIDENT of the UNITED STATES
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ANNOUNCED IN

JiE

The NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,
OF

NOVEMBER 4th, 1M1M5.

Public interest will steadily increase, and the disappointment of the men whose
vote turned the scale at the last election, w ith the results under the administration
they elected, will make the campaign the most intensely exciting in the history of the

THE NEW YORK WEEKLY TRIBUNE,

2 pnitQirterly Dividends

guaranteed

A sufficient acreage of real estate is reserved as
a perpetual and absolute guarantee to stockholder-.
Present eui dition of the business warrants

ONE TEAR FOR OXTLT $2.00,

the management in stating that a special di\idem!
in addition to the 2 per cent, quarterly dividend
will be declared in iMti. All st< ck'iiolders of
tecord Oct. 28. is:1,', will receive the Dec. quarterly
dividend.
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PETIT MA.NAN LAND AND
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Absolute Security Guaranteed by
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every time,
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and put a crucitix in vhe hands of each,
threw wide the convent gates and advanced to meet the stream of tire, weep-

'•hanged

package

contain

full

Emulsion,

reinforcements

When you ask for Scon's Emulsion and
your druggist gives
you a salmon-colored package with the
of a man
fish on it you can trust that man with
your prescriptions I
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the shaken walls had cracked, an extraordinary spectacle took place. The Mother

It furnishes the

tlie leading Xiepublican family newspaper of the United States, will publish ail the
political news of the day, interesting to every American citizen regardless of party
affiliations.
Also general news in attractive form, foreign correspondence covering the news
of the world, an agricultural department second to none in the country, market reports which are recognized authority, fascinating short stories, complete in each
DEC., MARCH, JUNE and SEPT
number, the cream of the humorous papers, foreign and domestic, with their best
comic pictures, fashion plates and elaborate descriptions of woman’s attire, with a
varied and attractive department of household interest. The “New York Weekly
Tribune” is an ideal family paper, with a circulation larger than that of any other
weekly publication in the country issued from the office of a daily. Large changes
are being made in its details, tending to give it greater life and variety, anil especially
The Petit Nlanan Land and Industrial Company more interest to the women and the
young people of the household.
oiler at par. SllUh> per share, fifty thousand dollars of the Treasury Stock of the Corporation.
The Company invite'tlie closest scrutiny of its afTT SPECIAL COSTRACT enables us to offer this splendid jouinal and “The
fairs and prospects, and will he pleased to an- f
swer all inquiries.
Republican Journal” for
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preventive.

sary for the body to conquer in the easiest possible
form. The oil is in a state quickly taken
up and rapidly transformed into the organs and tissues.
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con-
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country.

B. L. Tobacco

tled over tlie island at

The production of four
ago.
in April, May and June of this
much
exceeded
the production duryear,
ing the same months in 1894.
The chief events have been the initial
trips of the !St. Louis and St. Paul. Our
fleet on the great lakes outnumbers that
of any nation except England and Germany.
The report is devoted chiefly to recommendations for the repeal of many of our
navigation laws of the last century,
which were copied verbatim by tlie earliest Congresses from the laws of King
George the Third of England. Commissioner Chamberlain points out that every
other nation long ago repealed these laws,
but we alone retain them as- a handicap to
our merchant marine.
He shows that
our merchant marine is in keenest
competition.
with
merchantmen of foreign naFiist,
tions whose governments have freed them
from the shackles of the old laws which
we su'd retain.
.Second, with American railroads, which
are strongly
organized and have protected themselves generally from the bur lensome laws under which
navigation interests are compelled to operate.
The free ship bill, which was the -liief
measure advocated in the last report, is
again recommended, but mote briefly.
Tlie condition of the American sailor as
affected by the laws, receives exceptionally full treatment. Commissioner Chamberlain proposes that the government
take full control of the shipping commissioners’ offices, with a view of making them, as designed to be, tlie sole
employment agencies for seamen. The
report recommends a reduction from
three cents to two cents per ton tax
on vessels from
nearby ports.
Free ship building materials for American vessels in tlie coastwise as well as the
foreign trade, are recommended, and tlie
repeal of 18 sections or statutes relating
to minor matters is advised on the ground
of their uselessness.

shipyards
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and keep it dry. There’ll be no
danger of its molding.
But moisten the bread with water, and see the
result,
in a short time it is covered with mold. It is
just so
with consumption. Its germs will not
grow in the
lungs unless everything is suitable to them. Weakness, poor blood, los t of appetite,
coughs and colds
often prepare the ground for the
development of the
germs of consumption. To destroy germ-life the system must be
kept in a well-flourished condition Do
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said to have sprung and to
certainly bear a strong facial
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their

since JuDe 3, 1894.
This decrease is attributable to the business inactivity two

invaded

spook in mid-Atlantic even more spreading desolation in another track to
muudiiig storm-beset Cape Horn! j the sea. The nuns prostrated themselves
on the ground in adoration and then
sang
mighty mass of headlands rising
hymns of praise, in which the astonished
and abrupt out of the Azorean sea,
The miracle was duly reJ(X>
LhOO feet, with scarcely a people joined.
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a single year one house
alone in Lisbon received 8-0,000 worth of
butter from Velhas.
The peasantry of

tention being paid to the surname, but
the Antonios put; in one pile, the Batas in
Sao
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o.since grapes aie
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ords show that in

people

thing

bone buttons.
None of us
live natural
lives. We eat

The
rebellion is
at
slight
first,
but it grows.
Occasional constipation becomes chronic. Bowels won’t work. Stomach gels
sour and generates gas.
Liver gets full
of bile. Bile gets into the blood. Headaches come, dizziness, loss of appetite,
loss of sleep, foul breath, distress after
eating—and all because Nature did not
have the little help she needed.
One of Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets
would start the poisonous matter in the
way it should go. If there’s a good deal
of it, better take two—that’s a mildly
cathartic dose.
Dr. Pierce’s Pleasant Pellets never
gripe and they cure permanently. You
needn’t take them forever
just long
then
enough to regulate the bowels
stop. In this way you don’t become a
slave ro tlieir use as with other pills.
Once used, they are always in favor.
Some designing dealers do not permit
their customers to have Dr. Pierce’s Pellets because inferior pills afford greater
profits. Such dealers are short-sighted.
They overlook the fact that next time
you will go where you are supplied with
what you aak for

toast bread
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figures peri'ayal and Tcrceria they are lage through a picturesque mediaeval gateThe farmers of Maine whose property is unintaining to the present year are not official, cumbered by mortgage are giving
K
in Pico and (Jraciosa very
encouragement
uric,
lluins of ancient fortifications sur- but
way.
they are sufficiently accurate to serve to a Maine enterpnze by insuring in the
i-d, and on tiny Corvo and St. round the little harbor, as if nature had the purpose. Here is the table of plural2 Trips a Week to Boston.
ities:
so
infinitesimal that they look not
sufficiently fortified the undesirable
Maine Mutual Fire Insurance
1
1891.
1895.
animals escaped from some miniapossession; but the rusty guns were long
Dem.
Dem.
Rep.
Rep.
OF AUGUSTA.
K
Noah’s Ark.”
There is also a no- since
New York,
47,935
100,000
planted in the earth, mouth down- New Jersey,
L
13,609
25,000
difference in the produce, fruits ward. to serve the
0,407
05,000
peaceful purpose of Massachusetts,
in
Ohio,
21,511
110.000 Col HENRY (r. STAPLES, President.
gia.in degenerating in the smaller istying-posts for boats. Grass and weeds Fennsly vania-58,152
170,000
!l,;
a rule, and exotic plants
7,810
80,000
losing spring up unhindered in its irregular Iowa,
Oapt. 0. E. NASH, Vice President.
Kentucky,
28,081
10.000
bloom and perfume.
30,151
E. S- TURNER, Secretary,
18,000
streets, and there are a few poor shops, a Maryland,
“This,' says the Sun, “stands for re vo;-vopi»; of (riaciosa seem t< match market place with a covered shed, a great
Steamers leave Belfast, weather permitting, as
0, W. JONES, Treasurer.
lution. There has been no political movefollows:
mid home to perfection, being church and
hospital. The latter building ment so violent since the secession of the
For Camden, Rockland and Boston, Mondays
[J
BOARD OF DIRECTORS :
and Thursdays at (about) 2.30 p. m
ature. gentle, mild-mannered,
was once a populous convent.
The nar- South practically
wiped out all opposition
For Searsport, Bucksport, Winterport, Hamp1
•■■->({ happy.
CHARLES E. NASH,
Mormonism is said row cells of the
den and Bangor, Wednesdays and Saturdays at
monks, tin ned auto sick to the dominating party on either side of HENRY G. STAPLES,

)

First Quality
Thoroughly Prepared

AM

j

A I

vvMLi

PLYMOUTH VEIN,

__

SUGAR-LOAF

jj

p

■

LEHIGH,

GEORGE’S CREEK CUMBERLAND.
Prices at
Wharf.

I

j

CORRECT

them to

i among

!,!i

a

considerable

wards, have
cemetery <>u

there may be worse things n
\ eu than that.
There is nof

jt

as a

''i.’iifiling
t

:o.

I'here is

one

manufac

burning

v'

hers

own, which are famous in
for exceptional sea wort hi-

pattj
agaii

the timber for them, as well
household purposes, must he
l,"‘h from Terceira.
They also make
’: h. rial
for their own wearing
ap‘•xcellent white linen and well-dyed
li,‘n 'doth.
The homes of the peasant1

tor

rtl‘' -so

;in,r

nearly

answers

alike that
for

all

a

'Tex of the roof
•Uid

aUer

VlCT

or

serves

up

sides

are

the

precipitious

The broad plateau which
mountains.
forms the backbone of this rocky islet is

description

opening

plaza—standing in
and around, you feel
if at the button of a mighty well, so

close on all

fertile, and every available
patch of soil is cultivated to the utmost.
Even the almost perpendicular sides of
the loftiest clifls are terraced and tilled,

extremely

|

to

|

down hundreds o'; feet to the

for both wiuelse a square aperj
^ie si(^e wall, without glass
*|
W*t*1 a rut*e» 1,a,'hdoor-like
I
*llii
furnishings are scant in-

chimney,

t

as

same

central

which, looking

the

rest.
The
"•'a.died stone cottage has generally
ftluo,ns' with roof of thatch and motlieHrUi ior the floor. An
near

the

purpose again and
The most attractive place in Vel-

to serve

has is the

h

1

are

g’avc, into which the corpse is dumped
un-mfiined, the box being returned to the

.if

°

the other where the official coffins

These black painted boxes have
been many times used, being only loaned
10 the dead for the short
journey to the

of bricks, and a
the islanders build boats, from

,ll:"

side, and into the patio

one

stored.

jail, alms-house, orphaninstitution on the island,

v.

the

on

cheerful outlook into the

a

the

edge

of

precipices

drop
raging

which
ever

steep that it
would seem as if both wings and claws
were needed to cling
to them, and in

surf

below,

on

gorges accessible

slopes

so

only by

boat from the

Children Cry for Pitcher's Castoria.

the line of hostilities. The result is the
same
at every point.
The cuckoo who
would pick out Maryland or Ohio as an
illustration of the fate of anti-administrationism, will have to give it up when in
sight of the returns in Massachusetts,
New .Jersey or New York.
In Massachusetts the cuckoos have a
monopoly of the
State machinery and candidates; in New
York Mr. Cleveland took a personal hand
in the canvass.
One idea governed in all
the States named above, and that was,
when frankly summed up, the determination to condemn and crush the democratic
party, at the head of which is Grover
Cleveland.

ALGERNON BANGS,
JAMES E. FILLER,

(about) 9.30

(HARLES H.

33, 35 Ac
TELEPHONE 4-8.

...WILL GIVE

This compai y is popular because it is meritoriami has had a marvelous growth. It is the
only Maine company doing business on the dividend plan. It i» conducted upon the lines of two
of the oldest and most successful insurance companies in the United Stales, viz: the Holyoke and
the Quincy of Massachusetts, who have been
doing business since 1843 and 1851 respectively,
and have never failed to pay a dividend. All
buildings insured in ibis company must be surveyed by an agent of the campany, and a plan
made. This is done at the company’s expense.
Every person insured is a member of the company during the life of his policy, and is entitled
to its benefits. Dilapidated.unoccupiedor neglected buildings, and those in bad repair, will not be
taken by this company at any rate. We give insurance for protect Ion.
Those wishing to insure
for revenue only will have to seek it elsewhere.

Waldo

County

BELFAST ILLUMINATING
The

undersigned hereby gives notice to all
VERSONS INDEBTED TO SAID COMPANY that he Will
be at his office in McClintock Block, at the corner
ot Main and High streets, daily, on and after
Monday, May 20th, from 10 to 12 A. M.,to receive
N. F. HOUSTON, Receiver,
payment.
For Belfast Illuminating Co.
May 13, 1895.—23tf
to take orders

every town and city; no
delivering; good wages from start;* pay
weekly: no capital required; work vear round.
12w38*
GLEN BROS.,
N. Y.

MEN

in

Rochester,

.IT— ». STEAMER < AST1SK, weather permining, will run every week day
connection with B. & B.S. Co., as follows:
Leave *West Brooksville at 7.20 a. m. ; Castine,
7.45; Hughes Point, 8.30; Ryder’s Cove, 9.00;
Lime Kiln, 9.20; arriving at Belfast, 10.30.

A1.I. JilSDS. 1.011

46 MAIN STREET

days.

Plush Robes.
TRUNKS,

5-A Horse Blankets.
Ttty Lou t st Prices

C. W.

SMALLIDGE, Manager

Blankets,

^

KINDS OF

Winter Goods.

...■THE-

SleveiiK

& Erslcino's
\EW STORE,

Main St !

Is still at his old stand on Church Street, corner
and Church Streets. Italian style of repairing carefully attended to. Violin bows repaired for 50c, American Violins for sale below
wholesale, and to be used at the dedication of
Belfast’s new bridge.
3m45

Dec.

Bridge

JOHN

in

Robes

AND ALL

American Violin Mfker & Repairer,
j

BAGS and

DRESS-SUIT CASES.

BELFAST.

WATERMAN,

above named

rHICKS.

SPECIAL PRICES OS

GEO. T. HEAD,

♦Brooksville, Mondays, Wednesdays and Satur-

50tf

Sltf

Sleigla Bells,

DEALER IN_

_

Castine to Machias.
AGENTS: H. A. Greer, Belfast; J. R. Ryder,
Ryder’s Cove; Wm. Pendleton, Hughes Point; J.
M. Vogell, Castine; R. A. Dodge, Brooksville.

street, Belfast.

a standing testimonial.
Made
from the best stock by first-class
workmen,
under our own personal supervision.

Agent for ll'aldo County for an
automatic
burglar at arm
and wants a /< w worbing
Z& '. MZ Z&
agents.

Effect October

Returning, leave Belfast at 2.00 p. m., for the
landings.
Passengers going East take steamer Castine
from Belfast at 2 00 P. m., every Monday .Wedand
nesday
Friday. Take steamer next day for
all landings from Castine to Bar Harbor.
Passengers going to Millbridge, Jonesport ami
Machias take steamer Castine from Belfast at
2.00 p. m., stop over at Castine, take steamer
Frauk Jones next morning for all landings from

DELIVERY.

Takes the lead in Waldo Co.

ATTENTION TO...

SEWING MACHINES.

in

I

5.30

WEIGHT,

Front

Standard and White

1, 1895.

Vicinity.

C07

Arrangement—In

SPECIAL

....

Belfast, and Castine Rente.
Winter

Zl?

Bolt aid Pip Unfading,

upon arrival of steamer from

FRED W. POTE, Agent.Bellas!.
CALVIN AUSTIN, Gen’l Supt.Boston.
WILLIAM H. HILL, Gen’l Manager. Boston.

Liberty,
and

or

5.30

Every harness

at 5.00 p. m.
Boston,
Rockland, touching at; Camden, Wednesdays and Saturdays at trom 5.00 to t; o a. m.
From Bangor, Mondays and Thursday at 11a m

From
From

ous

J. O. JOHNSON,

m.,

$5.50
5.50

G. T. READ, Stevens & Erskine's
HARNESS
MACHINIST,

RETURNING.
Tuesdays and Fridays

BLAlSDKLL,

CHARLES W. JONES.

Agent for

a.

Boston.

Delivered
and put in.

THE SWAN & SIBLEY COMPANY.

Boston & Bangor l1 Co

FRANK L. WEBBER,

$5.35
5.35
5.15
5.15

CAREFUL

■

•'

Cart.

DELIVERY,

PROMPT

Co.,

"!t

Dump

....

>

FOR FARMERS.

Delivered in

Chestnut Coal.$5.10
Stove Coal,
5.10
4.90
| Egg Coal,.
Furnace Coal.
4.90

hki.fast.
2, 1895.—18tf

| Oor. Washington

600 bbls. Choice Brands Flour
—All to be sold at very low
prices.

W. WATERMAN,

A. A. HOWES A CO.

70 Church St., Belfast, Me.

i

ent benefit.”

He does not, however, in
any way endeavor to avoid the manifest
duty of Congress, and no less the duty of

(Republican Journal.
BELFAST, THURSDAY,

5,

DECEMBER

1895.

administration,

the Democratic
PUBLISHED EVERY THURSDAY MORNING BY THE

CHARLES A

Banker Benedict declares that the Presi-

Well,

third term.

a

he won't get one, that’s certain.
The Boston Herald has

position

its

|

to

j

meet

boldly taken up
! Dingley
mayoralty should

the

require any lacing
buttoning, and are very warm,
cumforta bit ard tit to bit.

Tliese shoes do not

expenditure,
industries, aud change
our

favor.”

Powers of Houlton

i framed.

oi

A

|

mowing machine in haying time
than

Compare the old and the

Mr.

new

we

have cut

way of

to any

way of
Prices and you have the whole

legislation relieved the
There is some consolation in knowing [ foreign competitors of our own producers
that w hen winter fairly sets in foot ball j from the taxes they should be compelled
will not monopolize so many columns in to pay for the privilege of entering our
market.”
the daily papers.
when Democratic

Express

The President’s message was read in
both Houses, Tuesday and reached us in
the daily papers yesterday. It is too loug

sergeant-at-arms.

for t ublication in full, and the time is
too short for a careful review.
The mes-

The New York Mail and

suggests that the next national convention of
tlie Democrats be held in London, with
the Prince of Wales

as

tfood idea.
rival in the Eastport
is developing Shack-

Petit Malian lias

a

I.and Co., which
ford's Head at Eastport.

One of the

for

room

summer

There is lots of

resorts

on

the Maine

is

that the

fitting

should be

by

run

Bridgtou News
Bro. Shorey is

water.

staunch cold-water mail, and his paper
is as pure and sparkliug as the rill from a

a

spring.
A Conneticut man lias invented a machine which cuts a block of wood into
strips that are then braided into a liat
like straw, and the hat Is said to be very
durable.
Block head wear,

it were.

as

The Bar Harbor Record extols the attractions of Tuuk Pond

as a

winter

fishing

and camping ground.
It is said to be
specially attractive when Frank Jones lias
a legislative
axe to grind.
“Jones, he
pays tin.* freight.”
The President had

a

Thanksgiving

key from \ irgiuia and

one

tur-

from Rhode

Island,

and it is a matter of serious speculation ;qj. to whivh bird graced his dinner
table.
It does not strike us as a very important question. Certainly, in politics,
there is no more turkey for.Grover.

says the
powers must act to stop the massacre in
Turkey. The Alaska boundary question

in

drawing

the

for seats at

Washington,

Diugley,
called,

whose

recommended.

The Cuban matter is considered and the President urges a strict
enforcement of the

neutrality laws, despite
tlie sympathy of our people for the
Cubans who are struggling for freedom
from Spain' s galling yoke. The President

pays no
deficient

Capital of Washington,
Cushing's paper—says

Marshall
to

a

a

period

people

I).

C.,—

it “looks

prosperous winter and then
of general prosperity, which

will he caused

partly by

the fact that the

of this country have

paid

a

good

many of their bills, and partly because of
the evidently impending return to power
of executive and
possess
The

some

legislative

officers who

sense.”

Concord,

N. II.. Statesman in re-

viewing the situation concludes that Hon.
T. B. Reed's chances for the Presidential
nomination are

increasing.

He is

gaining

in the West and South and New England
is becoming consolidated in his favor.
The

Boston Herald concedes that either
Reed or McKinley would be elected if

nominated—indeed,
w:R have

a

that the

Republicans

walk-over next. year.

The buck deer at I. C. Libby’s deer
park attacked the keeper and came very
near doing him serious
injury, but was
frightened away by some children who
were playing near
by. [Waterville Sentinel.
For many years we have been legislat-

ing

to

the

question of

as

ieveland-Carlisle patent medicine

(

only remedy.

This,

as

the

in

substance, calls
for the withdrawal of the greenbacks, the
issuing of long term gold bonds, small as
well as large, and an increase of tiie bank
currency.
Legislation in this direction is
improbable, if not impossible, lu discussing the silver question the President
takes strong ground until he spoils it
by suggesting the coinage of the seigniorage, or as an eminent Democrat designated it—“the coinage of a vacuum,”
just as lie spoils his reference to the extension of the circulation of the National
State

by coupling

Batiks and

a

with it

an

return

to

wild-cat currency.

advocacy
the days

of
of

The

message is so
long that few will have the patience to
read it through.
Descendant of
To

forward to

to

and so
must rerevenue,
a matter of no
gard
consequence.
The financial situation is discussed at
length, and the President prescribes the
it

the extreme rear.
The

attention

name was

compelled

was

among the last
to select a seat in

and

the appointment of a
joint commission to determine the line is

Banks
Reed got the Speaker’s chair, Boutelle a
seat down in
front, Milliken one in the
back row on t lie Republican side, and

Venezuela,and

about

is discussed

coast.

It

England

protect the deer.

Now when deer

the

Editor

an

largest factories has been closed.

_

our

thing

in

nutshell__

a

No more of these goods will be made.
Hereafter they cannot be had at any price.

While

they

last

will sell for

we

of

The Journal:

Mrs

Adelaide Hobbs Carlton, whose death was
recorded in the last Journal, was the daughter of Sarah Brown Hobbs, the seventh child
of John Brown, Jr., and therefore great

granddaughter of John Brown, one. of the
early proprietors of Belfast. Her mother,
Mrs. Hobbs, was a woman of unusual character and attainments, as indeed were all
the seven daughters of John Brown, Junior,
inheriting as they did in large measure the
sturdy character and intellect of their aunts,
the eight daughters of John Brown, Senior.
hat a multitude of descendants had old
John Brown! He had ninety-nine grandchildren, and the five or six generations
since his time must make an almost endless
•»

number. They are scattered from Maine to
California, but many of whom I have kept
trace have achieved distinction in professional and business life; and the old man,
who was possessed of “great vigor, energy,
and honesty,” who was honest and upright
in his life, aud who refused to take the oath
of allegiance to Great Britain, preferring
rather to abandon his scanty possessions,
left a heritage to his posterity more endur-

ing than the gold of the Vanderbilts

or

As-

Let every descendant of the upright
sturdy Scotch-Irishman, hold his memory
blessed.
Helen N. Packard.
Springfield, Mass., Nov. 21).
tors.

take to

navigating boats, attacking peoattempting to derail railway
trains, it looks as though the legislative
ple.

and

processes must be reversed.
The

Fifty-fourth Congress.

an

Is the earnest, almost agonizing cry of
weak, tired, nervous women, and crowded,
overworked, struggling men. Slight difficulties, ordinary cares, household work
or daily labor, magnify themselves into

met on Monday last with Hon.
again in the Speaker’s chair, seemingly impassable mountains.
This is simply because tne nerves
overwhelming Republican majority

Congress
T. B. Iieed
and

What Shall 1 Do?

in tlie House. Present indications

are

that

the Senate will be

weak, the bodily
they do not

organs

are

debilitated, and

reorganized on a RepubFrye as President
This will require two votes
pro tempore.
.teed the nerves,
from the Populist side aud it is said t' ey proper nourishment,
will be forthcoming. When the new Sena- organs and tissues on rich red blood, and
how soon the glow of health comes to the
tors take their seats there will be a straight
cheeks, firmness to the unsteady
Republican majority. Mr. Reed lias been pale and
hand,
strength to the faltering limb.
the foremost figure iu the scenes attending
the assembling of tlie new Congress, and
lias received honors rarely paid.
Tlie
Boston .Journal’s
correspondent, in a
clever sketch of the proceedings in tlie

lican basis, with

House, says:
Mr. Crisp

Senator

was appointed by the Clerk
lie
to escort Speaker Keed to the chair.
did this as gracefully as he could in circumstances which must have been humiliating to him. The last time Mr. Crisp
and Mr. Keed were in such close conjunction, Speaker Crisp in fiery angel had ordered Mr. Keed to liis seat, as if he were
a dog, and the Georgian had tiien been
elected Speaker over Mills of Texas, in
part because lie could control bis temper.
Mr. Crisp is accounted in bis county as a
man of stalwart physique and intellect.
He looked like a pigmy to-day as lie walked up the centre aisle with the physical
and intellectual giant, Thomas B. Reed
of Maine; and it scarcely could have been
with pleasure that in a moment more Mr.
Crisp beard Speaker Keed declare, “It is
very agreeable to me to stand once more
in the place which I left four years ago.”

Hood’s
Strsapanlia

and enriches the blood
a:.cl i;- thus the beet friend to un...rtunate
Be sure to get I too t's and
humanity.
only Hood’s. All druggists. §]; :• i.-i lor

purities, vitalizes

Knnri’ci
S Pi!?«
rld>
noou

the a-^--dinner Pdd and
family tamartic. 26c.

STRICTLY CASH

TRUBBER"BOOTS; ARCTiCS, HEAVY & LIGHT"RUBBERS7ETCT^h

Lan Bui M
that

we are

selling

^73c.«
a

do not

left, and the sizes
larger than 5s.
The

Northport

Churches.

The subject of Rev. J. M. Leighton’s sermon at the Unitarian church next Sunday
monuing will be “Snrincs.”
Rev. C. H. Wells will begin his pastorate
the Universalist church next Sunday.
Rev. Myra Kingsbury will remain in the
city about three weeks.

George Ledbetter and

was

a

very

p.
the residence of Mr. and Mrs. Sidney
S4
Kalisli,
High street. Without further
notice invitations arc extended to the parish, the city clergy, and to all friends who
wish to meet Miss Kingsbury before her departure from the State
m.

Bangor Friday. He lias since sailed for
New York-Capt. Elden Shute of schooner
Fawn is at home for the winter.
He has
bought the residence of the late Capt. Isaac
Gridin... Mr. amt Mrs. Russell Goodhue of
Bostoi are visiting Mr. Goodhue's parents.
....Mr. and Mrs. Peleg Gridin of Syracuse,
N. Y.. arrived last, week to remain until
after the holidays.... Mr. Frank H. Cousens
arrived home last Thursday from Kingman,
where lie has been employed for several
months.... Mrs. Dora Marden visited her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Goodwoi Grant, in
Pros| ect last week-Miss Emma M. Hicbborn left Monday for Boston.... Mr. Samuel
Rendell, Jr., left Monday for New York to

in

had the pleasure of entertaining her mother,
Mrs. Sally Elwell,a well preserved old lady,

at

the Trade School a.id learn the plumbHe will be absent several
months-The funeral of Mr. Cyrus Hartson, who committed suicide last Saturday
enter

who bears the weight of K2 years very lightly, and seems about as young as she used to
be, and also Mrs. Rose Snow and Mrs. Fred
Smith, the sisters of Mrs. Drinkwater. Tt
was indeed, to them, a truly
Thanksgiving
day as they collectively had not dined together for several years. To the aged
mother there was nothing she could be

er's

trade.

by drowning, was held
Tuesday afternoon. He

at bis
was a

in tlie columns of ‘•Tin* .Journal
that

state

Pittsfield. Mention was made last week
of the resignation of Rev. S. C. Whitcomb
•is pastor of the F. B. church in this
village

larger field of labor as State
missionary.
resignation was rather
sudden and deeply regretted by bis people
here and by the community at large, for in
to enter upon

inteml

to

v.

ill

-1 n>j»1
weekly

•_i\«* little

Boys’ Clothes,
^IHK

POOP

We have

a

KIM).”

department liSxl." devoted To
our hnsiness, ami display all

this branch of

the novelties in children's attire immedi
arely after their appearance in New York.

C i>J'i(.od sent (’. <». i>. with privilege d examiCm. 48
Kxpress j>aid one way.

FGB mi

nation.

late residence
much respect-

Mr. Hartson was 4b years of
community.
age-Mr. Fred Hichborn left Tuesday for
Portland.... Sociable at the Grange Hall
Dec 5th ...The Current Events Club will
meet with Mrs. Ralph Morse Dec. 5th.

1

we

talks about.•.

H. J.

ed citizen and leaves a wife and two children, who have the sympathy of the entire

Kings xx:40. The music will include the more thankful for tliau to sit in the dechant “Safely through another week,” and lightful presence of her
daughters, whose
the hymn anthem, “When gathering clouds constant care and t nderuess from their
around 1 view,” by Bruclie. The evening childhood days, even up to their present
discourse will be on “The great emancipa- state of maternal womanhood, blessed by
tinu proclamation,” from Isaiah lx:
1, and family ties, lias she never forgot her motherthe music as follows: full anthem, “I will | ly affections for them, nor would it be
lift up mine eyes” and a selection, “Is this 1 strange if a silent prayer went up from her
all
from Claribel, with alto solo
andquar- heart to the Giver of all good who had vouchtette.
safed to her tlie happy privilege she was alWe print on the second page a report of lowed to enjoy. The daughters, too, found
,
the union Thanksgiving services at the ; inexpressible happiness in the fact that in
North Church, with the able and scholarly the companionship of their mother they were
j
the friendship of the best friend
sermon by Rev. J. M.
Leighton in full. In enjoying
Rockland there were two union services, ^ they ever had or wi 1 ever have on this
mundane side of life where true friendship
one at the Methodist church
by the Methois so sadly needed. It was a very enjoyable
dist, I’niversalist ami Congregationalist. !
societies, the sermon by Rev. C. A. Morse, time to all, and one that will likely to linger
pastor of the Congregational church; and j long in their memory us a most delightful
the other at the First Baptist church, in Thanksgiving day.

a

the fifteen years of his labor with us lie had
won the esteem of all classes by bis uniform
kindness and sympathy, and his firm principles for the right. Ilis wife was also held

high esteem, and beloved by those who
knew her best. A reception was given them
by the citizens generally, with delegations

in

County correspondence.
Centre Montville.
All the wintei
schools in the town began Monday, except,
the school at McFarland's Corner, a suitable
teacher not having been secured there.
Elmer Hall of Halldale is teaching the Centre school, Wales Bartlett has the school in
the Carter district, Ralph Howard is at
Halldale and Mark Bartlett at White’s Corner.
Charles Carter is teaching his second
winter term at the Kingdom. Miss Lucy

TO THE LOW PRI

Proclamation.

gor, where h.s headquarters will be. Many
words of regret and of high esteem were
spoken by members of the church and by
representatives of the other orders, aud
many valuable presents were given them,

Hew Raisins,

Citron,
Prunes,
Currants,

F vap.

Apricots,

“

Peaches,

“

Ac.

..

where he has

position as conductor on the
electric cars_I. M. Knowles has returned
from a business trip to Lawrence and Boston_Miss Katrina Harding spent her vaa

ed this society for four years faithfully and
well and should leave with the conscious- cation in Augusta-Mr. Robert Hawes
ness that she has done what she could.
She visited relatives in Albion Thanksgiving
has ever been awake to the best interests of week_Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Barker of
the church and has added to it numerically Raymond, California, are visiting their paMEMORIAL HALL,
and socially. Among the young people and rents, Mr. and Mrs. William Barker-Mrs.
children she has been a special favorite and Susie Morse and her sister, Mrs. Turner of
the older ones have always found in her a Auburn, are visiting their father, Mr. John
DEC. 10 and 11,1895,
met
true friend. She leaves very many warm Sprague_The Troy Reading Club
Two of his able lectures, accompanied by appro- friends outside of her church and
and Mrs. G. T. Whitaker on Friwith
Mr.
society.
priate music and supplemented by mediumistic
Mr. Baxter’s ability both as a lecturer The Pianista Club and the Boys’Brigade have day evening, Nov. 29th. They will meet
seances.
and as a test medium, still keeps him in the front
been her special charges, and recently a new with Mrs. E. Myrick Dec. 27th. ..The Christhe workers.
While the Republicans have a large rank of
club has been formed in this society which tian Endeavor Society gave an entertainFBOOBAU:
ment at the church last Thursday evening
majority in the House, they are in a miTuesday Kvealng, Dec. 10. 1st, Song, “The Mas has been named in her honor, the Kingsin charge of Miss Carrie Weymouth. Those
Year” 2d, Poem, “The old PhilosoAid.
Her
winas
to
the
Social
noiity in the Senate, and the President is ter’s Gold
plaus
When dear ones bury
pher’s Advice.” 3d, Song,
Miss
in attendance reported a tine time.
veto
and
to
are
indefinite.
will
work
She
ter’s
politically opposed
likely
very
Gather.” 4th, Lecture, Subject, “The Standing
of Spiritual Thought.” 5th, Song,
ami
but not as a candidate, several Weymouth is a very active worker in the
supply,
any tariff measures which may not accord “TheTendency
An
in
exercise
Island of Sometime.” 6th,
Endeavor Society and where she leads there
with liis free trade theories. This makes Mental Mediumship, as desired, if conditions churches in this State during this month,
as failure-There will be
allow.
later
to Rhode Island for a short is no such word
and
may
go
it difficult for Republicans to formulate
1st, Song, “Hail
a Christmas tree at the Union church, under
Wedueoday Evening, Dec. II.Rainbow
to
be
she
In
the
time.
expects
early spring
Bridge.”
As Mr. Reed said at the Repub- this Day.” 2d, Poem, “The
a policy.
the management of the Troy Reading Club.
3d, Song, “Our Home beyond the Stars.” 4th, at her home in Pennsylvania and will in- _Mrs. Sarah Norton has quite a supply of
lican caucus last Saturday evening: “We Lecture, Subject, “The Value of Phenomena in
her friends, through The Journal, of Christmas goods and has ordered moreEstablishing Beliefs.” 5th, Song, “The Footsteps form
have, unfortunately, a divided govern- of
Clyde Harding has shot thirteen partridges
Angels.” 6th, A Descriptive Seance, if cir- her then definite plans for the future. Wher- this
fall_Mr. Daniel Merrill, an old resiment.” Continuing he said, “rather than cumstances PERMIT.
ever she goes and whatever she does she ; dent of
Troy, was taken violently insane
run risks, we can afford to wait until maof
wishes
best
with
her
the
will
have
many
week and was removed to the asylum
10c•
to
Each
Session.
last
Admission
at
|
at
Augusta.
7.30
o’clock.
of
in
Belfast.
to
us
assurance
friends
Exercises
tured plans give
sincere
begin promptly
perman-

Tuesday and Wediesday Eve^ing^,

Few people know that all plants contain
cannot absorb
their food until it is digested, any more than
animals can. The Mount Lebanon Shakers
• have learned the art of extracting ana utilizing these digestive principles, and it is for
this reason that their Shaker Digestive Cordial is meeting with such phenomenal suc! cess in the treatment of dyspepsia. The
Shaker Digestive Cordial not only contains
food already digested, but it also contains
digestive principles which aid the digestion
of other foods that may be eaten with it. A
single 10 cent sample bottle will be sufficient
to demonstrate its value, and we suggest
that every suffering dyspeptic make a trial
of it. Any druggist can supply it.
]

[ digestive principles. They

|

Laxol is the best medicine for children
Doctors recommend it in place of Caster Oil#
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attended the Paderewski recitals at Portland Thursday night ami Friday afternoon
were Mrs. C. B. Haskell, Mrs. O. S. Haskell,
Mrs. F. J. Taylor, Miss Ada Coffin, Mrs. G.
B. Warner, Miss Angie Hanson, Mrs. Grace
Symomls, Miss Bessie Smith and Dr. Merritt... .The illustrated lecture by Rev. J. J.
Lewis at Union Hall recently was thoroughly appreciated by all present. It dealt with
the wonders of nature in the United States
and Canada and was highly instructiveThere was a grand masquerade ball at
Union Hall Wednesday evening, N ov. 27th
under the auspices of \V S. Howe Camp, S.
of V., Smith’s orchestra furnished the music.
.Mrs. Rosette Judkins aud her daughter,
of
Mrs. Ella Hunt
Bath, have visited
relatives in towu....W. R. Hunnewell has
bought Benj. Thompson’s residence on Main
street and will reside there after a few
months_Dr. E. C. Bryant has been having quite a sick time the past week... .Mrs.
J. C. Connor has been very sick, but is getting better_Dr. M. L. Damon aud family
spent Thanksgiving with Mrs. Damon’s
parents, at Oakland-Mrs. J. W. Mansou
has been visiting her brother’s family in
New York_Onr village school began Dec.
2d and the school at the Institute begins
Dec. 9th.

*''>r

l.’<>rst*t

Preserves,
&c.,

1

Il.-St N- *‘dU*.-.

Plums,

Figs,

11; i r Curling lr

1-:’ in.

We have just received a Iai^e
well selected stuck nt*

and

among which was a beautiful, large, illustrated Bible and some over two hundred
dollars in money, a large part of it giveu by

will meet with Mrs. Kate Conant on Congress St., Friday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock.
A dime sociable will be held at Mrs. Conant’s Friday evening, with picnic supper
at 6 o’clock.
Each person is expected to is much sickness in town.
Mrs. Emma
j
c<?me provided with knife, fork, spoon and Pierce has been sick for several weeks, and
napkin. All who worship at the North Mrs. Lilia Shihles and Vlrs. Alice Weymouth
church are cordially invited to attend are also on ttie sick list-Mr. and Mrs.
this supper and sociable.
Sunday, at Will Hillman are rejoicing in the advent of
10.45 a. in., sermon by the pastor, Rev. G. a
daughter at their home on Nov. 20th; and
S. Mills. A collection for the aid of the Mrs. Rosa
Hodgdon Twitched has presentMaine Missionary Society will be taken. ed her husband with a
boy—a Thanksgiving
bear
this
in
collection
mind as the
Kindly
gift-The schools closed for Thanksgiving
call is an urgent one. Sunday School at. 12 and
reopened Monday morning. Mr. Rodney
m.
Sunday evening the older people and Whitaker, who was teaching at Gerrish Corthe C. E. Society will hold a union missionner, is confined to his home, by sickness and
ary meeting having for its topic, “The Tri- Miss Faustina Whitaker is teacher in bis abumphs of Missions.” A large attendance is sence. Miss Alida He ild is teaching in Dixhoped for, as a line program is in prepara- mont, Miss Grace Rogers in Burnhamtion.
Mr. Leslie Ward has gone to Massachusetts,
Rev. Myra Kingsbury severed her connection with the Universalist parish in this
city last Sunday. Miss Kingsbury has serv-

F. wel:

B.

SWIFT & PAUL,

Thursday evening at 7.15, prayer meeting.
Topic: “How Home and Foreign Missions
help each other.” The Ladies’ Sewing Circle

1, I mm.

Christmas

Everything needed
people outside of the church, which seems
very gratifying as showing their appreciafor a good dinner.
Cushman is teaching in the Frye district...
tion of our good min ster an \ their kindness
A little girl arrived at the home of B. F.
of heart... .Prof. H t.yes of Bates College
Thompson and wife Dec. 1st-Misses Lutie
in Lewiston preached at the Free Baptist
and Neva Sprawl entertained a large party
* all and see our stock.
Prices low.
of friends last Friday evening. Saturday church, Sunday, Nov. 24th, and Prof. Farof
Cobh
Divinity School preached
evening Miss Lucy Cushman entertained a rington
Dec. 1st.
He seems to be a
party of friends-Mr. Davis of Searsuiont Sunday,
young man of deep thought and good
was in town last week buying coon cats.
qualifications as a preacher. His sermon MnNonic
Troy. We have had an abundance of rain
Temple, Bellust.
was very interesting and listened to by an
and the wells are bountifully replenished.
attentive audience-Rev. F. G. Folsom reSome of our farmers are ploughing, others
turned home from Washington, D. C., Satboughing their houses and getting things
urday, Nov, 30, after an absence of several
generally in readiness for winter-There i
1 mouths-Among those from Pittsfield who

Services for the week at the North church:
Junior C. E. Meeting Thursday afternoon
at 4 o’clock. Topic “The first missionary.”
The usual mission offering will be received.

LOCKE.Belli |

UNTIL .IAN

ROC KLAND, MAINE.

from the Free Masons, Odd Fellows and G.
A. R., of which organizations Mr. Whitcomb
is a worthy member. The reception was on
the evening before their departure for Ban-

j

organized under law.” “Behold how good
and how pleasant it is for brethren to dwell
together in unity.”

&f

This

1

which the Baptist, the Free Baptist and Advent societies joined.
Each of the pastors
of those churches delivered brief addresses,
each treating one side of a general problem.
Rev. John Petteugill, Free Baptist, discussed, “Law as the foundation of organized
society;” Rev. J. H. Parshley, Baptist,
pointed out, “Evils growing out of collusion
of public officials with the criminal classes
and Rev. Sarah K. Taylor, Advent, spoke
on the same general
question of, “Society

..

t<>

There was not so many invitations among the neighbors to come and
dine as formerly.
Ducks, spare-ribs and
young fowls seemed to monopolize the table
where heretofore the stately turkey reigned
The most noticeable family gathsupreme.
ering was at Mrs. A. E. Drink water's, who

invited.

n

after an absence of three years.... Capt.
John Rendell of schooner Celia F. spent
Thanksgiving with bis family and returned

every resp* ct.

The I'niversalist parish will give to the re
tiring pastor. Rev. Myra Kingsbury, and to
their new pastor, Rev. C. H. Wells, a recep-

-=/

the

Stockton Si hixos.
Capt John Panno,
of our veteran sea captains, is at home

Vinal-

quiet day

•Have you see^

one

H. O. Cummings of boston came down
last Wednesday to spend Thanksgiving with
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Otis Cummings.
He left for Bangor Monday.

Thanksgiving

L. L. Barlow lias been

f

(Juite a delegation from this town went
Morrill Tuesday, to visit the County
Grange which was in session there.

liaven will return home this week after a
pleasant visit to their uncle and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. John Crockett.

2..SO; young people’s meeting at o p, m.;
evangelistic service at 7 p. m. Evangelistic
service Wednesday evening at 7 p. m.;
church prayer meeting Friday evening. All

to 10

ly.

very

Following are the Advent Christian services for the coming week: Sunday, Dec.
Nth, Sunday School at 1 p. m.; preaching ;it

Tuesday Dec. loth from 7

his sister of

r

to

Mrs. David Kent of Rockport, who has
been stopping with her mother, Mrs. Elzara
Brown, during her husband’s absence at sea
returned borne Monday.

Rev. G. S. Mills has begun at the North
Church a series of Sunday eveniug talks on
“The Bible in Relation to our Christian
Faith.” The first talk was given last Sunday evening and had for its theme, “The
Use of the Bible; What it is for.”

12c.

o

Waldo Station. !.. A. Whitcomb has
moved into the new home lie has been building. Mr. Poland lias taken up bis residence
at Mr. Whitcomb's former home, which he
lately bought.... Mrs. Allan Simmons is
very sick, but is said to be recovering slow-

Mrs. E. B. El well went to Boston last
week ou business and pleasure combined.
She will probably return the last of this
week.

Conference studies.

on

Waldo Ckxtrk.

8c.

We have for the past \
sold Lambs Wool .Soles
half price, and durin:
there has collected «p ,■.
number of odd size> »»,■
soiled Hoods which we
at above prices.

appointed tax collector and constable in
place of Mr. Hatch, d« »»*eas* d.... M iss DesIsle, from Lamoine is teaching in the Evan’s
District.
Eugene L. Bryant is teaching at

Mr. A. 1). Hayes of Belfast, a graduate of
the Maine State College, began the winter
term of school at the Cove last Monday.

Rev. W. A. Meservey of Brewer and Rev.
A. E. Russell of North WaKloboro were in
Belfast Tuesday on their way to Bangor to
attend the Itinerants’ Institute, a meeting
of Methodist ministers for examination on

tion

News.

Rev. S. L. Hansomi will preach at the
Wood schoolliouse next Sunday at 2.b()
o’clock p. in., standard time.

at

are

from

F. H. FRANCIS & CO., main street, BELFAST.

few pairs
run

Lamb’s Wool Soles

AT LESS THAN THEY COST AT WHOLESALE TO-DAY.

for.

Only

"

LADIES’...

The subject of Rev. J. F. Tilton’s sermon
at the Baptist church next
Sunday forenoon
will be “A Charge to Keep,” from text I

Early Settler.

perp3|f

WOOL R0()

you

and RUBBERS for
most
you want and the
,iU;U|t.
the goods is all right.

DON’T FORGET OUR

sage is wholly devoted to foreign affairs
and the finances.
It contains plain talk
to

give

price

QUALITY RUBBERS.

|

day."

Can

to the farmers

advantage

more

50c. to $1.00

THE CAUSE OF THIS GREAT REDUCTION:

If the President does not want

| the revenue let him take the responsibilbeen sick? The Caribou Republican says:
“We
Mr. lioutelle thinks that,
“Mr. Powers is gaining strength every ity.”
should look for revenue where we lost it

OTTT?

these FIRST

Cutting

how it should be

as to

on

does not

cutting hay and the old and

says:

j

Llewellyn

for house wear,

Government

is to lecture soon in
Dr. Parkhurst
Poitland, anil it is suggested that Belfast
of the President
would also be a good field for him.
Has Hon.

Ladies1 Warm Shoes

“My opinion is that we
pass a bill to provide the neces! sary revenue to make up the deficit, aud
j the bill should be drawn on Republican
lines, regardless of any recommendations

This augers ill for Josiah.

contest.

gress should pass aud the President
should sign a bill so amending the prcsent tariff law as to afford ample reveuue

I protect American
I the balance of trade in

the fence in the

on

Mr. Milliken has expressed himself on this point as follows: “Con-

{ Bosses”Mak^OEK

PILSBURY,

dent does not want

in the revenue.

A Harvest of Rubbers!

.IN.

that of

in some manner for the deficit

providing

Journal Pub. Co.

Republican

SOMETHING HEW

Belfast,

M

CAPITAL, $150,000.

*!

SURPLUS
from 9 to 12

Open

1 to 4 P.
IIHPOSI IS

pills,!, j

We do not sell all the shoes
that are worn on earth, but
would like to.

The Nose

.•><».

I

nan SUFFERS
For Christmas and Xew
Year’s presents is what we
call attention to this time.

Springs.

Our S3 Flour

I

A,.|/

1.

I

| BOSTON,
1

!

Hours,

Other lu-ui

12 to 2.

Oct., 1894.

f

|

ly r4f>*

Pork, Lard, Lard
Bacon selling

1

an

vcr\

A. A.

HOWLS

1
EVERY PAIR 'V.U
J. H. A J

75 Chests of the Old Reliable 30
a

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Fitting
ihe

"

'ir

Successors to F. A

"eTh.

IS A GOOD TRADE.

Tea just received and also
good Tea for *2? cents.

Ci'liM

*p

For both Boys

CASH GROCERS,

cent.

[>

I'Ai!

an:

>'.-■»» i.m

v; lit

SKATE*|
afdf

AMES & SON,
Stockton

SOI

DIJRUIN W

cf Glasses a^iN

Eye

f'Wt

ai

SEARS PORT,

d Ear

a

t1|

next Tuesday and
Probate (\mrt meets
Court the day following. The reof County Commissioners’ Court
id ay, Dec. 17th.

«’i.

j

Mean* & Pitcher have bought the stock of
cabinet organs of G. H.
Carpenter of Waterville and are giving them a
over-

BELFAST.

SEWS OF

\

We are pleased to announced that Mr.
and Mrs. Wm. K. Morison of
Minneapolis
are the happy
parents of a little daughter,
" ho has been naiued
for her two

Almanac predicts a stormy De,.vith extreme changes in temperalocal*
fli.- principal disturbances are
the 2d to 8th, lltli or 12th to 15th,

mothers—Sara Christiana.
Horace W. Phinney was obliged

and 28th to 81st.

1

:

p

|
!

t

Spitz

W, Jones have a new and
j£M J
advertisement in their store window.
of a pile of crisp uevv dollar bills

j
I

\

dollars, with

placard which
but they go a

a

scarce

are

v.ihuiy & Moulton of Portland have
the Mayor a congratulatory note
;
the refunding committee of the
.• K1 iig
;■•-!*, ami especial ly Alderman Welch,
■nidi:, for the
prompt manner in
.v haw attended to
the corresp*m~
•1 other details ol the recent bond

j

we are

not

g

meeting of

aimed

'li

hoi

si

Dogs

• •uni-

Saturdav

at

afternoon,
the I blowing tea'-lieis were elected:
I’rouary seiiocu, first. year grade, Miss
1 dpi r : (’itypoim Miss Plmbe Paul;
M ,-s id’la M. Hi vers: Union
Putnam ; Ass sTaut brick
M ;>s i
is.'. Hast lielfast, Miss Alma Ho binlie hi

as

u

...,

II.diet tbrps, has issued
a using
a 1 tin ••ei of appointAmong the natioiial inspectors apH ait a
Sprague- ! Mai tie, and
A

s:

M

lie i

.iso

d-ft

..

aild H.in-

‘i;

again

j
I

dtnlge

Arte-

each to her

lii *-UK.»

becoming

tion are

..., <

s

Li Id. y, but

Monday evening, De c 9th, as the anuiver... the
sailing, Dec. 8th, falls on Sail| aay.

the machine for cash, and reported it to the
company as a lease. Defendant says in- •■an

as

going

finti-Pain

iron rail has
n put
in the post office dividing off from tin- mailing room a waiting room for stage drivers
and others who come in to wait for the
stages. A similar rail has been put across
the money order office, with a wicket over
'! lie doors are fastened with
the desk.
spring locks operated from the inside. The
rails are both useful and ornamental.
A

I

ornamental

liew

ivj

pa*i month. We
immense line of

ojiening

are now

up

our

coming

the

largest ami best selected stock that we
ever had.
It is almost imj ossilde to
give through an advertisement any idea of
extent

of

our

stock

or

of the low ju ices.

personal insj ecti. c is what we respectfully solicit. We mention, however, a few
leaders, as follows.

A

j

soon as

Joseph Lang of Brooks came to Bel- LAMP
DEPT.
fast Tliiu-oiay with her little child, with
! straight-l'orwmrd.
rI,. ?• !-r o-isu.ri for him.
A Chimneys. 3 cts.
the family horse and carriage.
As she at- j
Frank LL Flagg of Swauville
The Fish and Game Protective Associa- tempted t.o sell the team and acted strangeHand Lumps, complete.13 **
i.nds bat'd.injured last Frida v by an
i tiou has begun stripping fish in Swan Lake ly in other respects her friends were notified,
a
shed
for
.S:Oii when be was unloading
!
Lamp Shades. 5
has
secured
150 trout and 9 salmon for and she was taken in
and
charge by the City
d.• :• ..oid was hadiy lacerated, |
gthis purpose.
In one haul of the net the
Marshal just as she was going on board the I BANQUET LAMPS
severed In :n the Viand
was n a
fishermen brought out 73 trout, w hich shows steamer for Boston, with the. team cheeked
that have center draft burners, heavy cast
w- and
was m-n!“ between the
dand
to wUat extern, the pond may be despoiled
for that place. Her husband came to town
base and stand, all finished and trimmed in
silk and lacc shades, only
by poachers who use this method of fishing, in respouse to a telegram and took her
di.-ssed
the
-li
In-.
’li.
lhling\'ood
f the association are deterFile officers
home next day. She has-been partially inS‘4.98.
The
Old 1 >k :;7 stitches -it them.
..onii
If you are thinking of buying a lamp, please
sane at times.
; mined to stop the illegal fishing if possible.
forming-;- >f faie rigid hand was broken The association has
look
at
our
been to considerable
stock, A BIG LISE, LOW PRICES.
;
Ezra L. Talbot and wife were forcibly re:..;nt but \vi:I i-e saved.
Luckily ; trouble ami expense to stock this
pond with minded Wednesday evening, Nov. 27th, that
*. as
uninjured... Albert- A. Poix *
good fish, and have been materially helped tiie day was the eleventh anniversary of
b
ladder whii -.tw,,rk on ids yacht
id hi
by both the State and 1. S. Fish Commis- their marriage. They had just settled down TOYS, TflYS, TOYS.
ed
to
Ids
side
This is our first \ear with Toys, and we are
and
re'e
M uda
injuries
sinners.
Outsiders have the same rights of for a
quiet evening with their books and pamaking low pric.es to catch some trade. We
vsor-c cor*riued him t" the bouse.
w!;
F
j
in
the
lake
as
the
members who have pers when there was a furious
fishing
are
ring at the
HKAIUJl'ARTERM for TOl's this year.
The. weather record
..
!hru W kathi-.ii
put in tune ami money to improve it, hut door-bell, and on answering it: Mr. T. found
Krl?'
si i.\v8 the month of No- j
51 Mu
M
Worsted, Jointed
!
HOT
T
.Q K,d’and
they should not abuse then rights.
a crowd of neighbors and friends who deRubber Dolls.
warmer than the
have b* eii
j JJUJjJjO'
manded
admittance.
He
at once capitulated
A Pira k *• aptuked.
The piratical seine
,/f
.f November for the past '■»> years,
Books, Rocking Horses, Games, Tool
and the callers took possession. All spent a
os we should
p«
id-i
Nt vi-uilier, i-S!*4.
The boat,
arni'
say the schoonero
i
Chests, Dolls’ Sets of Dishes, Carts,
and left behind
-. ican thighest b oil rigged smne i-oat with a piratical crew of very enjoyable evening,
luperaTur wn- ds.‘tj
&c., ALL at low i*kicks.
them as tokens of remembrance and good
me man ami a waunar., of which lvnox coun\\ «--•
rhe J'_M da\ an
<!■•••!!
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work
of the W. C. T. Alliwhose auspices Miss Sibley has
kindly consented to lecture. Rarely does a
Belfast audience have the privilege of listening to a lecture on this celebrated land of
the Pharaohs by one who lias been over the
ground, and is so competent to tell the

Libby, which dis-

wharf about the

was

same

time.

released, hut Closson

was

tried before Jus.
He pleaded not guilty,
and committed to the Knox

inalhaven and

rice

Smitn, Friday.

was

bound

n\ror

|
j

unusually good and bright child, and
growing finely. The Society acknowlan

j

j

Friday

Clark Hattie Gordon and Lizzie Harmon,
ilu riiHOii ;iU o’clock and left Boston atop.
j A check or *10 for the purchase of coal was
•:
received Tuesday from Mrs J. H. Burleigh,
Saturday, arriving back at 0 a. m Sunday
,\|
miay#sue was again ueiaymi ny a storm. South Berwick.
vinH'ined m Rockland until Tuesday
.St
Shipping Items. Sell. Onward arrived
r:ug at 4 o’-doek arid arrived in Boston
Nov, 29th from Portland, with o its for L. T.
| p
She left at 11 p. m. and arrived
Shales, and sailed next day for Reekland to
a. IP-idl'd at 3 p. in... .Steamer Tvemoiit ari load lime for Lynn... .Sch. Annie L, Greer
rived Imre last Thursday, and was moored
arrived Nov. 29th from Boston with salt for
above the railroad wharf foi the winterj Swan & Sibley Co., and sailed Dec. 1st for
I >« i•.
I the Bangor & Bar Harbor Steamboat
j Green’s Landing to load stone for Boston.
Go- made a change to two trips per week. The
-Sloop Passport and schs. Bessie May
j
steamer Sedgwick will leave Bangor every I and Laughing Waters loaded
hay and proWednesday and Saturday at 7.-if) a m.f ! duee last week for Eastern ports... .Sch.
touching at the usual landings and arriving j Maria Webster loaded hay at F. G. White’s
at Bar Harbor at 6 o’clock.
Returning the last week and sailed Dec. 1st for Mt. Desert.
steamer leaves Bar Harbor for Bangor Mon- i-Sch. John C. Smith arrived from Boston
day and Thursday at 7 a. m., arriving in I Nov. 29th and has been taken on the marine
Bangor at 3 o’clock_On Saturday night. j railway for recalking and painting_Sch.
the Kenduskeag was frozen over and thin Menawa has been laid
up at Isles boro for
ice also formed in all the coves and docks
j the winter.James B. Miller of Rockland
along the river. The ice was thin, however, | l as been granted a patent on a shackle for
and did not offer any obstacle to the steamer vessel chain... .Sch. Lester A. Lewis is
Penobscot, which arrived at Bangor at 2.15 hauled up at Isles boro with a cargo of lumSunday afternoon, ft will soon, however, he ber from Bangor, awaiting a rise in the mar•lose time” at the port of Bangor. Steamer
P. M. Bonney arrived Sunday
ket ..Sch
Emmeline of the Rockland and Bangor line
from Viualhaven and is loading hay at A.
has been libelled and a keeper put aboard.
M. Carter’s for that port.Sch. Annie B.
Beamier E. Rich, the steward, had his foot
Mitchell is bound here from Philadelphia
crushed by the steamer’s gang plank, in
with coal for the M. C R. R....Scli. Joel F.
•Noveinbei, iHid. His leg has been auiputated at the Maine Gen erai hospital. In con- Sheppard is on Simpson’s dry dock, Boston,
sequence of the accident Rich brings suit to receive a portion of u new shoe and to be
*or £12,000.
Hon. G. E. Littlefield of RockT.
land ami George E. Bird, Esq., of Portland cleaned and painted... Sell. Charlotte
counsel for the plaintiff, and Cof. Sibley sailed from Somes Sound Nov. 28, for
w'
vV H.
Fogler for the company.
New York.
...

her

return

PCS. DECORATED in three colors, only
16.88 l'er set.

112

tramps

on

We liave been obliged to put some of these
goods on the shelves to make room for our

holiday display, but we have kept the prices
just where they were before.
Colured Class Salts. 5c.
1 Quart Dippers. 5c.
1 Pint Dippers..
Plain Class Salts.
10 Quart Tin Palls.
100 Soup Flutes.

actly

the

amount to

a

were

vVe have been to considerable
expense to fit
up our China Parlor, and have stocked it
with the best selected and most varied line
of china ever in this
city. We shall be
pleased to show you this room and the goods
at any time.

ex-

cent...

H.

|
j

5c.

FANCY CHINA.

Walter
West has bought the trotting gelding
II., by Hartford, sire of Robert J.,
-10 1-4-Samuel C. Heath has been granted a pension of £12 per month and $300 arrearages. He received his check last week.
-Whitten's Quadrille Band played for a
Thanksgiving hall at Ritchie Grange Hall,
Waldo. There was a crowded house, and a
lirst-class good time-Our North port correspondent tells the story of a fox hunt on
the tith page. It matches his deer story in a
recent issfte... .The open time for partridges
closed Nov. 30th.... Walter and Alonzo Robbins caught 459 smelts with hooks aud lines
near
Citypoint Monday forenoon.The
freight from Belfast by steamer Penobscot
for Boston Monday afternoon included 5,900
dozen eggs from various shippers.Hie
same

3c.

12c.

Ind. Butler Dishes..
I l-2e.
While Nappies,# and 10 In. at.10 A 12c.

or

Friday and Saturday last

Vases..
Pitchers.the.
Butter Dishes.10c.
Sugars..

5 and 10 CENT GOODS.

The cash sales of A. A. Howes &

Chat.

Co.

Nappies.ISc.

31.25 Water Bets.USc.
stands.28c.

35c. fake

j

j

■

j

American Express shipments Tuesday included one cage of 20 coon cats, and 4 other
cats in other boxes... There are large shipments of veal by boat and rail from Bedfast
this fall.Bicknell & Hopkins have taken
up their weirs and lobster traps, hauled up
their boats, and closed their place at Saturday Cove for the winter-Lewis & York
have put a half dozen revolving seats
mounted upon fixed standards into their
lunch ca r.Capt. Brain hall has put in at
his fish market four 15-gallon stone jars for
keeping sour kraut, pickles, etc. They are.
an improvement over barrels in many respect-The bridge scheme has a p >et-1 aureate... The U. S. Engineer “suggests” $10,000 for improving Belfast harbor, and $12,000 for Cauiden harbor, and also for an appropriation of $10,000 for Bagaduce river.

!
j

j

SILK SHADES.
Full line
Our

goods

are

always

on

hand

all first class.

..

No

joli lots

or

wet

down stuck*. Please give us a call.
JiKEI) your trade and will appreciate it.

We

CARLE & JONES,
Main Street,

WATER COLOR SKETCHES
.AT.

|

Sanborn's Studio
AFTER

DECEMBER

o’clock,

1.

Visitors welcome and prices very
low to patrons.
3w48

Masonic

Temple, Belfast,

Me.

We are Herefor Business.
A FABLE.
A young man once said to liis companions, come in and sit down with mo
three times a week and have a bite of my apple, but each one
upon accepting his kind invitation found grindstones and cranks and axes to grind•

A TRUE STORU.___
so crowded with goods and customers we have no room for a
FREE LUXCH COUXTER, but we will GUARANTEE to sell
you goods CIIEAI’ER than any other firm in this city.

Our store is

Why

can we

this firm is

do this?

LET US EXPLAIX.

and has been

now

traveling

The senior partner of
largest wholesale

for one of the

houses iu Boston, bringing him iu close connection with the market every
thus enabling him to buy goods from 1O to 15 per rent cheaper

day,

than
sell

our

on

in

competitors

tile

same

basis.

tiie majority of cases, and we will guarantee to
^=Come iu and see for yourselves.

J\ H. dBs J. W. JOISTES,
(Successors

which were highly appreciated by all present, and the tears dimmed the eyes of Mr.
and Mrs. Jackson as the pictures of Arthur
and Fred were ‘brown upon the canvas.

to

P. A.

GO Main Street,

Carlo.)

Belfast,

Me.

PEOPLES NATIONAL BANK.
L

KNOWL I

A

ON,

President.

FRANK B. WIGGIN, Cashier.

Deposits Solicited.

INDIVIDUAL

Feb. 2*

These

I SIM.

$30,353 09
March 5, 1*95.
$*3,97$. 53

DEPOSITS:

figures

are

May 4f ($94.
$4I,0$9.54
Mn> 7. 1*95.
$110,325.50

taken

from

of the Currency, Washington,

Oct. 2, I $94.
Dec. 19, 1$94.
July 24. I $94.
$59,1*0.29
$74,532.52
$79,4*0.59
July II, 1*95.
Sepl, 2*. 1*95.
$123,0*5.5*
$140,147.4*

our sworn
on

statements to the

Comptroller

the above dates.

DEPOSITS in the INTEREST DEPARTMENT payable <»n demand, draw interest payable January 1st and July 1st. Deposits during the tir-t three days of every m>nth draw Interest I font the first
of that month. This department offers much {treater seburitt/ to depositors than Savings Banks, inasmuch as every deposit is a loan to the hank, and all deposits in our Bank are qnara.nteed by twice the
amount of our Capital Stock.
This Bank being the latest established Bank in Waldo County, our vault lias all the latest improvements in Fire and Burglar-Proof work, thereby offering [treater see nr it y to depositors than any other
bank in this county.

|

We still have a few $5 00 S AFE DEPOSIT BOXES. All our boxes
so they may l>e taken to and from the Bank if desired.

locks,

are now

lyO

^equipped with extra

-1

,atches

as

A watch makes
the cost and

Gifts.

ideal Christmas gift. Considering
usefulness there isn't anything more
We handle the best Amerior
desirable.
sensible
can movements (the best in the world) and the
latest styles of gold and tilled cases.
an

G. U

the continuance of their sale at low
Jan. 1st. Tl.ey invite inspection
of their large stock of holiday goods... .Cal-

|

prices

POOR.

Hervey

has in stock many articles suitpresents, to winch he calls the attention of Christmas buyers. Store to rent Jan.
1st-See non-resident tax notice from the
treasurer of the town of Freedom_The
Lang worthy building, corut r of Church and
Market streets, containing two tenements
and a store, is for sale at a bargain.
Apply
to W. E. Marsh.... Ames & Son, cash grocers, Stockton Springs, advertise -I?.'? Hour
and gent’s slippers for Christmas and New
Years’ presents.
viu

*ster

up to

able for

Belfast.

.OF.

STANDING

: uounce

|
J

Arthur

DWIGHT P. PALMER,

possible.

New’ Advertisements.
D. P. Palmer,
Masonic Temple, makes his holiday announcement this week, and as usual his
store will be crowded with buyers of Christmas gifts.
In addition to his usual full
lines of men’s furnishing goods, he has a
very choice line of beautiful, useful aud inexpensive goods, of which he invites inspection-J. H. & J. W. Jones, GO Main
street, dealers in hardware, etc., announce
that they are “Here for business,” and introduce a fable and relate “A True Story.”
They guarantee to sell goods cheaper than
any other firm in the city_This week A.
P. Mansfield, Masonic Temple, is offering a
fewr tine damask table cloths w’ith napkins
to match, selected purposely for holiday
gifts.Read Swift <& Paul’s Christmas
Proclamation-Geo. R. Poor has a word or
two to say about watches as Christmas gifts.
-Grand clearance sale of cloaks at Starrett’s. Underwear and woolen hose
at
bargain prices. Mackintoshes at 50 cents,
—Carle & Jones, Main street, Belfast, au-

WORK,

BASKETS,

ROGERS & GALLET'S PERFUMES,

the kindness and benevolence of their
kind friends, and wish through the columns
of The Journal to extend their thanks to
those who were not able to be present but
who contributed so liberally for the beautiful gifts received. [F. S J.

Regular 5<ic. Tumblers. 36r. doz
50c. 4 Piece Sets.Sic.

POTTERY,

SCRAP

ciate

GLASS WARE.

Class

GOODS,
and

daylight approached the guests departed
leaving with Mr. and Mrs. Jackson their
best wishes of a long life in their happy
home. Mr. and Mrs. Jackson fully appre-

10 SETS

vagrants. One year ago the
number was 45. The jail is kept in perfect
order and c eanliness by the prisoners, who
are also made useful in fitting firewood and
doing other work.
are

••

on

most complete line of dinner
brought into Belfast.

variety,

LEATHER GOODS,
CELLULOID GOODS, STERLING SILVER

it is

at 8

BIBLES iu great

ALUMINUM GOODS,

J. L Sleeper were present and
assisted in the entertainment, which closed
hv singing “Home, Sweet Home," and as

Wo have the

25c.

BOOKS,

Mr. and Mrs.

25c

ware ever

Sheriff S. G. Norton has made up aud
forwarded to the State Jail and Prison Inspectors his annual report as jailor for the
“jail year,” from Dec. 1,1894 to Nov. 30,1895,
inclusive.
The report shows the whole
number of commitments for the year to be
233, as follows : drunkenness, 13; debtors and
for non-payment of lines, 14; liquor
sellers,
3; tramps and vagrants, 203. Of the total
number 130 were committed in December,
1894, agaiust 103 in the 11 months since.
The number in jail now is 13, of whom 9

J

Thursday. She left-here

11111

...

■

■

CHAMBERS,

DINNER SETS.

North Belfast.
Wilbur Carter, who
was thrown from a wagon several weeks
ago and badly injured, has recovered so that
lie is able to be out of doors on pleasant days.
.The heavy rain last week carried away
the lluuie and wash house at the old foundry building. Mr. J. F. Noyes who operates
the w orks has made repairs so as to continue
his business.... Geo. O. Flanders, who has
been in Howard, R. I., for several months
has resigned his position and is at home for
the present-Capt. J. B. Ferguson of Scb.
Geo. B. Ferguson, has finished his season’s
work and is at home for the winter.

.fined and about 0 o’clock next morning he
I
as rewarded
by tic appearance of the edge the
receipt of *25 from Cant. James
er of the net, one Melvin <b. Massure of
Webster of
Portland; a whole outfit
rib Searsport. He had begun to haul his |
of clothing for a little girl,
J
together with
net when he saw Mr. Frisbee, whereupon
two outside jackets and a crazy
quilt, from
‘•w threw away the gear and ran. but was
O pportunity Circle, Kings Daughters of
Mr Frisbee j
on overtaken ami arrested.
| Brunswick, by hand of Miss Stan wood; a
s
arompanied by Willie ii. Bray as aid,
Thanksgiving offering of *2 from Miss Lowe,
v horn lie finds to be a valuable man in such
101 Exchange street, Portland; 2 comforta
cork, one who watched through
long
ables, 2 pillow slips and 2 sheets from
ro :mv night patiently, and was ready to
friends in Augusta; package towels and pilrepeat, the experience the next night. Mas- low slips from Mrs.
Williams, Augusta;
sure was brought to Belfast and arraigned in
2 comfortables and *2.i>8 from the club of
'be Police Court Friday, where he pleaded
Willing Worker, Thorndike Station. This
by ami w'as sentenced to pay a fine of j club was organized to aid the Girls’ Home
and costs, amounting to >10.27, in deand this is the second contribution within a
of which he was committed.
few weeks. Their ages vary from <> to 14
.Steameh Notes. The Penobscot was deand their name are Effie L. Coffin, Pies.;
tain*; ! at Rockland last week from Monday
Edith Harmon, sec’y ; Millie Fletcher, S.
She arriv- Jennie C< x, Lulu Gordon, Mildred Munroe,
ng 1" Tuesday at niiduight.
j
’d
Boston at noon Wednesday and left ! Marion Munroe,
Lizzie Bradford, Flora
again at 10 p. m., arriving liere at dp. m. ! Wing. Grace Wing, Ellen Webster, Effie
v

200 WHITE

story.

The Gum s Home. The Skowhegan family
who recently adopted an infant from the
Children’s Aid Society report that it is

j

IMPORTED TOILET WARE, decoratedin three
colors, 10 pieces, large size, only $1.98 e-.

ance, under

county jab.

"bore, and sometimes take six
iglit large fish al a setting. Tuesday

ii'-m

woman

taken to

Thursday morning
a

30 SETS

benevolent

another say> she was about to }>• come
wife. When arrested Closson admitted
that be had st< Sen a lot of old jigging at
Vinalhaven. but denied taking *25 worth of
his

time

d (iame
art

WHITE WAMI BOWLS and PITCH EBB, full
size ami good quality, 03c per set.

some

while

v.

35 SB1S

Camden.

<

tub ,.f 1

a

quest

Iasi

capture*:

Silk Umbrellas.
FRAMED PICTURES
From 35c. upwards...

parlor, and Mr. and Mrs. Jackson
ushered in and to their great surprise
and delight found it tastefully furnished
and carpeted. They could only express their
most heartfelt thanks to their friends, who
then adjourned to the dining room, where, a
picnic supper was served, after which Mr.
Charles R. Coombs *»f Belfast gave a rich
entertainment with his stereopticon views,

full set of table linen.

A New Lecure by Miss {Sibley.
On
junk was j Tuesday evening, Deo. 17th, Miss Charlotte
>:b here which was identified as
having j Thorndike Sibley will deliver her new lectbeen stolen a? Vinalhaven. The
occupants j ure, entitled, “Egypt in Starlight and Sunof the bt»ai ,\ !,- .-tie, Martin Closson. and I shine,” in the Baptist church.
Admission
one account, .-vivs the woman was his wife,
25 cts. Xhe proceeds will be devotee to the
was

Mufflers,
Gloves, Hdkfs., &c.,

were

--

for

Silk

lus cosy

•"

■(

Neckwear,

Pretty Scarf Pins,
Latest Style Link Buttons,

House Warming. Mr. Ervin Jackson of
Poor’s Mills has just completed his new cot'
tage and Tuesday evening, Nov. 20th, notwithstanding the severe storm, his friends,
numbering about thirty-five, assembled in

-.

ana.

in

CONSISTING OF

Furnishings,

Fine New

Col. C. H. French will deliver at the Opera
House his lecture on Alaska, the Wonderland of the World, illustrated by 400 beautiful stereoscopic views, the photographs of
which were taken by Col. French during
the four years he spent there.
Alaska was
bought from Russia by the United States for
87,250,000 and since its purchase the seal
islands alone have paid our government
over thirty
millions of dollars. In consequence of the attempt of England to steal
about one half of this country the subject is ;
of particular interest at this time.

■

a

inexpensive goods,

treat corns,

Saturday evening, Dec. 7th,

j

J will

Men’s

press everything was progressing
to the program there given.

to

beautiful,

--

freely
expected that the matter will be closed in a few days.
The
trustees of the Free Library took 810,000,
ami Woodbury & Moulton of Portland have
bought the remainder. The new bonds are
issued as fast as the old ones are presented
for payment, and as interest stopped on the
latter Dec. 1st, they will be brought in as

have
the

useful and

The work of refunding the city’s bonded I
debt is progressing favorably. Up to Wed- I
nesday noon >80,000 of the new issue1 had
been disposed of, and as the old bonds are

HOLIDAY GOODS,
j

A very choice line of

bunions and ingrowing nails ; also to do manicuring. Thousands of people limp around wth sore corns
and bad bunions, when for a small sum they
c< uld
be relieved and take some comfort
Give her a call and he convinced. Prices,
corns 25 cts., bunions 50 cts.
manicuring,
ladies 50 cts., gentlemen 75 ets.

to

i

to

prepared

lingo MMj MH auttll VUULiUUe
sell, up to JAN 1.1896, at tlie same
h>w juices that we have been making for the
»**«!£,

HOLIDAY GOODS.

Mrs. F. F. Berry, chiropodist and manibe in Belfast at the house of Mrs.
J. N. Stewart, 129 Main st., from Monday
noon, Dec. 9th, to Saturday noon, Dec. 14th,

PLASTERS

V/

\

cure, will

sec-

Lieutenant, W. W. Shaw; Camp Council. Allen Webber, U. G. Hussey, F. <>. Huberts: Delegate to State Encampment; Orrin
,7 Dickey; Alternate, W. W. Shaw.

j

\Y

many friends in this
he. may be successful.

A. P. MANSFIELD.

j according

BEST

2d

t:-o

-ge

,.

his

j

~

Tliese are selected purposely for Holiday gifts.
They are very
choice and will all be closed out of stock before Christmas
Day
arrives.
Be sure and ask to look at them if you wish to include
of
the
kind
in
anything
your Christmas giving.

The “festival of the holidays” by the ladies of the Unitarian parish opened at Belfast Opera House yesterday afternoon at 3
o’clock and continued through the day. The
booths were very prettily decorated, in accordance with the plan outlined in The
Journal last week, and at the time of our

Appreciate
CUTICLIRA

Clark Camp, Sons of Veterans, held
its annual election of officers Monday eveniug with 1 he following result: Captain,
Will Havner; 1st Lieutenant, l'. G. Hussey;

Kids ArteJilaS,

-bhey

She

ami

hoping

announced in our advertising columns
Mr. J. Frank Baxter, widely known as a
lecturer and test medium, will lecture in
Memorial Hall on the evenings of Dec. 10th
and 11th. Interesting programs have been
prepared for each evening, of which particulars are given in the advertisement.
As

A. E.

; sary

-.

:

Thomas H. Marshall Post, G. A. R., will
he inspected this, Thursday, eveniug by Assistant Inspector Col. L. I>. Carver of Rockland. Tlie annual election of officers will be
held, follows; by a camp-lire. Col. Carver
is again a,»r didate for Department, Com-

mander,

season.

The almost miraculous cures daily effected
bv Ci iktha Remeoies prove them to he the
urea rest skin cures, hlood purifiers, and
humor remedies ever compounded.
Warm baths
urAT>ie**T.
svkkuy ( cue
!^o \i*. l'i-’i’h'
indications of
u ru
with
-mo mod douce of CutiCeric UR a -eintm m
ci'KA absoi.vknt ( M"OU puritie:).
% y-‘ | !o\v to' nre Kvevy -kin Pisease,” free.
PottiK Di:io £ Cni.tf. Cork., Solo Props. Boston.

Skillings.

The trial of W. L. Clement of Monroe for
leaves ~1!«’ to
arceny of a sewing machine, which was
|
K.dder of VYat-u-nville, Pal. All ! opened in the Police Court Nov. j7t.1i, was
j
t.i
>
-hr
N.iVeS
Mare
I
continued
Dec.
when
i.
r ] >reipe
the defendant
3d,
hr. il.iler, Joh!: M
:
was hound over to the Supreme Judicial
[
not fail to
She d
NY in ter port.
Court in >200.
It is claimed that lie sold
I

;i d

F. iis.

the street last week that

Following is a list of letters remaining unclaimed iu Belfast Post Office for the week
Ladies—Mrs. Joseph
euding Nov. 30,
Ferris, Mrs. M. J. Howard. Gentlemen—
Mr. Sanford M. Foster, H. C. Moon, Mr.
John McFarland (2 letters), Mr. George

The annual reunion of the survivors of the
passengers ami crew of bark W. O. Aiden,
w ho weut to California m '4'.). wiil be held
with Mr. and Mrs. John N. Stewart next

:

on

P. A. Sanborn has on exhibition at his
studio about one hundred water colors and,
with the exception of the flower pieces, each
one represents local scenery.
They range
in price from 25 cents up, and are charming
souvenirs and dainty gifts for the holiday

horrid loa.hsome sight. Fox
(liis I did not leave the house, and
i. passing would turn and look back
In? seeing me at th window. I had a fine
of hair, seven years’ growth, and had to
a
rifi e it. I was in despair. The physicians
had failed even to relieve me. when one of
My
.hem recommended Cuticura Soap.
father dismissed the doctors and procured a
1 comf ll set of CrriciRA Remedies.
menced using them according to directions,
and in three weeks from the time 1 began,
the scales had left my face and the skin lost
In six ireeks I ica* entirely
its florid hue.
cured. My f ice was smooth and my comfiner than it had ever
ami
clearer
plexion
been before. 1 used three boxes of Cuticura,
one half dozen cakes of Cuticura Soap, and
one bottle of Cuticura Resolvext. Persons
having any doubt about this testimonial being genuine, can wri e to my address and I
will cheerfully tell them more about Cuticura Remedies.
Miss MARION A. SMITH, Sunbury, Pa.
..

I
Mr. F. H. Towne was in Belfast Tuesday I
representing the Cereal Machine Co. of
Worcester, Mass and made arrangements
with Ginn & Field for holding at their store
next week an exhibition of the company’s
products, shredded whole wheat biscuits aud
shredded cereal coffee.

:
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i{

Monroe
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P.-.-ideforo,

i
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Pain

o

i

M

H

appointed

women

e.

as

rumor

vear* ago Eczema made its apI
0,1 mv head in its ‘V'*rst form.
by two physic is. but notwithoned spread*
r t .•atmem
ii
face was c<». .-*••. with scales

.<U‘ 1

offer to sell.

The City Clerk’s records show that but
four deaths
occured
in
Belfast during
the past u -mth— one man of 1)5, one of <17,
one woman »>! 7b and one child of 1 day. One
birth recorder! was the 10th child of the
family, and another the 7th.

.-si,lent of the.

Turm-i, ;

The

December number of The Maine Tern
perance Record contains a portrait and
sketch of Mrs. E. L. Brackett, Assistant
Grand Secretary of the Maine Good Templars. She has been an active member of the
order since the age of sixteen.
The

four

i,.

George W. Burgess had sold out his job
printing office is incorrect. Mr. Burgess is
still doing business at the old stand in Hayford block, and has not even received an

troublesome to sheep-raisers. George W.
Bartlett's slieep-foid in Waldo has been visited several times lately and some damage
; done. Mr. B. and several of his neigh| hors have loaded their gnus in readiness for
| future marauders.

|
h

./

There will be Domino party at the Belfast

DAMASK PATTERN TABLE CLOTHS

music by Gilmore.

Effect Wonderful
’hree Weeks Scales Cone
Weeks Cure is Complete

Opera House Friday Dec. 13tli given under
the auspices of the K. A. Society.
Admission to gallery 25 cents; dance tickets 50
cents.
Refreshments served during the
evening.

for

reported

are

Bogin the Use of
CUTICURA REMEDIES

ladies.

discussion by the Noil-Par
t.san NY
T. r. Dec. (ith, at 2.30 »*. m., will
be: Rescue Work and Social Purity. The
meeting will be conducted by Mrs. F. A.
(3 ritliu, aud the committee on same.
A full
attendance particularly requested. [Secy.

subject,

The

quartette appeared liere i;> t
ami those who heard them were
with their singing

’•

valuable watch dog.

was a

..

A FEW FINK

Primrose Assembly, Pythian Sisterhood,
will begin a series of assemblies at Odd Fellows’ Hall next Saturday evening, with

pair Dismiss Doctors

In
and

interesting literary program was presented and a treat furnished by the young

Saturday evening. This, Thursday, evening
the question of government ownership of
railroads and telegraphs will come up.

ins

t

and

ORIFICE HAIR

h

Mansfield Sj Masonic Temple.

The City Assessors will be in session at
the Aldermen’s room Saturday, Dec. 14th,
to hear parties in regard to irregularities in
their taxes.

An

The comparative guilt of the rum seller
and the drunken man who commits crime
was discussed by the Debating Club last

Hopei's Ferry Quartette of Storer
Harper s Ft rry, West Virginia, ast
T Moseiey. tenor soloist, will
ic-ert- here on the evening of Dec.
If

dispose

expeeted_to cover their horses with blankets.
This applies to coach ami hack drivers as
well as others.

•'

Methodist church.

to

next

Eczema In Worst Form
Face a Loathsome 8lght
Could not Leave House

a

Belfast Lodge received into membership
Monday evening two Good Templars who
have recently moved into its jurisdiction.

The Belfast Humane Society gives notice
that when teams art left standing out during
the cold months the drivers thereof will be

here.''

w.pv

grand-

There will be a lady at Swift & Pan IV
week exhibiting the new cereal, wheat
flakes.

COVERED WIH SCALES!

lot of eels
at Mason’s mills dam which dressed 49 lbs.
One weighed 4 pounds. They were caught
with a net as they passed down the stream.

L. E. McMahan has sent for his mother
and sister to go to Augusta and assist him
iu the
lunelywagon business, which he recently started iu company with Eugene
Black.

vd edition is in preparation,

t

Henry Mason recently caught

of his faithful old dog last week. The animal
was 19 years old and had been in
the family
13 years.
H.e was a cross of Shepherd and

Marian Laud and Industrial Co.
n issue a second pamphlet in relation
propert> The book will be proPiustrated " ith half-tone cuts. Copy

j

thorough

hauling.

Mtusid

ti,jit,r

Elmer A.Sherman's horse broke through
the bridge Tuesday forenoon and was quite
badly cut. The carriage was somewhat
broken, but Mr. S. escaped unhurt.

Deafness Cannot be lured
by local applications, as they cannot reach
the diseased portion of the ear. There is
only one way to cure Deafness, and that is
by constitutional remedies. Deafness is
caused by an inflamed condition of the
mucous
lining of the Eustachian Tube.
When this tube gets inflamed you have a
rumbling sound, or imperfect hearing, and
when it. is entirely closed Deafness is the result, and unless the inflammation can be
taken out and this ube restored to its normal condition, hearing will he destroyed forever; nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed
condition of the mucous surface.
We will give One Hundred Dollars for
any case of Deafness (caused by catarrh)
that cannot be cured by Hall’s Catarrh Cure.
Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
4w4(>
ftSP“Sold by Druggists, 75c.

"V

An American Production
in the world.

new

^ j

m

B I B.

ONE HUNDRED

COME M ANO SEE
Our

.^L

%]■ 9 I

and the Best

fall line of ail goods found in a

(S

first-class drug store. Hard times don’t
scare us ; the bigger we buy the cheapsell.

Special attention given
to prescriptions, and every one guaranteed put up in the neatest, cheapest
er

we can

Now

and most reliable manner.

Drciggi

tteady

for Sale,

No man in Waldo County can sell
article than I will for tin* money.

ts.

a

better
.'>m4S

ISAAC N. STAPLES,
BROOKS.

wanted!
A good ho us
work.

Apply

4711

a* h

Citron.

of all kinds, Celery Cooking Extracts
and every thing wanted to get up a
first-class Christmas dinner, and at
prices that will astonish you.

girl cdogemra hou.-c
c.'9 ( hereh Street.
A. C. fUFGFSS.

Figs.

MAINE,_
Spices. Nuts

i

A. A. HOWES & CO.

Eugene Field’s Poetry.
SOM EOF HIS SWEET AND

TENDER

VERSE

I

He told his hearers of
songs and stories.
“Lullaby Lady in Hush a-by Street,” and
of the sick oyster that languished on sea
foam and toast, hut got well when the
doctor changed his prescription to toast
on sea foam.
He described “The SugarPlum Tree” in Shut-Eye Town, with its
chocolate cat and gingerbread dog: the
story of the “Naughty Doll” and “Pollypat,” keeping his little friends in a state
of delighted attention. Here lay the proof
of the man’s genius, that all these things
were equally charming to the
young and
the old.
They appealed to the former because of their wealth of corroborative detail, and to the latter because of their delicate and artistic touch.
Of bis poems for children one of the
great favorites was “The Duel.” It tells
how

^OWd^K

Therefore,

no matter what kind of food you use, mix
with it daily Sheridan's Powder. Otherwise, your profit
this fall ami winter will he lost, when the price for eggs
Is very high. It assures perfect assimilation of the food
elements needed to produce health and form eggs. It is
•old by druggists, ewers, feed dealers or V mail.
Single pack. 2.*> ets. Five Si. l.nrgo twn-U> can Si.20. Six
cans. $.y Fv\ ngid Sample “RfstPorf.TRY Paper "free
1. S. JOHNSON <x CO., 22 Custom House St„ Boston, Mass.

A

Fox

Hunt

Xortliport.

in

■

THE FOX Tl RXS THE TABLE oX HIS

PURSUERS.

[Northport Correspondence of The Journal.]
A very amusing fox eliase ended in rather
a sail disappointnient to the limiters
recently
over in the Priest- liill.
The particulars of
the chase, as near as w
can learn, were

plate

know as sure as fate
There was going to he an awful spat—
t! wasn’t there, T simply state
V iiat was told to me
y the Chinese plate.)

<

about as follows: It appears that six men
and four dogs started out under the leadership of the champion fox slayer of lieecli

Then

sight.

Each

man

eagerly

And

have

we

an

account of the pre-

NORSE LULLARY.

The sky is dark and the hills are white
As the storm king speeds from the north to-

night,

!
:
>

j

“Sleep,

little one,

sleep."

On yonder mountain-side a vine
Clings at the foot of a mother pine;
The tree bends over the trembling thing,
And only the vine can hear her sing:
“Sleep, sleep, little one, sleep;
What shall you fear when I am here?

Sleep,

little one,

sleep."

The king may sing in his bitter flight,

1 The tree may croon to the vine to-night,
But the little snowflake at my breast
Liketh the song I sing the best—
“Sleep, sleep, little one, sleep;
i
Weary thou art, anext. my heart

Sleep,

little one,

sleep.”

THE SUGAR-FI I M

TREE.

Have you ever heard of the Sugar-Plum tree?
'Tis a marvel of great renown!
It blooms on the shore of the Lollipop Sea
In the garden of Shut-Eye Town.
The fruit that it hears i so wondrously sweet
( As those who have tasted it say)
Tiiat good little children have tally to eat
Of that fruit to be happy next day.
When you got to the tree, you would have a
hard time
To capture the fruit which 1 sing;
The tree is so tall that no person c< uld climb
To tlu* boughs where tic- sugar-plums

You say but the word to that gingerbread
dog,
And he barks with such terrible zest
That, the chocolate eat is at once all agog,
As her swelling proportions attest.
And the chocolate cat goes cavorting around
From this leafy limb unto that,
And the sugar-plums tumble at once to tlie
ground.
Hurrah for the chocolate cat!

fearlessly plunged niTO the water wit-h Ins
heavy burden. It was a hard struggle for
the Ux. The dog began to think his days
weie numbered as they entered deep water,
and manifested decided objections to going
any farther, making desperate efforts to esThere are marshmallows, gum drops and
cape from the tenacious grip of the fox. At
peppermint canes,
times it ilooked rather dark for both, as it
With stripings of scarlet or gold,
was evident the fox was losing
strength, still
he gamely hung to the dog, until lie was And you carry away of the treasure that
rains
forced by the dog rolling across his neck
As much as your apron can hold!
w ith sufficient
weight, to bear his head under So
little
cuddle closer

to me
come,
child,
water, to let go his hold for a moment.
In your dainty white night cap and gown,
Both looked wildly at each other undecided
And
I’ll
rock
to
that
you away
Sugar-Plum
whether to continue the conflict or not. FinalTree
ly the dog, thinking he had been sufficiently | In the
garden of Shut-Eye Town.
entertained for one day by his foxship, turnj Mr. Field’s “Dutch
ed and began to swim as rapidly as possible !
Lullaby,” the one
to his native shore. In due time he arrived
about “Wynken, Blynken and Nod,” was
home a shivery dripping specimen and as called the
gem of all his work by several
meek looking a hound as one would wish to
critics while lie was living in Lonsee.
The fox, thankful that he had escaped English
don.
It has been set to charming music
sc- easily, landed safely in Lincolnville, the
Here it is:
laud of the free and the home of the brave by Miss Etta Parker.
foxes, and hunted up his den to rest in and to Wynken, Blynken and Nod one night
his
somewhat
exhausted
condiSailed off in a wooden shoe—
recuperate
tion, the better to face the trials aud hard- Sailed on a river of misty light
Into a sea of dew.
ships of the future.
“Where are you going, and what do you
wish ?”
Senator Frye on the Political Situation.
The old moon asked the three.
“We have come to fish for the herring-fish
HE SPEAKS OF THE FINE PROSPECTS OF
That live in this beautiful sea;
THE REPUBLICAN PARTY.
Nets of silver and gold have we,”
P.
was
Senator William
tendered a
Said Wynken,
Frye
Blynken,
reception at the rooms of the York Club,
And Nod.
Nov.
21st.
He
an
inforBiddelord,
gave
mal talk of an hour and a half, dealing The old moon
laughed and sung a song,
As they rocked in the wooden shoe;
chiefly with the tariff question. He declared that though the period of business And the wind that sped them all night long
Ruffled the waves of dew.
depression began under the Republican The
little stars were the herring-fish
administration, it was due to lack of conThat lived in the beautiful sea,
fidence in the incoming Democratic Con“Now cast your nets wherever you wish,
He condemned the Democratic
gress.
But never afeard are we!”
party and declared it incompetent to govSo cried the stars to the fishermen three,
ern the country.
He reviewed the history
Wynken,
of the Wilson bill and denounced the
Blynken,
And Nod.
measure as being not only antagonistic to
American interests, but not in accord All
night long their nets they threw
with the desires of the average citizen,
For the fish in the twinkling foam,
his
of
Then
down from thr- sky came tne wooden
politics.
regardless
He read extracts from British board of
shoe,
Bringing the fishermen home;
trade statistics showing a large increase I
of English exports to the United States ’Twas all so pretty a sail, it seemed
As if it could not he;
Resince the passage of the Wilson bill.
And some folks thought’twas a dream they’d
ferring to (he probable work of the comdreamed
Of sailing that beautiful sea;
ing Congress he said: “You need not exBut I shall uauie you the fishermen three:
pect much relief from the next session.
We can do nothing in the next Congress
Wynken,
bill
would
not
A revised tariff
but wait.
Blynken,
And
Nod.
would
be
vetoed
if
it
and
the
Senate
pass
did.
It is barely possible we may do Wynken and Blynken are two little eyes,
And Nod is a little head,
something. Mr. Cleveland may ask ConAnd the wooden shoe that sailed the skies
gress to check the government’s running
Is a wee one’s trundle-bed ;
in debt, and he may ask us to put an adS shut your eyes while mother sings
ditional dollar tax on beer and 2 cents on
Of wonderful sights that be,
checks.
And you shall see the beautiful things
“But we raise enough now by internal
As you rock on the misty sea
tax and we propose to run this governWhere the old shoe rocked the fishermen
a
from
three—
ment on the receipts
protective
tariff.
Wynken,
Congress may be obliged to touch
Blynken,
the tariff hut it will do so as lightly as
And Nod.
for when tariff revision takes

possible,
place it must

be done under the administration of a party in full sympathy with
the protection of American industries.
The woolen mills must stand the present
conditions two years longer and if they
survive this period they will do better
than I expect.”
In conclusion he predicted the election of
a Republican president and both branches
of Congress.
He declared that the McKinley bill was the best tariff bill ever enacted.
He laid out as a stent for the Republican party within the next fifteen
years, these duties—revision of the tariff

Tli© Maine Pedagogical Society.
The next annual

j

to the

good times period

of 1892.

one

far

as

are

complaint,

and send for
their
doctor
in all haste,
He usually
tries this and
that without
success; he is
all at sett, and
his poor patient is with
him.
Sud-

denly

t lady friend tells the sufferer to try
Lydia E. Pink/unn’s Vegetable Compound
because it has cured her.
The following letter shows the result
of that trial, an I is a sample of thousands
of similar cases happening daily.
“I had been very sick for a long time;
doctored wkli many pramphysicians. They pronounced in;: case dy
pepsia, and salt! there was a ten.Sen w o
There was a sense
cancer of the womb,
of fulness and weight ill ;-:o’tiach after
meals, loss of appetite, and e.'t-usive
belching of win 1. dizziness, all gone’
feeling in pit nf the stomach; headache,
heart hum,

Frances

Miss

things.
The doctors
medicines gave (
me but little relief.
I was almost in despair,
when a friend advised your ComI took
pound.
it, and am now
perfectly well. I
A
can recommend it to all women.
number of my friends and neighbors
it
on
have taken
my recommendation,
and have always found relief.”—Mrs.
James Craxksiiaw, Frankford, Pa.

Fashion

Four Cottages

palpi-

tation at tines,
urine high colored. A lack of
interest in all

Letter.

j

E.

and

no

Willard

THIRTY

they

were

given

to

me as

i

ELYS

Castoria allays Feverishness.

!

Castoria prevents vomiting Sour Curd.
Castoria

CREAM BAtM
Is quickly
absorbed.
Cleanses the

CATARRH

!

Georgia Gilkey, W R Gilkey, sailed from
Boston Sept 4 for Rosario.
Hattie McG Buck, H F Sprowl, arrived
at New York Oct 17 from New Bedford.
Henry Clausen, Jr, Appleby, arrived at
Boston Nov 28 from Apalachicola.
Horace G Morse, Harnman, arrived at
Stamford, Ct, Nov 25 from Pascagoula.
John C Smith, Kneelaud, at Belfast for

Castoria

j

repairs.

John J Marsh, Drinkwater, sailed from
Rockport Nov 11 for Port au Prince.
Lester A Lewis, Kimball, cleared from
Bangor Nov 27 for New Y'ork.
Linah C Kaminski, S Woodbury, arrived

at New' York Nov 5 from Charleston.
Lucia Porter, Grindie, sailed from Boston
Oct 19 for Frankfort and New York.
Mary A Hall,M Veazie, arrived at Bridgeport Nov 2 from Darien.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, cleared from Portland Nov 28 for Philadelphia.
Sal lie I’On, W H West, arrived at Cardenas Nov 21 from Philadelphia.
Tofa, A S Wilson, arrived at Norfolk Nov
20 from Carteret, N J.
Willie L Newton, E Coombs, arrived at
St Jago, Cuba, Nov 14 from Rockport, Me.

The Vote of

correspondent
in the recently published vote of
Kentucky, in which the returns for 1895
The revised
were compared with 1892.
and corrected figures stand as follows:
Republican.135,441

Democrat.175.401

Populist. 23,500

an

172,436
103,962
10,911

8li

Hours.

pills
25*.
your druggist's

fare.

go

by

cure

or

refund

money.

Sample package, containing five days’ treatment,
with full instructions, 2'> cents.
One sample
only sold to each person by mail.
R. H. MOODY, BELFAST.
for either sr\.
remedy liei»»g iii-Ijeeted ui eetly to the
seat of those diseases
■■ of the Goiiito-lrinary
horsans, requires do

I C DQIIU’C
«
L£

133

■ ■

V■

■

--.

'■

Q
Jb

■■

Oil Bm

■■■

■■

This

■-

enange

Cure
to 3

of diet.

MW guaranteed in

1

Nmallplainpaek.

fiTTDP^- b.v mail,
U 111 Km mold only by
R. H. MOODY, BELFAST.

31.00.
29

LADIES DO YOU KNOW

j

the original and only
FRENCH, nat'e and reliable cure
o market,.
Price. $1.<K); sent
Genuine Hold only by
by ma;
B- H. MOODY, BELFAST.
are

on t

MARLIN

REPEATERS.
Model 1893.

23-36. 30-30 Smokeless, 32-40 ar.d 3j-5j.
Ask your dealer lo see k.
Write to- ca'adojrue t<-

<V'h-«s Co.,

Don’t allow any

more

than 6400400 boxM.

that it is

Two thousand (2,000) cords spruce
wood.
The said wood to be sawed
four feet two inches long, and not less
than five inches under the bark, and
to be loaded on the cars at Belfast and
any other stations and sidings on the
Belfast branch.
Now is a good time to cut the wood
and have it ready to haul on snow.
A11 who have wood to sell call on the
subscriber.

Belfast, Me.,

Nov.

4,

1895.—41tf

“just

as

good

**

and

will

Children

Cry

At

Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
C
unty of aldo. on the second Tuesday ot
November, A. D. 18‘Jf>.

a
;u

PATTEK, Executor of the last will and
of NANCY M. MOCLTON, late ot
Belfast, in said county of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition that the halanc- remnining in lus hands n settlement of Ins tinai account
of Administration of the estate of said deceased
may be ordered distributed among the heir.*. of
Joseph Moulton, late of the State of .Massachusetts. deceased, according to ?he provisions of
said will, and the share >1 each determined.
Ordered. That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a t-opy of this
order to lie published three wet ks successively in
ilu- Republican Journal, printed ai Bellast. that
They may appear ai a Probate < our!, to be held
at Bellast. within and lor said e.unity. on the
second Tuesday of December next, ai ;<-n of the
clock before noon, ami >lmv\ eau><\ il’ anv they
have, why the prayer ot said '•■idiomr Imu I
not be granted.
'; Id >. I
JOHNSt >N Judge.
A true copy. Attes’
J khe'h 1>. P.vuk ! i;. Regis*, r.

JAMES
testament
|

j
|
i
I

(
I
!

j

A! a Probate
b-- <•-, ittry

Court held at Belfast.
>t
I ...
im
November, A. I>. 1895.

u
m

t* bin

I

certain instrument, purporting to be tin- last
will ami testament ot GEoRGL ill d.T. late
of Belfast, in sain county of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented tor probate.
Ordered That notice be given to all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be
published three weeks successively in the Republican .Journal, punted at Belfast! that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be held at Belfast*,
within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of December next, at *ten of the clock heiore
noon, and show cause, if any they have, why the
saute should not he proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. .JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
JkkkTi 1). Pakkkk, Register.
Probate Court held

At a

at

Belfast, within and for

the

County of aldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. 1) 1895.
certain instrument, purporting to be the last

A

will and

of FLORENCE R. OYER,

testament

may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second Tuesday of Decent her next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if any they
have, why the same should not be proved, approved and allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jkkk'h D. Parker, Register.

ot Belfast, in said county of Waldo, deceased,
having been presented for probate.
Ordered, That notice be given to all persons
interested by causing a copy of this order to
be published three weeks successively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they

Ordered, That notice thereof he given, three
successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast on the second Tuesday of December next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of
aldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1895.

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of November,
1895. CHARLES BANKS, Executor on the estate
of BENJAMIN HIGGINS, late of Searsmont. in
said county, deceased, having presented his first
account of administration of said estate for allow-

WALDO

tate

presented
or private

ance.

;

Administrator of the es
SHA W, late ..t inter
Waldo, deceased, having
a petition for license to sell at public
sale the whole of the real estate of said
A.

Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be field at
Belfast,Within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock
before noon, and show cause, if any they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should* not be

granted.

A true copy.

subscriber

hereby gives public notice

to

all

THE
concerned, that he has been duly appointed and
of Administrator of
himself the
taken

upon
the estate of

trust

ROBERT A. VINAL, late of

Winterport,

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law directs; he therefore requests all persons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate to
make immediate payment, and those who have
any demands thereon, to exhibit the same for
FRED ATWOOD.
settlement to him.

ei7

1
I

■

1

..

IITALDOSS.-- In Court of I’rohate.
»*
last, on the second Tuesdav
1895. GEOBGIANA C. P’HLUKooK
tratrix on the estate of DANIEL Pill
late of Isleshoio, in said county, deer
presented her second an I final am.nut
i>tration of said estate for allowance
Ordered, That notice thereof be
weeks successively in the Kepuhli.
printed in Belfast, in said county, th..
interested, may attend at a Prohate
held at I»i-1 f‘:i^t. on the -eeond Tuesdtr
her next, and show cause, if any tin
the said account should not he nilow.
G Ei». E. JOHN Si
A true copy. Attest
.1 KK I11 I». 1*A It K 1 I;

?

i

|

\

l

!

f

l.D(
\IrA
*t

*
x .iirr -d Probate
In
on the second Tiiesdav
LILA LOWELL. Adninisti.
i
estate id BETSY YEBBI1.L. late
!
in said county, deceased. lia\iiu pi.tirsi and tii al act oui.t ot admit.istm
“St; tc for allowance.
Ordered. That liolice thereof he •_
wt el,
y.
e|\ •:
he Bej.uh!:
primed in Belfast .in -a id county tha
intert sit'd. ma\ a- lend rt a Fiuhain It. at Bellas!. ..n the ... 'I ’o
—j

last,

1895.

j'

the said

should
l.Ln

account

rue

cop

Attest
:! Mi;

not he

L
e

1

i<

•

f

Blow>
B1 N >•

1 h\

UK

1
f

.:

WA;'M I'M

.1 • * SI I A \\
IS.','
l‘.t.V( 1\
A'lnn
tlit' .•slate -.I M EI.\ III \ <
1,1.Us.
port, in said county, deceased. ha\iu:
liis tirst ami tinal account .q a-imii
said estate for allowance
< trdered. Thar notice thercoi
he
weeks >ituuu>si\el\ in the Rcpid.
He
in
Hast,
in
sain
count
printed
>. t ha;
interested may attend at I'roliate «'*
at Belfast, on the second Tuesday
next, ami show cause, if any they 1,
said account should not he a.lowed.
<;i:<>. e. .ToilNs*A true copy. Attest
I Kit K' It I>. r.UtlvKii, I

;

|

suhserilier hereby gives public c
concerned, that lie lias been dub
ami taken upon himself the trust ol \
tor of the estate oT

THE

.1 * )SI AH WOODMAN Mate of Krai
iu the County of Waldo, deceased, by
as the law directs; he therefore requ*
sons who are indebted to said deceased
make immediate payment. and those
any demands thereon, to exhibit the
lenient to him or to Amelia Woodma
hasuippointed his agent in this State
H. W

__CHARLES

■

subscriber hereby gives public
concerned, that she has been dm
and taken upon herself the trust of \
trix * f the estate of
CAROLINE ,J. N ICKELS, late of s.
in the County of Waldo, deceased. h\
as the law directs; she therefore reqi
sons who are indebted to said decea>«
make immediate payment, and tic-,
any demands thereon to exhibit theGRACE 1>. Ah
tlement to her.

THE

county

deceased.

weeks

in the County of Waldo, deceased, by giving bond
as the law- directs; she therefore requests all per
sons who are indebted to said deceased’s estate
to make immediate pa} meiit, and those who have
anv demands thereon, to exhibit the same for set
SARAH E. PATTERSON.
tlement to her.

HA,

S

of REUBEN
ARTHUR.
in said
of
port,

WLDO

tor
Tt.es.ia> -•!

\

weeks

THE
concerned,
and taken

*N on

s?

SS.—In Court of Probate
fast, oil the second Tuesdav ;
1895. Al.'G l ST A (). SPAFED1NG.
trix on the estate ol FREDERICK a s
ING, late of Frankfort, in said cornu
having presented her first and final
ministration of said estate for allow.
Ordered. That notice thereof he _i
weeks successively, in the Kepuhli
printed in Belfast,in said county, thru
interested may attend at a Probate
held at Belfast, on th«* second Tm-s.
her next, and show cause, if any 11.>
the said account should not he ailowe.
geo. e. .iohnsox,
A true copy. Attest:
.1 KUl.ll D. l’A UK ! l:

am

ance.

TP'ALDO SS.—In Court of l'robate, held at BelT?
fast, on the second Tuesday of November,
181)5. JOHN C. ROSE, Administrator on the estate of ANDREW I>. BEAN, late of Belfast, in
said county, deceased, having presented his second and final account of administration of said
estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to 1»e
held at; Belfast, on the second Tuesday of Decern
her next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jerk’d D. Parker, Register.

y/ tfy

A

late

Parker, Register.

pi-uai

for Pitcher’s Castoria.

ATATHAX1 EL VV. PATTERSl>X and .1 <>SEPHINE
i.1 PATTERSON, both of Waldo, in said county
of Waldo, having presented a petition for leave
to adopt Marion Hall, minor child of William O.
and Alice W. Hall, and that the name of said
child he changed to Marion G. Patterson.
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks suecessivelv in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast,that
they may appear at a Probate Court to be held
at Belfast within and for said County, on the
second Tuesday of December next, at ten of the
clock before noon, and show cause, if anv they
have, why the prayer of said petitioners should
not be granted.
GKO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jeue h D. Parker, Register.

GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
Attest:
Jeke'h D. Parker, Register.

Attest :
Jkre’h D.

or

wrapper

WALDO

copy.

the plea

on

eyeryjmrpos_eL'*

denature of

SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of November,
1895. JAMES LIBBY, .lit., Executor on the estate
of ELIJAH REYNOLDS, late of Burnham, in said
county, deceased, having presented his first account of administration of said estate for allow-

true

answer

The facsimile

clock before noon, and show cause, if any thev
have, why the prayer of said petitioners should
not be granted.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge
A true copy. Attest
J eke*ii D. Parker, Register.

A

.;s

It is not sold in hulk

to sell yon anything else

a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County ot aldo, on the second Tuesdav of
November, A. I>. 18B.

WANTED!

C

one

At

Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of December next, and show cause, if anv they have, why
the said account should not he allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.

r,

n

See that you get C-A-S-T-O-R-I-A.

resting places.”

A: a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second
Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1895.
M. GRIFFIN, Administrator of the
estate of ISAAC H. GRIFFIN, 2nd, late of
Stockton Springs in said County of Waldo, deceased, having presented a petition for license to
sell, at public or private sale, so much of the real
estate of said deceased as will produce the sum of
three hundred and ninety five dollars
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested hy causing a copy of this order to be published tim e weekssuoeessively in the
Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that they
may appear at a Probate court, to be held at Beffast, within and for said county, ott the second
Tuesday of'December m xt. at ten oft lie clock b«tore noon, and show cause, it any they ha\e,
why
the prayer of said pet inoner should not lie granted.
GEO E. JOHNSON. Judge.
A true copy.
Attest:
.h int'll D. Parker, Register.

poisonous

or

other narcotic prop#

giving healthy and natural sleep.
Castoria is put np in one-size bottles only.

subscriber hereby gives public notice to all
that she has been duly appointed
upon herself the trust of Administratrix of the estate of
HENRY E. PATTERSON, late of Waldo,

nmyifis tiiyiiiHiGieiy.

for Nervous or Sick
Headache, Bruin Exhaust ion. Sleeplessness,
special or general Neural-da; also lor Klieumatism, Gout, Kidney Disorders, Acid Dyspepsia, Aiuemia. Antidote for Alcoholic
and ot her excesses. Price, 10, 25 and 60 cents.
Effervescent.

Splendid curative agent

morphine, opium,

or

Castoria assimilates the food, regulates tho stomach and W

woman

THE ARNOLD CHEMICAL CO.
CHICAGO.
151 S. Western Avenue,
Sold by all dealers.

/\\
B

Constipation and Flatulency.

Watch.

WALDO SS.—In Court of Probate, held at Rel?»
fast, on the second Tuesdav ol November,
181)5. NATHANIEL W. PATTERSON, Adiimistraror on the estate of MARY D
PATTERSON,
late of Waldo, in said county, deceased, having
presented his first account of administration of
said estate for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
we» ks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to be
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of December next, and show cause, if any they have,
why the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNS) >N, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.

The Marlin Fivo

cures

Castoria does not contain

|

DR. FELIX LE BRUN’S

CHAS. BAKER.

it.

Annual anlea

to

guarantee

1895

Prohibition. 0.442
4,102
This increases the magnitude of the
Democratic defeat. A Democratic plurality of 40,000 has been changed to a Republican plurality of 8,474. The Republican vote for 1892 has been increased
37,000, indicating that a large part of the
missing Democratic vote lias been transferred to the Republican column. The
rest probably staid at home.
Surely they
did not go over to the Populist party, for
that party sustains a loss of 0,500 as compared with 1892. There are still nearly
104,000 Democrats in Kentucky who stand
by the regular ticket even if it is rabidly
free silver and antagonistic to the platform.
Doubtless a large proportion of
the 104,000 favor free silver at heart. But
the
revolters wielded the balance of
pow’er, and they threw it to the sound
money side.
[Portland Advertiser.
Belief In

written

■

error

1892

8tiicknees;

3W"1

Kentucky.

calls attention to

A

| BEFORE

52. E. C. WEST’S NEBVE AND B2AIN TSEATMENT
is sold under positive written guarantee, by
authorized agents only, to cure Weak Memory;
Loss of Brain and Nerve Pow« r: Lost Manhood;
Night Losses; Evil Dreams; Lack of
onfidence; Nervousness; Lassitude; all Drains;
Lossof Power of the Generative Organs in either
sex. caused by over-exertion, Youthful Errors, or
Excessive Use of Tobacco, Opium or Liquor,
which leads to Misery, Consumption, Insanity
and Death. By mail, fl a box; six for $5; with

Diarrhoea and 'Wind Colio.

Castoria neutralizes the effects of carbonic acid gas

1

COLD'm HEAD

NEW
^ArTER^ UFE

cures

Castoria relieves Teething Troubles.

HORACE

!j
!

as a

Castoria destroys Worms.

j
|

PROBATE NOTICES.

Mr-.

Children

their lives. In it Mothers
haVe

save

I

granted.

MsdICUB Co., Norway,

for Infants and

I

Ashley

Norw ay

remedy

known. It is harmless. Children like it.

is

a

patronage

speak of it without guessing

child’s medicine.

I

A true copy.

to

ns

something which is absolutely safe and practically perfect

littlefield, son of sophronia
WALKER, late of Winterport, in said county
of Waldo, deceased, having presented a
petition
that administration of the estate of said deceased
be granted to Rufus Littlefield of said Winterport
Or lered, That the said
petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held at
Belfast, within and for said County, on the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of tile clock
before noon, and show cause, if any
they have,
why the prayer of said petitioner should* not be

Prepared by

ever

gives them health. It will

Ob, woman, woman, coy and hard to please.
She has four homes to which to retire in her
old age, but she carries neither purse, nor
watch, aud real estate and wealth, she says,
are “a phantasmagoria.”
A good many of
us would like to have a few
phantasmagorias of that kind, eh ? [New York Herald.

My Mamma gives ms
BROWN’S INSTANT RELIEF,
For Coughs, Colds, Collo, Cholera
Morbus, Dysentery, Croup, Sore
Threat, Diphtheria, eto.
I THINK IT IS REAL NICE 1u TAKE,

of Castoria with the

It is unquestionably tho best

the world has

whom 1 admire, but sometimes she makes a
She said recently:— •
very idiotic assertion.
“\vh- n 1 was young 1 Imped to accumulate
some wealth beforehand, hut now 1 neither
ora watch.
I like to think
carry a purse
I don't own anything. The sense of
possession has died out as I grow older.
I have
an acre >n Maine, one on the Pacific
coast,
and one in the Catskills, besides Rest Cottage at Evanston. There are cottages on all,
and

years* observation

millions of persons, permit

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. D. 1895.

wiuTcure.

the Maine

Children Cry for Pitcher’s Castoria.

to-day

as

York

Nasai Passages,
j Allays Pain and
I At ;i Probate Court held at Belfast, withinaml for
the County ofjWaldo, on the sccotul Tuesday of
I liillaiiiination.
November, A. 1). 1895.
|
Heals the Sores.
11’ I LI.IA M L. LADD and others, heirs of HANProtects the
XAH RICHARDS, late of Searsmont, in
YY
Membrane from
said county of Waldo, deceased, having presented
Aug 1, une.
Additional Cold.
St James, F B Clifford, at Hong Koug Oct
that administration of the estate of
petition
jasaid deceased
Restores the
he granted to Alanson (L Caswell
22 for New York.
Senses
of
Taste
of
said
Searsmont.
York
St. Lucie, J T Erskine, arrived at New
and Smell.
Ordered, That the said petitioners give notice to
Oct 25 from Zanzibar.
all persons interested by causing a copy ot this
Thomas A Goddard, W S Griffin, cleared
order to he published three weeks successively in
it
from Philadelphia Aug 24 for Buenos Ayres.
the Republican Journal, printed at Belfast, that
A particle is applied into each nostril and is
Willard Mudgett, A C Colcord, arrived at
they may appear at a Probate Court, to be held
agreeable. Price 50 cents at Drujrtfists or by mail. at Belfast, within and for said County, on the
Monte\ ideo Oct 2b from Portland.
ELY BROTHERS, 50 Warren St., New York. second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the
SCHOONERS.

pation

tickets for

speak,

(sonte

from

meeting
Pedagogical Society will be held in Bangor
Distressing Kidney and Bladder diseases
December 2<>, 27 and 28. The program will
relieved in six hours by the “New Great
be an interesting one. Mr. Alexander EvSouth American Kidney Cure.’’ This new
erett Frye of Boston, will be present and
is a great surprise on account of its
will lecture on “Teaching Geography.” Mr. remedy
in relieving pain in
Geo. H. Martin, also of Boston, will lecture, exceeding promptness
the bladder, kidneys, back and every partaking for his topic, “American Education; of the urinary passages in male or female,
A Character Sketch.” Rev. J. M. Frost of
It relieves retention of water and pain in
Bangor, will speak of “The Public School
it almost immediately. If you want
from the Parents’ Standpoint.” Miss Amy passing
relief and cure this is your remedy.
R. Whittier will read a paper on “Drawing quick
Sold by A. A. Howes & Co., Druggists, Belas an Aid to the Teacher; Miss Katherine
fast, Me.
one on “First Steps in Literature;”
Halliday
law, building Nicaraguan canal, annexa- Mr. W. H. Dresser on “Teaching Civics;”
tion of the Hawaiian islands, construction Mr. N. A. Luce on “Educational Aims and
for constiBeecham's
of a cable to the Hawaiian islands, in- Ends as a Preparation for Right Living.”
There will be no free entertainment, but
crease of the navy and coast defences,
jo*
and
Get the
hotels will make reduced prices to
adoption of a sound currency system, and the
teachers.
The
railroads
will
sell
round
trip bock at
redemption of wages of American labor
and
of

to

so

They

C IS

New York Oct 15 for Hong Koug;
Oct 27, lat 35 30, Ion 48 05.
Mabel I Meyers, Win Meyers, arrived at
Boston Nov 10 from Rosario.
Matanzas, cleared from New" York Nov 14
for Havana.
Mary E Russell. W S Nichols, arrived at
Kingston, Ja, Oct 24 from Barbadoes to load
for Boston.
Penobscot, E G Parker, sailed from Singapore Sept 24 for New York.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow, sailed from
New York N«>v 7 for Port an Prince.
Rose Inins, Melvin Coleord, sailed from
New York Nov 27 for St Pierre.
Serrano, R Cl Waterhouse, at Hong Kong

at sea,

spoken

swing!

But up iu that, tree sits a chocolate cat,
And a gingerbread dog proa is below ;
And this is the wav von contrive to get at
T! iose sugar-plums tempting you so.

Spies,

Danger.

Friend’s Advice.

overtaken by
female

Meyers, sailed from
Hong Koug Oct 21 for New York.
Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, arrived at
Montevideo Nov 20 from Boston.
Amy Turner, C C McClure, sailed from
Houoiulu Nov 7 for Hong Koug.
Beatrice Havener, Hichborn, arrived at
Bridgeport Nov 0 from Philadelphia.
Carrie L Tyler, Lancaster, arrived at New
York Oct 12 from Surinam via Barbadoes.
C P Dixon, N F Gilkey, arrived at Port
Spain Nov 13 from New York.
Edward Kidder, J H Park, from Junin
for Hamptou Roads, at Valparaiso, leaking.
Edward May, arrived at New York Nov 1
from Colombo.
Evanell, W H Blanchard, arrived at Callao June 30 from Iquique.
Evie Reed, A T Whittier, arrived at New
York Nov 1 from Riachuelo.
Harvard, Colcord, arrived at Port Natal, C
G H, Oct 18 from New York via Port Elizabeth.
Havana, Rice, arrived at Havana Oct 20
from New York.
Herbert Black, Albert Blanchard, sailed
from Punta Arenas, July 20 for New York.
Henry A Litchfield, sailed Irom Brunswick, Ga, Nov 25 for New York.
Henry Norw ell, Cushman, arrived at New
York Nov 22 from Brunswick, Ga.
Lucy A Nickels, C M Nichols, cleared
Adam W

a

There are thousands of women

jntirely

BARKS.

And this is the song the storm king sings,
As over the world his cloak he flings:
“Sleep, sleep, little one sleep” ;
He rustles his wings and gruffly sings:

Rescued from

their ailments are concerned.

San Francisco Oct 7 for Bristol.
K K Thomas. CG Nichols, sailed from New
York June 13 for Yokaliama; spoken June
22, lat 35 N, Ion 61 »Y.
Sachem, H T Lancaster, cleared from New
York Nov 26 for Anjer lor orders.
S P Hitchcock, Gates, sailed irom Honolulu Nov 9 for New York.
S 1) Carletou, Amsbury, sailed from Sydney, NSW, Sept 21 for London.
St Nicholas, C F Carver, arrived at Sau
Francisco Nov 2 from New York.
St David, Carver, sailed from New York
Nov 2 for Amoy ; spoken Nov 3, lat 39 30 N,
Ion 71 45 \V.
State of Maine, H G Curtis, cleared from
Philadelphia June 13 for Hiogo; spoken July
6, lat 22 N, Ion 30 VV.
Tillie E Starbuck, Eben Curtis, arrived
at New York Oct 19 from Honolulu.
Wandering Jew, D C Nichols, on tire at
Hong Kong Oct 29, scuttled and sunk.
Wm H Macv, Amsbury, arrived at Yokahama Oct 24 from New York.
Win H Conner, Frank I Pendleton, at
New York for Shanghae.
W J Botch, Sewali C Lancaster, cleared
from Philadelphia July 27 for Sau Francisco.

some

Finally

Result of Taking

Mary L Cushing, Pendleton, cleared from
Philadelphia June 10 for Hiogo; spokeu
July 14, lat 9 N, ion 25 VV.
May Flint, E D P Nichols, sailed from

folks think unto this day,
That burglars stole that pair away*
But the truth about that cut and pup,
Is that they ate each other up.
Now what rlo you really think of that?
tX11 old ihitch clock it told me so,
And that is how l came to know.)
Ill the “Little Hook of Western Verse”
and in the “Second Book of Verse” there
are many poems for and about children.
A characteristic one is “Little Boy Blue,”
which was written in memory of his own
child, and is justly famous. It was published in The Journal of Nov. 11th. There
are a Sicilian Lullaby, a Japanese, a Cornish, and other lullabies, and all full of an
exquisite sympathy witli childhood and
motherhood’, instinct with true and tender
fatherhood. Here is a

listen-

ed and scanned the bushes on very hand.
Nearer and nearer came the bounding dogs
toward the
hill.
“They are going for
the hill," shouted the champion, and for
the hill they started. When nearly up, the
champion was rewarded by seeing the fox
dart up the hill. Although a little too far
away he riled, but the fox kept right on,
closely followed by the dogs. He then siarted on tlie run in the direction the dogs were
going, followed by his companions. Another
full chorus from the dogs gave the impression the fox had been run down, or had
entered a hole. The hunters were soon on
the spot from whence proceeded the united
bay ing of the dogs and great was their joy
to find the fox had entered an old den. The
uogs were scratching auu digging with all
their strength notwithstanding their excitement. The men turned to and dug with
everything that could be utilized for the
purpose. Meanwhile the fox no doubt was
taking things easy and quietly watching for
future developments. The digging was uphill work as their tools were
poor aud the
hole was well protected around the edge by
large rocks. Everything was resorted to to
liasteft’the work. At last one of the men hit
upon a scheme by bending a stout wire hook
on the end of a pole which he thrust into
the hole in every direction. Others of the
party were digging at other places and all
but one of the dogs were lying about half
asleep, resting from their labor. The smaller
of the hounds was laying near the hole
ready To se.ze his foxship the moment he
appeared at the hole. Thinking the matter
over the fox concluded to make one more
dash for liberty, so watching his opportunity he followed the pole as it was being
drawn out, and at the proper time gave a
desperate bound and as he passed through
the hide he grabbed the dog quickly by the
back of lu« neck and was off before
the six men and the three dogs could recover
from their amazement. They dumbly stood
gazing at the receeding f--x bearing away
the struggling dog, who had now- got beyond
the range of their guns. A more dejected,
disconsolate and siiiy group of hunters
never w ent down the Priest hill in the reeolectiou of the oldest- settler, than those men
presented as they slowly and silt ntly turned
their steps homeward, teeling ronsrinus of
being completely outwitted and baffled in
their attempt t<> capture a little red fox.
liey liard perceiving that he was no longer
being pursued made ail haste to reach
Knight's pond, w here he was in hopes to deposit the enemy of his race beneath tue
cooi waters of the pond.
Succeeding in
reaching the pi nd before the other dogs, lie

to

liminary skirmish and the battle, until
Next morning where the two had sat
They found no trace of the ring or eat,

hill, very thirsty for the blond and life of
poor Keynaid. The dogs were- let loose at
the proper time, and the lm-n
separated a
Httle the better to watch the approach of
the wily fox. While in the neighborhood of
Priest’s hid one ol the hounds gave a prolonged howl, width indicated to the limn
that a scent had been found, and soon every
dog was on the track ami every gun brought
in readiness to stop the fox the moment he
came’in

The gingham dog and the calico at
Side by side on tile table sat;
'Twits half-past twelve and, what do you
think !
Neither of them hail slept a wink.
Ami thr1 old Dutch clock and the Chinese
Seemed

But

Abner Coburn, G A Nichols, sailed from
Hiogo July 8 for New York.
A G Ropes. David Rivers, sailed from San
Francisco Oct 8 for New York.
A J Fuller, Waluutt, sailed from New York
Aug 25 for Shaughae; spoken Sept 8, lat 30
N, Ion 38 VV.
Alameda, Chapman, arrived at Sydney,
NSW, Oct 20 from Vancouver.
Belle of Bath, C Curtis, sailed from New
York Oct 28 for Shaughae.
Centennial, B F Colcord, arrived at Baltimore Nov 26 from Hong Kong.
Charger, D S Goodeil, sailed from La
Plata Sept 16 for Hamburg.
Daniel Barnes, O C Arpe, sailed from
Philadelphia June 19 for Nagaski.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendleton, arrived
at Shanghae Nov 9 from New York.
Gov Ruble, Nichols, cleared from Philadelphia Oct 25 for Hiogo.
Great Admiral, Rowell, sailed from Manila
Aug 27 for Boston; passed St Helena prior
to Nov 12.
Henry B Hyde, Phineas Pendleton, sailed
from San Francisco Oct 19 for Liverpool.
Iroquois, E D P Nickels, at Portland, O,
for New York.
John McDonald, T P Colcord, sailed from
New York July 19 for Sau Francisco; spoken
Sept 23, lat 49 S, Ion 65 VV.
Josephus, P R Gilkey, arrived at New
York Nov 18 from Buenos Ayres.
Llewellyn J Morse, Ciapp, arrived at San
Francisco Oct 30 from Kannk.
Manuel Llaguno, Edw Smalley, sailed
from New York Nov 21 for Hong Kong.

Field gave a
reading for children in New Orleans. The
entertainment consisted of recitations,

It will keep your thickens strong and healthy. It
will make young pullets lay early. Worth its weight
In gold for moulting hens, and prevents all diseases. It
Is absolutely pure. Highly concentrated. In quantity
costs only a tenth of a cent a day. Xo other kind like it.

New

The utility of the tailor-made gown for
every day wear has established it as apart of
every well dressed woman’s outfit. The full
skirt is plain and the jacket is usually made
with short ripple back, aud strapped seams.
These skirts are not interlined, but are finished with a narrow stiff facing around the
bottom. All varieties of fancy silk waists
are again the rage, but
the new velvet
blouses are the most popular of all, and velvet for the entire gown is much in
vogue. It
is not always silk velvet; but velveteen iu
stripes, plaids and figures are variously employed. The newest outside garments are
very much trimmed, sometimes entirely
with braiding or passementerie and often
with fur, principally sable and Persian fur
trimmings. The old fashion of using jet embroidery velvet is one of the most popular
fancies of the winter. A trimming of velvet
is a necessary part of every out-door as well
as in-door garment,and a vest of some
bright
colored velvet tends to lighten charmingly
a dark cloth
jacket. The lining for the
coats and capes is very gorgeous. The richest brocades and satins in the newest designs
are employed.
Some of the newest capes
have high inside collars faced | with real
antique lace. There are gorgeous mantles
that reach from the neck to the hem of the
gown for opera and carriage wear.
In the
latest number of the Fashion Magazines
published by A. McDowell & Co. are a large
variety of these latest styles. These periodicals are always very attractive and are constantly increasing in popularity. “La Mode
de Paris" and “Paris Album of Fashion’’
cost. So.dO per year’s subscription, or ■”>.”>
cents a copy. The “French Dressmaker’’ is
v-hbO per ainimi or e() cents a copy ; ami “La
Mode” ,>l do a year or Id cents a copy. If
you are unable to procure either ot these
journals from your newsdealer do not take
any substitute, but apply by mail to Messrs.
A. McDowell & Co., 4 'Vest 14th Street,
New York.

SHIPS.

CHILDREN.

spring Eugene

last

Only

ALL AT ScIA

Register of Deep Water Vessels.

FOR

GEO. E.
Attest:
JkkkTi D.

JOHNSON. Judge.
Pakkkk, Register.

At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and for
the Countv
alilo, on the second Tuesday of
November, A. L>. 1895.
4
NDRE TARHEEL, Administrator of the esfate of SABRINA TARBELL, late of Lincolnville, iu said county of Waldo, deceased, having
presented a petition tor license to sell at puhlieor
private sale, so much of the real estate of said deceased as will produce the sum <>t one hundred
and ten dollars.
Ordered, That the said petitioner give notice to
all persons interested by causing a cop) of this
order to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican ,Journal, printed at Belfast, that
they may appear at a l’robale Court, to iheld at
Belfast, within and for said County, im the second
Tuesday of December next, at ten of the clock before noon, and show cause, it any they have, why
the prayer ol said pet ii ioner should not be grantG EO. E. JOHNSON,
ed.
Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jkkk’h 1). I’arkkk. Register.
■

PALl'it' SS. In Court of Probate, held at BelV? fast, on the second Tuesday of November,
1895. .JAMES I’.ATTEE, Executor on the estate
of NANCY' M. MOI'LTOX, late of Belfast, in said
count), deceased, having presented bis second
and final account of administration of said estate
for allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively, in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested may attend at a Probate Court, to J>e
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of December next, and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jerk’h D. Parker, Register.
SS.—In Court of Probate, liehl at Belon the second Tuesday of November,
HAROLD E. MILLER, executor on the
estate of CAROLINE M. F. MILLER, late of
Searsmont, in said county, deceased, having presented his private account against said estate for
allowance.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given, three
weeks successively in the Republican Journal,
printed in Belfast, in said county, that all persons
interested, may attend at a Probate Court, to b^
held at Belfast, on the second Tuesday of December next., and show cause, if any they have, why
the said account should not be allowed.
GEO. E. JOHNSON, Judge.
A true copy. Attest:
Jere’h D. Parker, Register.

WALDO
fast,
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ri HE subscriber hereby gives puldit
I concerned, that he has been dub
and taken upon himself the trust ot
the last will and testament of

MARY I*. BLACK Mare of Storkb
County of Waldo, deceased, In

in the

as the law directs; he therefore n
sons who are indebted to said tlrinet

make immediate payment, and tlu'si
any demands thereon, to exhibit the
FRED A
tlement to him.
rrn E subscriber hereby gives pub i, u
1 concerned, that he has been duA
and taken upon himself the trust M
tor of the estate of
SARAH H. l'ENDLETON. late ot s
County of Waldo, deceased, in

in the

as the law directs; lie therefore requ.
sons who are indebted to said deceax
make immediate payment, and tho-.
any demands thereon, to exhibit the
tlement to him.

WILLIAM C. PEN
subscriber hereby ui\es pub
concerned, that he has been
and taken upon himself the trust
the last will and testament of

TilE

I

a

>m..e
>

t
(1IAK1.ES B. OILMOKE. lat.
in the County ot W aldo, doiease.l
as the law diteets
lie thcrefon
sons wit., are indebted t.. >aid
to make immediate pay ment. aim tie
i;
\ho
any demands thereon,
settlement t" him or to Kiel .11 is <.
1
his
in
tins
St;.
has ;u'pointed
auent
.It 'll \ II
■

«

Notice of Adminis»ra?ri»
subscriber hereby unes pubii
that she has been d
ami taken upon herself the tru-;
tratrix of the estate ot
CAROLINE .1. NICKELS, .ate ot >•

TRIEeoneerned,
ee

in the county of Waldo, deceased,

i>\

as the law directs; she the re to re re«p
sons who are imlebtetl to said deem.-make immediate payment, and t li«
any demands thereon to exhibit th»lenient to

(TRACE 1>. NICKELS, AdnnNov. 17, 1SU5.

Orrington, .Me.,

NOTICE.
All accounts tine the estate of tin
CARLE which teinain unsettled Jami
will be left with a lawyer for collet "
important that the estate shall be
diatelv.
A. r. MANSFIELD I
Belfast, Nov. 14, 1805.—4Ctf
><

Two Tons New Raisins
Just received and selling i
was ever known.

A. A. HOWES A

f

cfl,|
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England Woodpile.

prints
ll‘". Atlantic a delightful
'rn<rland Woodpile. He says:
iml E. Robinson

V*

of the snow
the earth, as
^
-k' towards the woodlands lie may
•RlV vant dark speck emerge from the
,,f the woods and crawl
reward. If born to the cus?
wintry laud, he may guess at
P 1
it i-. if not, speculation, after
i\
way to certainty, when the
iT' M gr■ iws into a team of quickdeliberate oxen liaul.o
is.
load •>! wood to the farmhouse.
J t is a part of the
IV than that.
!viitsi-lvis. with nnu’h of their
;ingi:>g t«» it, and with records,
..e 111<'• iary. yet legible, of the
vand birds ami beasts and
.•iiong to our door.
e sounds ot the creaking sled
vi-wering creak of the snow are
>-•» s
the regular puffs of the
,i•
u tting out and
-s breath
climbing
u
The head and shoulders of
v di i\then appear, as he sticks
a hold to the hiudei
part of
; r.
behind it beating his
ids numb hands.
Prone like
h.,rci of scouts. endwise*like
jams, not upright, with green
aving, Kirnam wood comes to
o.t t,
light King Ft■ >st.
v>
•"•d)'ile grows at the farmhouse
huge windrow -d 'sled-length
v«o;
wall ot cold wood, so in
then widens a patch of unindaylight 1 >eep shade and harried shadov turn to almost even
.is the axe saps the foundation
Irum s ci hiois and the winter
-■-■ci the squirrels ami raccoons,
the : racks of sird and team,
ry wound, among recks and
ov<
cradle knolls to make up
are those of the chopper
-c
o.
w here iu* st
to tell the
iotig the great trough made b,\
snow is decked with chips,
a<
oriling to their kind, just
sighted from their short flight,
w; or darkless or edgewise.
v\ igs ami
s- raps of
tot n
si moss
ns worn m
upper funn-s
.•
he linds 4. .».-•> <»t nightly
•...
M> \\ idle island that have drift's
e.
s; .*rcs
ia
M
gray sea of
Here is the omit of liie hare's
■r
when* la
not- to nibble the
} "Mas aim birch that yesterday
aeis hut have fall-hing ’io
'•>. ■,kt-.
ia'M skyward to feed
v has skirted its
shadowy, mar:,iii!'to exj*n>re it. and ill a
:•!
coon !i;is waddled across

Vthe charitable mantle

v

"'.'anrii

ugliness

he

ot

FIRST

A.

Around

Hatteras.

Cost of

PARK TELLS THE STORY
OF BARK MABEL I.
MEYERS.

CLEVELAND’S

M.

Many

are the sailors who
have had cause
remember Cape Hatteras. There is no
point on the eastern coast so difficult to
! round as that promontory. Gales aud hurto

tice.
vain

j

1

;

;

j

i

j

j

have to take those tilings when
Lots rif life In them yet.
and say nothing
What galls
People whose forty-fifth birthday is beme the most is that we were beaten by that
old barkeiitine Fautee.
She arrived here 24 hind them fancy that their power to resist
hours ahead of us, but we left Rosario a day i disease is lessened because a cough sticks to
them a few days. They change their ideas
behind her."
when they have trie,I Tile Vincula
Balsam,
“a nasty look."
for it goes right to the spot and makes the irWe left Rosario Sept. 11, ami for nearly a ritated throat well. The resinous substances
month everything went well. The winds in the pine and other trees will
stup a cough
were lavoral.de, the weather line, and tinevery time if eonhiued as they are in Ely’s
tin* Meyers slid through the water
way
Pineola
Balsam, which all wide-awake
\*c't d
have done your heart good to see.
druggists have for sale at 25c.
We -•I'Uid carry just; enough sail to make
her «!•> her best, and we just hummed.
Housekeeper. “Ion ilont look as if you
We
passed the Faijtee, about two days out, ami had washed v urself for a month.-'
t he way we left her behind was a caution to
Tramp, “Please, mum, tip doctor says
steamers.
When we had a good breeze the tie propel- tune to bathe is two hours after a
Fa 11 tee was not in our elass.
She was soon meal, and I haven't bad anything you eouhl
vail a meal iu six weeks.’- j New York
lull town and we forgot her.

"So things went along till N"v. 11. when
w
wop* Hearing Cape Hatteias.
You know
wlmt
!<- is on board a ship at- sea, tiresome,
do-ary and monotonous, unless one has
something to do. We worked at this, that
and the other, and under our efforts the ship
looked as spick ami span as could he. About
X v lo, however, there was a change.
The
sky laid a nasty look, and even the water
set
c<l to say that there was trouble ahead.
There was quite a swell on, and as the sea

■

l*1 'Sc and ted with easy, regular motion, it
seined to me as if it were some monster
rt sting and gathering strength lor a supreme

<

■

■

1

s

■'

1

m

*-

o

much of |iour Jack at sea, slipping around
the wet necks, dodging the heavy seas, or
climbing aioft in the darkness ami storm to
take in TP.- wet. cold sail as it thrashes
about, doing its best to free itself and flyWe never
away on th- 'wings of the storm
com plain, i owever.
“At -i.\
Hock iv. the afternoon, as the
wimi was i:or -using and the sea rising, we
we e lop e;t i.
take it; part of our sail. The
w-is :ao.ng too much.
So we reeled
! iu* 11:a.i.su
Fuat seemed to ease the ship
woudt-rtady, she took tin* seas better and
made very g- d progress.
"The gal increased every niinuTe until it
bivu wiir: aiunisL hurricane force.
The sea
was j■ ist beginning to rouse itself.
Before
long .( v as running mountain high. The
ship began to ndi fearfully, and Hupped
'*•;-«•
It was almost as inin-li as a
man.'
man's life was worth to move about the
deck. Life lines w.-re stretched around, hut,
even tin!., more than cnee, a
Pipe of the

oodloi.

tlie chopper is one of the
.lands or a *‘da\ man," and
>nb the shat when it comes. If the
>
foui foot, he is. a professional.
oi l, and no! likely to
mg by 111e
his cold' too high or too mug, nor
'My Hint the sipmrols have much
>uoii- ;•,! caking their way through
h. on: and the man cone-an ovei
m
m i i; g
a *
ro Ids ambition
to
farm

eapa.

ray

Mac, pel phes
bring m> •mu

ityghe
sine to

held bv tli" old niuiiceis
wl.m looked upon the
trees,
!
M !i as only gi ant. Weeds, ell
:m
i_
gioand. and best go’ rid
T> him the
shortest means.
w a.>

e

h

\

o;

peel

mercy,
i:
tiiiiinph ol a savage couh
omes crashing down and
>
11•
pros: rate trank to dis
T.i»e 'liore year-marks eneirrithe reater his victory.
To
•i-.n
is many tongues tell nothing,
h *My heresy.
Away wit a the
;
t lit
id give hi m his
tli mi s
< >.e(*utioner. and will
•! skillt'u’
a tree to fall across any selected
itliin its length.
If one could
tree, it is a pretty sight to
lie easy swing of the axe, and see
unerringly every blow goes to its
knocking out chips of a span’s
It does not look difficult nor
ok; but could you strike “twice in
e
or in half a day bring down a
twice as thick as your body? The
!;inner cuts, for fuel, only dead and
ng trees in his woodlot. leaving sapand thrifty old trees to “stand up
w
better," as the Yankee saying
a

or

slop

n

e.

is

re

a

prosperous and

and

a

lug

wave

combining, would

throw men off their feet.
“We goose-winged our lower foretopsail,
nut that did not seem to do much good.
We
tried the pumps, hut so far everything was

tight below.

“As night wore <>n, things grew worse.
The gaie and sea increased, and big seas
were shipped
every minute, keeping the

decks Hooded.

DRIFTED ABOUT.

“About this time our lower foretopsaii
split and the yard sprung, as was the
boom. That, did not. inconvenience
us very much,
however. After the storm
went down we wore ship again to the. north-

was

<

*’•.!

spanker

northwest and attempted to continue on
But the cross sea was so high,
voyage.

our

and
the breeze so weak, that we did nothing but
drift about, laboring heavily, and our sails
slatting so that we were compelled to take
nearly all in. Soon a fresh breeze started
up, the skies cleared and we stood along on
our course, ami in a few days arrived in
Boston all right. The Fantee had passed us I
some time before the storm, probably when
we were heating down the Platte River, for
we left Point Indian before she did and encountered adverse winds that drove us out
of our course. She came away later and met
with fair winds, so she came north easier
than we did. But on a good breeze she can’t
stay with us a minute.”
As he returned to the deck the tanned seaman cast a rather disgusted look toward tlie
old Fantee and shook his head. He was cut
more by that defeat than he would admit.

hospitable

farmhouse
great woodpile
Logs with the moss of a hundred
<u them,
k
breathing the odors of the
have come to warm the inmates
in- tuners
The white smoke of
,iuineys is spicy with the smell of
! hard wood, and has a savor of
md stews that makes one hungry,
take the back track on a trail of
!■ 'A Cats Tenderness.
smoke, it is sure to lead you to a
•i threshold with its starved heap of
I was talking to a veterinary surgeon
and
••>ots
half-decayed wood.
:: down
carelessly beside it is a dull who makes a specialty of dogs and cats
'•-ehied as need requires with spite- and learned something about the latter
wk .viudness by a slatternly woman,
I animal that 1 never knew, says a writer in
u: usly upheaved and let fall with
Now that cats
the Washington Star.
small
i,on stroke by a
boy.
i have beeone a fad, the information is of
value,
lie says that the feline race, inst ead of having less affection than dogs
■v,‘Untor Sherman on Finance.
I for human beings, have mor*. Not only
r .John Sherman of Ohio was in
! do they become strongly attached to
-*.] in New York last week, and i places, as is generally known, but to perrecent I sons. Deaths from homesickness are very
Carlisle's
Secretary
d. the Chamber of Commerce ban- | common among cats, and, ol‘ course, this
i I;* basis «d tlie error of tlie speech, i ailment is incurable, and not only do they
itaiucd, was the secretary's idea | die because removed from the localities
ail tenders could be done away i they love, but frequently the result of
M.irely. it could not be done. The separation from people they are attached
A cat is not a friend to
said a great mistake was in the i to proves fatal.
A cat
!.v IiennK iatie administration tam- I every person it allows to stroke it.
u
It should makes few friends, and those are very
th t he gold 1 eserve.
i"■
"ueb short bonds of five years’ dustrong ones. It may live with a family
vhieii tlie people here would have j for years and be thoroughly domesticated
But
p quickly at three per cent, and | and yet have no love for the people.
v>
'-hdspiiid the expense of the govern- when a cat really loves its master or mis1:
instead of t renching on the gold re- tress, separation will frequently cause the
death of the animal, while a dog will beshort bonds would have been come used to new masters.
l’;; d f.,r in legal tender notes.
Instead of
this the administration permitted
Speed and Dunraven.
'1 "k•
to clear $11,000,000 by selling
-ii is
That Mr. Speed, who wrote au article for
for gold at 4 per cent.
Mr. Cart.he
Senator
considered ; the Forum, containing an attack on the
plan
must have look111 i'i<i- Ti.
able.
There are 3,000 nation- country people of America,
a couple of glass
ed at our farmers
i;»nks, and it would not do, he eves. Indeed, we through
seem to he, in a pretty
in order to have currency,
to
this side of water. Speed tells
tilK!' gold out of the United States treas- bad way on
us that our farmers are merely peasants,
!"’-v a»d scatter it around in these banks “as illiterate ami unlearned as any class in
the. civilized world,” and Dunraven adds
money issued by these banks.
i;'
that the gentlemen, at the other end of soSenator said when it came to an
tons of lead on a comin
regaid to money lie thought the ciety, smuggle fifteen
dark in order to win a
would be against tlie West irrespec- peting vacht after
These two personage
race
’e 'd
fraudentiy.
party. As long as Mr. Cleveland
ought to hoard together somewhere and
he said, them would be no
Resident,
compare notes. [New York Herald.
11
legislation because lie favored sound j
1
‘Senator thought tlie silver
for
wason the wane.
a

at

a

1

1

1

1

j'

and

agricultural

;t."

struggle.
Idi's w .-sillier continued till about l.::o
Xov. 11. Tiien tin* wind baumd
Moi.'.ay,
kindle
a
lire
Irnan
apt to
to Hie nor’ard, and it began to
suddenly
t
Man
though
warmth,
"!uj»any
ram
I put the ship about under easy sail,
:• lo e:i; Ms
oib dinnei. easting and lo-adcd her t
the eastward.
It was be"o the chickadees that come
ginning to be nasty—just such weather as
! about him at ai! times. J dazing wt usually find oil tin- Cape. We were areMdi.-ri.ng by turns, as i is fed or i ful, as usual. about, the lamps, and if t rewoods member rightly i looked after them personthe !,:<• hmmuiizes tie
al y.
N<• -o and^ tje-n
111 ’:
man Ma s.
"Ah hamX on deck made
preparations
I- I* a \isii.or, of tones t a foxfora i id nigh!.
When I turned in ail \v,.s
>st his hound, and stops
sei-cm- as
’dd be, the ship riding the sea
•men: a light his pipe at '.Lie em■M. a ids
“The next morning tilings looked a little
(log Ins been seen
W e wore ship totlie north-north east,
Tin n he wades u through the wors
!
ami aiiiciigh a stronger breeze was rising
i
pieseutly sw dioved out ol 1
y t as we were able to keep uur
rap.illy
Or
trees and Mine shadows.
j]
nrsc w* <t;d not worry much at. that.
\W
a
ids master wen
ones ,n sear h
reaching, under tore, lower topsail ami
: •: ail.
He halts for an instant.
mainsail.
That
wliole
was all we wanted to
I
;d
It was raining hard, just such a
wistful look on his sorrowful face. 1 carry, toe
>appe.irs. --sing Ids way into the night when you landlubbers sit down it:
fronted your open tires, and while the wind
wo >d is '-lit "sled length,*
which howls and the rain seeks admittance in vain,
enjoy the evening with friends.
;:'diig of Hnm and also of Mbps. J
Poem v\t iv at Sea.
Mi! now be made at the uoor and
“1 am afraid that in the midst of your
hod the tea-kettle in summer,
lave t
eomfort
and
.happiness, you don't think
I of lotting to slow fertilization of

■

Washington and has been interviewed on the political situation! “The death
blows aimed by the Democratic Congress,”
he said, “at the great commercial, finan-

Why, we
they come,

is

is

Senator Lucien Baker of Kansas has arrived in

manufacturing,

|

v‘

Children Cry

Hooorokle tke Jastlres ol tke kapreaie
Jailclal Cein, aeit to ke koliea at Belfast,
wltkla aai for tke L'oaaty of Walio, oa tke
tklri Taesia? of October, A. D. 189ft.
M ROSE of Searsport, In said countv, wife
of VARNUM W. ROSE, whose residence is to
your libellant unknown, respectfully libels and
gives this honorable court to be informed, that
she was lawfully married to said Varnum W. Rose
at said Searsport, in the State of Maine, on the
5th da> of December, A. D. 1875, bv L. L. Hanscom, a minister of the Gospel, and has had bv her
said husband, four children, who are now living,
viz: Frank F. Rose, Fred W. Rose,Nellie M Rose,
who is thirteen year.- old, and Mabel E. Rose, who
is three years old; that your libellant, since their
intermarriage, has always behaved herself as
a faithful, chaste and affectionate wife towards

To ibe

laboring interests of the country gave the
berth on the outer side of the
point.
such a fright that they will not
1 here is not oue seaman,
hardy and brave people
though lie be, but breathes easier aud sleeps have another Democratic Administration
sounder when once the dreaded
or Congress for the
next thirty years.
cape has
been left far astern.
The loss of $80,000,000 of gold a year to
The harkentiue Mabel I Meyers, from
go to Europe to pay the balance of trade
Rosario, put into Boston Tuesday Nov. l'.'th, against ns; the
issuing of $183,000,000 of
after having had a rough
bata
and
passage
5 and 4 per cent, bonds to pay the running
tie royal off the famous cape. She now lies
at Long Wharf,
where sue is discharging expenses of the Government, over and
her cargo.
her “hove the usual receipts of $470,000,000 a
A Journal man hoarded
Wednesday, but nowhere could he seen any year, and which will cost the people
evidence of any struggle with the elements. about $400,000,000 before they eliminate
Her decks wa re as lean and her rigging as that debt front their overburdened shoultaut and trim as even an old seadog could
ders; these, I say, are but small matters
demand
to the loss of business by the
Nor did First Mate A M. Park seem to compared
think that anything out of the ordinary had country as shown from the clearing house
happened. To a man who has followed the reports. These were over $5,000,000,000
in 1888, and but little less in 1880.
sea for 20 years, and in big ships, too, not
Busilittle coasting schooners, a gale aud a hurri- ness dropped to $3,500,000,000 in
1892;
eme, with mountainous seas and decks and to only $2,000,000,000 in 1893; and
awash, are as nothing. ‘Merely part of the I but little better in 1894 and 1895, or a net
business,’’ as he remarked.
loss to the business of the country of over
When the Journal man asked if it had not
The most deplorable
been a pretty bad storm, Mr. Park smiled in $10,000,000,000.
a rather pleasant manner aud said: “it was
part of it is the laboring people have had
to stand about one-half of this loss.”
rather nasty, but nothing when one is used

; to

•>

1

Rule.

safe

v
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Democratic

ADMINISTRATION AN EXPENSIVE LUXURY TO THE COUNTRY.

spring up there at a moment’s noMany a stout ship lias been lost in the
attempt to reach a snug harbor and a cial,

ricanes

>

<

MATE

OF 1HE TRIP

*•

•••

Rough Passage

A

iu the Desketch, A

EVA

i her said husband, hut the said Varnum \V. Rose,
wholly regardless of his marriage covenant and
duty, though being- of sufficient ability to provide
suitable maintenance for your libellant, and their
said children, has during eight- >ears last past,
neglected to do so, and for three and more years
last past, to the date of this libel, has grossly,
wantonly and cruelly refused ami neglected to
provide your libeila'nt and their said children
suitable maintenance, though of sufficient ability
to so provide for them; and that during said
eight years last past, her said husband has been
and now is a person of gross and confirmed habits
of intoxication.
Wherefore your libellant prays right and justice,
and that the bonds of matromony existing between her and the said Varnum W. Rose may be
dissolved, and that the custody and education of
saiti Nellie M. Rose and said Mabel E. Rose, on
account of their tender year?, may be committed
to her.
And your libellant, on oath, says that the residence of her said husband is not known to her
and cannot be ascertained* by reasonable dilliEVA NI. ROSE.
gence.

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo County ss.
October 24. A. I). 1895.
Personally appeared Eva M Rose and subscribed
the foregoing libel for divorce, and made oath to
the allegation therein that the residence of her
said husband is not known to her and cannot be
ascertained bv reasonable diligence
W. T C. KIN NELLS,
Justice of the Peace.

sult in

STATE OF MAINE.
Waldo ss.
Supreme Judicial Court, l
October Term, P>tb
I
l pon the foregoing libel, Ordered, That the Libellant give notice to the Libel lee of the pendency
thereof by causing an attested copy thereof anil
of this -rder thereon to be published three weeks
succes ivelv in the Republican Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, in the county of Waldo, the
last publication thereof to be thirty days, at least,
before the term of said court next'to he holcen at
Belfast, within and for the county of Waldo, on
the first Tuesd <\ of January next.'that tlu- Libel
lee may then and there appear and show cause, if
any lie has, why the prayer of the Libellant should
not be granted.
Attest.
TILESTON WAIU.IN. Clerk.
A true copy of the libel and order of the court
thereon.
3w47
Attest,
TILESTON WAD LIN, Clerk.

“‘Sister 'p inked me yesterday,” said small
sister, who was entertaining hig sister's

t’Ol'MY OF WALDO S$.

Weekly.

Exposure

to cold, damp winds, may repneumonia unless the system is kept
invigorated with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

Sheriff’s Sale.

The

New Woman.

EDITORIAL IN THE KENT’S HILL
BREEZE,
MISS CHARLOTTE B. FROST, EDITOR.

A Mother’s Pride

The appellation “new woman” seems
to be a name without a definition.
But
it has become so very familiar, in our
modern sociological literature, that nothing could be more interesting than to hazard a guess as to its significance and ori-

is to have her house and
It neat and tidy.

everything about

gin.
We wonder if the phrase is suggestive
a myth,
or whether some particular
types of woman have so far departed from
the normal, as to be called “new."
But
assuming that the “new woman” is a
reality, there immediately follows tlireo
interrogatives—who, what and where!
The comic cartoons which have lately
appeared in Judge, would have us believe
that the “new woman” was ushered in
with the advent of modern dress “fads,”
inferring that newness was derived from
a revolution
in fashions in distinction
from character.
Others will say that
woman will become
“new” when she is
allowed to east the ballot and figure in
the political campaigns.
Still others find
her upon the bicycle and on the field of
sports.
But whatever be the correct application of the title, tiie very fact that it has
become a current phrase in our journals
very strongly indicates that its significance
and meaning is becoming one of the social
enigmas of the age; and that the question
of woman and appropriateness, is becoming a question of vital importance. Woman’s modesty, refinement and reserve
are
the principal defenses of
society
against the encroachment of coarseness
and defilement.
Is the standard of womanly propriety becoming lowered as
larger social privileges are being granted?
If this is tlie significance of the
phrase
“new woman," it should be
fraught with
fearful apprehension.
Woman is directly
responsible for the betterment of social
conditions. It is her privilege to demand
purification, it is her power, it is her
duty, and to the extent that she ceases to
demand it, she measures to that extent
the fall of society aud the corruptness of
the world.
To use the words of Francis
\\ illard: “The young woman of the world
must redeem it or doom it."
As the
phrase “new woman" is considered in
this light, how quickly does it become divested of all levity, and bow forcibly does
it suggest thoughts of fearful moment to
us all.
of

y<>ung man.
T ndeed ?"
Deed she did.
But I got even with her.
I went up to her room and changed the
tags
on her engagement
rings, and now -hr dues
not not know which is whose.” [Cincinnati

supplies the hou-ek-cper with the best of
all washing powd -rs. nnd nt the same
tune supplies the
family with a splendid

tu,ua,ns

toilet soap, because
pure Olive Oil T filet Soap.

cake of

also a

"'rf
n.y

family have

Inc

p
B.

J.

«<"

^
hS’S^SlSJ^SSi'^V:'lUlSV?,K,Whitnev,
Monroe
Mrs. Albert

Williams Co.,
°f

Glastonbury, Conn.,

package of

every

fa«- T

C!-

Makers of

keep kw.
No“ of

Bridge,

Mass.
Williams* Famous

Cholco Premiums sent free upon
Request.

THESE ARE MOVING TIMES.
Our Furniture is

Moving

Because it is offered at prices that tempt
Here are some of the bargains we offer:

buyers.

Wood Seat Chairs from 25c. upwards.
Bedsteads from 50c. upwards.

Lounges

from $3.50 upwards.
Extension Tables from $3 50

SS.'

WALDO
Taken on execution in ta\ roJ JOHN M.AMES
of Stockton Springs. in said comity, and against
In the
Judicial Court,
ZETH A M K »i E R R \ of said Stockton Springs
and will be sol at public auction on Mondav. the
John (*. Brooks and Dana B. Southworth In Equity
twenty-third day .>1 December, A. D. Imc. .it ten
vs. the City of Belfast and Heirs of
of the Hock in the forenoon, at the office of
Mary E.
Joseph Williamson, in Beliast. m said county, a 1
Southworth, late ot Kellnst.aforesaid, deceased.
Enquirer.
t ;e right, title and interest which the said debtor
It appearing that Medora ,J.
Simpson and Alh o
fne thirteenth day oi August, A. D l^ho,
nose, weeping eyes and a had cough.
phonzo Simpson reside in Chelsea, in the Comr.
The worst of the combination is the cough. ar 2h .-mm c. >j.. being the time of the attach- monwealth ot Massachusetts, Daniel S. Simpson :
ment on the original writ, in and to the
in Everett. Massachusetts. Mrs.
Cure that with Adamson’s Botanic
Durham |
Cough d Tided parcel.- o, land situate in said following
Stocktoii and Frances tpiimby in Milton, Ralph
Baisam
A few days will do it.
Massachusetts, 1
Better
rings, to wit:
William Merrill and Samuel Mersey in Toledo,
not wait
A cough grows.
The first parcel beginning at a stake in the westOhio, and El rence Miil in Denver. Colorado and
line »d the town road ieaeing from the Tide
Euwin i’. Hudson ot Boston, Massachusetts on
’I i:e Minister. “My dear madam, let this erly so
ill
itherly to Cape Jellison. and two rods application of the plaintiffs, an order is hereby
th ugiit console you tor your husband s
s
utherl.N from the nonhwest corner of land late mitered requiring said defendants to appear and
death.
Kemeinbe- that other and better of Stephen Fletcher: thence soulh, six degrees answer the bill within one month from the
first
nn*n have gone the same
east by line of said roan, sixteen and two-thirds
Tuesday of December. I8bf>.
way."
Bereavvd Widow. “They haven’t all gone, rods to stake: them** south. seveuty-eiglit denine
and
three-filths
to
rods
gree- west,
stake;
SI HSTANCK OF I*LA 1 NTIFFS* 151LL.
have they?" [Pluck.
thence nonh, six degrees west, sixteen and twoTo tie
th rds rods to stake: thence north, seventy-eight
Sy.,■>»'< ■hifili hit Court, in
Two Lives Saved.
John G. Brooks and Dana B. Soutliworth, both
degrees east,nine and three fifth rods to the place
M rsM’iio i.e Thomas, of Junction
City, I'!., of beginning, with the building thereon; reserv- of Belfast, in s:ud county, complain against the
of Belfast and the heirs of Mary E. Southwas toi 1 by her doctors she had
Cousuinp- ing one rod wide on the north end of the above city
worth. late id Bk'liust, aforesaid, deceased, to wit:
i'Ui tije tliat there was no
hope for her, but described premises heretofore sold to Stephen E. Medora J. Simpson.
Alphoiizn Simpson, both of
two bottles of Dr.
King’s New Discovery Fletcher.
Chelsea, in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts,
The second parcel beginning nr the southwest
mpietcly cured her and she says it saved
Daniel S. Simpson of Everett, Massachusetts,
W
of
land
known
as
the
illiam
l).
her life. Mr. Thus. Eggers, IJ'd Florida St. angle
Mellop- Mrs. Ralph D irham and Frances Quimbx, both of
S,a. Francisco, suffered from a dreadful kin- lot, on the east side of the Mill road, so
Milton, Massachusetts, William Merrill and Samand near the brick dwelling house of said
uel
both of Toledo, Ohio, and Florence
"Id, approaching Consumption, tried with- culled, thence easterl
Berry;
by said Hopkins'land and Hd! Mersey,
of Denver. Colorado, and Edwin P. Hudson
out result
everything else then bought one the direction of said Hopkins' line twenty-three of
Boston. Massachusetts, Sarah J. Cunningham
b"ttie of Dr. King’s New Discovery and in rods to a stake and stone: tlience southerly and
j
of Ellsworth, in the county of Hancock.
Maine,
two
weeks
was
cured. He is naturally; pareliel with said road fourteen rods to a stake Hattie Nichols of
Searsport, in the county of
thankful. It is such results, of which these and stone; thence westerly, parallel with first deWald-1, Edwin P Giles and Olive Colburn, both of !
scribed line to said road; thence by said road to
are samples, that prove the wonderful efficaBelfast, in said county of \\ aldo, and sax
of
beginning, containing two and 2-l(>0
First: That said Slary E Southxvorth, whose
cy of this medicine in Coughs and Colds. place more
or less
acres,
maiden name xvas Marx E. Jsimpson, on the 17th
Free trial bottles at A. A. Howes & Co.’s
Dated this twenty-second day of November, A. j dav of
December, A. I>. 188b. made and duly
Store.
D. is'»5.
Drug
Begular sizes 50c. and 81.00.
executed her last will and testament, and that
3 w4S
SAMCELC.NORT( >N. Sheriff.
j subsequent thereto she was married to Dana B.
“Ladies, said the chairwoman, with a
S utliworth, and on the 21st
day of July, A. D.
trembling voice, "1—I'm afraid our campaign
said Mary E. Southxvorth died.
is
WALDO
Judicial Court, Oc- IHbo,
mistake.”
Second
That said last xvill and testament of
A Voice. “Treason!”
tober Term, 1895.
san! Mary E. Soutliworth was duly proved, allow“Hear me out! Suppose we go into poli- I.'Ufis A. Knoultoti. So roh If. y of
ed and probated at the September term of the
hems, Joint's S
tics,
How can we nail eamniign lies?”
llnrrinutn umi Gc<>. II Stoihhirit, cojn.irtne.rs I Probate Court for Waldo county, wliich xvas begun
and holden at Belfast in said county, on the secDi death-like silence the auditors looked
mi'lnr the jh m mini oj tin /• iris If~hurf (»mond Tuesday m September, being the tenth
at each other.
Join s.jnrday
jHinn rs den. II. KimhoN unit II
They had never thought of
nmhr the Jinn mum •>/ the of said September.
nnr rojnt rt ners
that. [New York Ileeorder.
I bird
'11.at on said tenth day of September,
Sim nihoat I oinjntni/.
/'enohs' at lit
A. 1). 18b.>. your complainants were
duly appointOld People.
And now on suggestion to the Court that George
ed by the Judge ol said Probate Court executors
Old people, who require medicine to
H. Kimball, one of the defendants, at the time of of said last will and testament and
gave the bond
reguof
the
was
not
an
service
inhabitant
of
this
late the bowels and
writ,
required and have assumed the trust.
kidneys will find the
State, and had im tenant, agent. t»r s. t ttirney withFourth
That the residuary clause of said will
true remedy in Electric Bitters.
This iiiol- in
the same, that his goods or estate have been ar- j i- in these words, to wit: ••Ail the rest, residue
:< ii'.c does not stimulate and contains no
<
:
tached in this action, that e has had no notice <>1
and remainder oi my estate and of xvhich 1
may
whiskey nor other intoxicant, hut acts as a said suii and attachment, it is Ordered, that notice | uie possessed, 1 give,
bequeath and dex isc to the
tonic and alterative.
It acts mildly on the I of the pemlency of this suit be given to said de- j Central School District
ol said Belfast
for the
stomach and bowels, adding strength and i fendant. by publishing an attested copy of this ! purposes followi g:
giving tone to the. organs, thereby aiding Order, together with an abstract of the 'Plaintiff ; 1st. The amount of this bequest shall be inNature in the performance of the functions. 1 writ, three weeks successively in tlie Republican vested or put at interest so that an income may
Lteetne Bitters is an excellent appetizer Journal, a newspaper printed at Belfast, in the accrue and so kept until a sufficient sum shall
county of Waldo, the last publication to he not I be accumulated by increase from interest or
and aids digestion. Old People find it
just less than thirty days before the next term of this ! by subsequent bequests or gifts or in >ome profit,
oilier
exactly what they need. Price fifty cents Court, to be hidden at Belfast, within and for the j way,
to provide for the election of a school house
per bottle at A. A. Howes & Co.’s I)ru>* county of Waldo, on the, first Tuesday of January,
within said district suitable to accommodate at
Store.
181MI, that said defendant may then and there ap- ! least four of the schools.
near, and answer to said suit, if he shall see cause, i
2d. When the sum becomes sufficient for the
Fust of every month. Parson.
Attest:—TILKSTOX WADL1N. Clerk.
above purpose the money shall be used for build“Young
ing such a school bouse as is indicated above
mau, think of the terrible cost of the life
(ABSTRACT '>!•' C1.TI-. WRIT:
Fifth
That no trustee is named in said xvill.
you are living!
Some time there must
Assumpsit upon an account annexed to the writ.
Sixth
That the Central School District mencome a day of
Writ returnable to the October term, 1895.
reckoning.”
tioned in said xvill comprised the eitv proper, and
Date of writ July 31, 1895
Aigy. “Aw, me mau attends to all those
that by tlie Public Laws of Maine of 18b3, Chap- |
attachment
Date
of
veal.estate
July 31,1895.
things, don’t ye know.” [Detroit News.
ter 2IB, said district xvas abolished.
Ad damnum, eight honored dollars.
Sexenth Your complainants are in doubt about
Plaintiffs attorney. J. S. Harriman, Belfast, Me.
Buck tan’s Arnica Salve.
their duties in relation to said clause and respectA true copy of the Order of Court with Abstract
fully ask for the instruction of the Court.
The Best Salve in the world for
of
the
writ
3\v47
Cuts,
DAN A B. SOI TH WORTH.
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Fever
Attest:—TILESToX WADL1N. Clerk.
JOHN G. BROOKS.
Sores, Tetter, Chapped Hands, Chilblains,
W. P. Thompson, Belfast, Me.,
Corns, and all Skin Eruptions, and positiveSolicitor for complainants.
ly cures Piles, or no pay required. It is
Tilestox Wai>i.in, Clerk.
A true copy. Attest
guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction of
48
Tilbstox Wadlin, Clerk.
money refunded. Price 25 cents per box.
For sale by A. A. Howes & Co.

upwards.

Chamber Sets from $10.50 upwards,
Fancy Chairs at almost your own price.
Extra Soft Top Mattresses from $1 50
upwards.
Hair Top and Wooi lower than ever before

Supreme

Sofas and Parlor Sets lower than
any time
Since we have been in business.

MR. WILiLIS,

first-class workman, is connected with
establishment. Repairing of Furniture, Upholstering and Varnishing done in a thorough manner and
with despatch.
tnt;
a

this

J. C.

& Son.

Thompson
"ALL THE MAGAZINES IN ONE

••

SS.—Supreme

t
>

[Town Topics.

You make no mistake when you
buy dalton’s sarsaparilla and nerve tonic and
DALTON’S family pills.
Everybody says so,
ami “what everybody says must be true.”

Sheriff’s

Sport

With Rod and Gun
Reproducer! in 12 colors from originals painted !
expressly for the purpose. They are three water
colors: Jacksnipe Coming In; Bass Fishing at
Block Island; Quail Shooting; and one oil, Vigi
lant and Valkyrie Yacht Race. All are artistic
beautiful and rich in elfect.
in.

When Baby was Rfek.
When she

we

gave her Castoria.

Child, she cried for Castoria.
When she became Miss, she clung to Castoria.
was a

When she had

Children, she gave them Castorit

Spencer.

Price of set,

For frames 14x19

$5, postpaid.

AS "FOREST and STREAM” PREMIUM.
We will send the

sportsman’s favorite journal.
one year (price $4;> and the
set of four pictures (a $9 value) for $5. Or, Forest
and Stream <> mos. and choice of two of the pic
tures for $3. This is a rare offer. Semi 10 cents
for specimen copy of Forest and Stream circular
and catalogue of the hist books on outdoor sports
Forest. a,ot St ream,

“Didr.’t Blowitin run for Sherelection ?”
Ferguson “Yes; ami lie spent so much FOREST AND STREAM PUB.
money trying to get elected tint the Sheriff !
is
now
P. 0. Box 2832, New York City,
running for him.” [New York I
Herald.
iff last

To

the

Sufferers

of

NERVO-LEPTINE.

Rheumatism.

After using Groff's Rheumatic Cure for
some time in my practice I take
great pleasure in saying that it is a most wonderful
remedy for Rheumatism: in fact, it is the
"itly one T have found for the cure of this
disease in all its various forms.
J)r. E. E. Tull, Chicago.
(>m41

He Didn’t Think.

An Austin boy

came

home from school very much excited, and
told his father that he believed all human

beings

descended from apes, which
made the old man so mad that lie replied
angrily: “That may he the case with you,
hut it ain’t with me; I can tell you that,
now.”
were

The greatest discovery of the 19th century.
certain cure for Epilepsy and all nervous disNo Opium, no Morphine, no Bromides, no
Sedatives, nor Anodynes used. Send for circular.
A

eases.

XEKVO-LEPTIXE CO.,
TnlcotQ Friable & Co.,Sole Agents for the li. s.
1 mo48
Box 3SB, Hartford Conn.

i

K TO

Corner of

“Say, pop,” said Johnny Blinkins, “Charley Sawyer’s going to elope with sister Mary
to-night. He’s got a ladder hid in the barn.”

“You don’t say so. Wait till I go in and
tell your mother, so she won’t thiuk it’s
burglars, and kick up a racket. An’, Johnny you kin bang around outside and hold the
ladder, if Charley wants ye to.”

An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.—Mrs.
Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been used for
fifty years by millions of mothers for
their children while teething, with perfect
success.
It soothes the child, softens the

over

gums, allays all pain, cures wind colic, and
is the best remedy for Diarrhoea. Is
pleasing to the taste. Sold by Druggists in every
part of the world. Twenty-live cents a bottle. Its value is incalculable. Be sure and
ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup, and
take no other kind.
Ivr4(»

rj

Congress ami Franklin streets. Good
stable with accommodations for two horses. Apply to 11. E. McDonald, or to
L. F.
43tf

Pitcher's Castoria.

CO.,

PILES !

50 Main

PILES !

^IVE

its

months

1

readable form the best
that appears in the other

;•

great magazines all over_
the world generally oil the same d lie that they

•!

are

implies, gives in

increase

;

quotations, giving ti
gist ot peri-'ducal liter::-

>1.00.
e.v.rji -i.h

annual

■

k»”.-

(ure^

alone

are

w

subscription

id;

^2.50.

subscription price.
Aside

departments,

the editorial_
and contributed features of the Review of Ri views are themselves
equal in extent to a magazine. The id.nor "Progress of the World” is
an invaluable chronicle of the happenings of the thirty da vs just past.
with pictures on every page of the men andfrom

these

who have made the history iif the month.
The Literary World says: “We are deep's
impressed from month to month with the value
of the ‘Review of Reviews.’ which is a sort
women

three
recent

25

cents.

of Eiffel Tower for the survey of the whole
field of periodical literature. And vet it has a mind and voice of its
own, and speaks out with decision and sense on all public topics of
It is a singular combination ot the monthly magazine and
the hour.
the daily newspaper. It is daily in its freshness;
___

Sale.

_

monthly in its
under a field glass.”
it is

Sold

on

method,

181
13 Astor

it is the world

Single Copy.

all News Stands.
_

Agents find it
the Host

25 cents.

Profitable
nagazine.

_

REVIEW^REVIEWS
New York.

Place,

I____

FRED

ATWOOD, Winterport, Me.,
REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE.

Over

Thirteen

Million*

(SIS,000.000)

Fire

fnsnrtitiee

Asuet**

Springfield Fire and Mabixr, Granite State Fire Insurance
Co., Fire
Association of Philadelphia, Capitol Fire Insurance
Co
National Fire Insurance Co..
Hartford, Conn

Notice of Foreclosure.

S. SHUTK of Stockton on the 14th day
of Feb., 1887, by her mortgage deed ol that DESIRABLE BISKS WBITTEN AT CURRENT RATES.
date conveyed to Alice Warren of Searsport and
Travelers Fife and Accident Insuram e Co.
recorded in the W.ildo Registry of Deeds, nook
213, page 205, a certain lot of land situate in said
TORNADO INSURANCE WRITTEN E0« 5 TEAKS, at low pates on
Stockton, viz: beginning at northeast corner of E.
buildings acceptable.
Kneeland’s home lot. north by (his Harriman;
CORRESPONDENT OF MERCHANT MARINE INSUIAMK (0
then east by Otis and J I. (Irant's, containing
INVESTMENT
SECl'nlTIES
BOIGIIT
AND
SOLD.
one hundred and twen,y-three acres, more or less;
also that part of Kidder lot, so-called, south of
LOANS NEGOTIATED.
the town road containing three acres, more or
BEAL ESTATE ROUGH AND SOLD.
less; also the meadow lie Id lot containing ninetbrCorrespondence solicited.
teen acres, more or less, meaning to convey in all
»,|>0 ,
•John T. Shiite conveyed me by his deed dated
Sept. 19, 1884, and recorded in Waldo Registry
now
a
of Deeds, book 2<>7, page 148, to which reference
our
is hereby made fora mo e particular description
of this is given in this deed, a.id the condition of
s the central
sain mortgage deed having been broken 1 claim a
depot, in Waldo county
Registered Druggist and ran till vour
foreclosure of the same, m! give this notice acfor all the popular patent medicines of
prescriptions at less price than "ant
the day and that our prices are the
cording to the statute in such case made and pro-!
store in Maine.
vided.
!
ALICE WARREN.
lowest.
Dated at Searsport this loth day of November,;
A. D., 1895.
3\v47*
A.

MABEL

We

have

j

A.

First-Class

Remember that

HOWES & CO

Store

A. A. HOWES & CO.

BUY YOUR WINTER’S COAL

MCDONALD,
Street, Belfast.

PILES!

Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment will cure
Blind Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itching Piles. It
absorbs the tumors, allays the itching at once, acts
as a poultice,
gives instant relief. Dr. Williams’
Indian Pile Ointment is prepared only for Piles
and Itching of the private parts, and nothing else.
Every box is guaranteed. Sold by diuggists, sent
by mail, $1.00 per box.
WILLIAMS M’F’G CO., Prop’s, Cleveland, O
Sold at MOODY’S, Belfast.
1y40

F. C. WHITE.

OF

Haflfloci's Plfiutli Vein k Liodenaa's Saiar Loaf LohigH.
Stove ami Chestnut.

TO TAX PAYERS!
shall beat my office in Memorial building Sat
unlays from 10 a. m. to 12 ai., and 2 to 4 p. m.
until .January 1, 18%.
All persons who wish to
avail themselves of the discount of two per ceutou their taxes must pay by January 1 1896.
H. F. MASON, Collector.
Belfast, Sept. 1, 1895.—29tf

,.uv

Vi se careful
reviews, summaries, and->

the

;

h,

published. Willi the recent
or worthy periodicals.

'■

Pictures

STATE OF MAINE. WALDO COUNTY 88.
Taken this 23d day of November, A. D. 1895,
upon an execution issued upon a judgment obtained at the October Term, A. I\ 1895, of the
Supreme Judicial Court, for the County of Waldo,
in favor of SEARSPORT NATIONAL BANK and
against LIBBEUS C. CURTIS of Searsport, and
will be sold by public auction, at the office of W.
T. C. Runnells in Searsport, in said countv, on the
27th day of January. A. D 1896, at two o'clock
in the • fternoon, all the right, title and interest
which the said Libbeus C. Curtis now has in and
to the following described real estate, and all the
right, title and interest which said Libbeus C.
Curtis had in and to the same on the second day
of April, A. D 1896, at cue o’clock i\ m the time
when said real estate was attached on the original
writ, viz: A parcel of land situate in Frankfort,
in said county, and bounded northerly by town
road; easterly, by the oel Lane farm; southerly,
by land of Trundy and Lane lot, and westerly, by
Lane lot, containing fifty acres, and being the
farm upon which said Libbeus C. Curtis now
lives.
3w48
Dated this 23d day of November, A. D. 1895.
GEO. B. ORDWAY, Deputy Sheriff.

ofas

name

!

of

oSTiE,

'•
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She.
“I should think you would get
yourself into trouble by being engaged to
two girls at the same time.”
He. “I did. One of them thinks her
ring isn’t so handsome as the other’s.”

REV1EW
^Review-Reviews The
1 REVIEWS,

Delivered and put in. (in
“

Prices

i

....

E^£ and Urate.

$5.30
5.15
4.00

Cumberland Coal. I Wood of all binds.

IS OFTEN VERY DESIRABLE.

We Guarantee it

barrels)
$5.50
in Dump Carte.
5.35
at Wharf... 5,40

<

All Coal gu

special

intoed satisfietory iu weight,
quality aud delivery,
atteuti »n given to delivery outside
city limits.
^

tr

Telephone
connection.

Searsport Locals.

Islb au Haut. We take the following
items from the Deer Isle Gazette: Miss
©eorge
Brooksville. We now have telephone Gracie Atwood of
Bucksport is teaching the
in town.
connection with the outside world. The West Side
school, and Miss Minerva MilliNew
P.
R.
Capt.
England Telephone & Telegraph Co. ken of Bar Harbor is
Gilkey is absent on a business
teaching school at
put instruments in last week at Brooksville, York’s Island....A.
trip to New York.
J. H. Turner is buildNickerson & Bailey are shipping some or- North Brooksville and West Brooksville_ ing quite an extensive addition to his blackThe new steam grist mill of Wm. Grindle
ders of spools every week.
smith shop-J. E. Barter and C. D. Turstarted up last week with a good lot of
ner are building an extension to the Club
Dr. Geo. B. Tibbetts and Grace D. Nickels
work and prospects for a
steady run for House, which will be a great improvement.
®f Orrington were in town Monday.
three months at least.
-Herbert Barter has returned from
The Jubilee Singers will give a concert at
Palermo. Wesley A' Nelson, who has Rockland and is at work on the Club House.
the M. E. Church Friday evening, Dec. 13th.
beeu at work for Thomas A. Kowe at Cam- ....Miss Ida Sherman of Rockland is the
Sears Lodge, No. 82,1. O. O. F., will con. bridgeport, Mass., returned last
week_ guest of J. D. Barter... .Capt. F. Murphy of
ter the degrees on several candidates Friday Frank Nelson and wife are
visiting his smack Sarah E. Hyde was in our harbor
evening.
mother, Mrs. Eliza Nelson.Mrs. Maud Friday, buying lobsters. The lobster fish*
Ship Centennial, Capt. B. F. Colcord, ar- Nelson of Lynn, Mass., is visiting friends in ermen are doing well.
rived at Baltimore, Nov. 29th, 110 days from town-The new church at Greeley’s corBelmont. Mr. Fred Morrill of Providence,
ner is plastered and will soon
Hong Kong.
be ready for
R. I., is in town visiting relatives_Mrs.
the finish... .School in district No. 3
began
| Capt. A. A. Larrabee has made another of
Celia Nelson teacher.Georgia Emma Morrill was in Searsport last week,
his quick passages to Boston in schooner E. Monday,
Bradstreet and family spent Thanksgiving visiting her daughter, Mrs. Jennie Pike...
1,. Warren.
with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. P. Tur- There will be a dance at Morrill’s Hall, toThe Methodist sociable met with Mrs'. H. ner.. Will
Morse has put new windows in- morrow, Friday, evening to which the dancH. McGilvery Tuesday evening. There was to his
ing public are cordially invited... .There
house.
a large attendance.
will be a sociable at Mystic Grange Hall
Centre Lincolnville. The High School
under the auspices of North Belmont CemeCharles Pendleton, wife and son of Elat the Centre began last
Monday with a tery Association, Tuesday evening, Dec.
arrived
last
more, Iowa,
week, aud will large attendance, under the instruction of
10th... .Miss Lillian Achorn of Union, who
spend the winter in town.
H. A. Jewett of North Searsmont... Miss
has been visiting her sister, Mrs. A. C.
Miss ft. J. Lawrence, treasurer, in behalf May Mathews, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Morse, returned home last week-Mrs.
of the Ladies’ Circle of theCongl. church, Levi Mathews, died at home Nov. 28th of Mary E. Churchill has broken the record
has presented the society with §125.
typhoid pneumonia. Tiie funeral services when it come to
digging greens. She had a
Ralph Richardson, a student at Colby were held Nov. 30th, liev. F. M. Preble of mess for dinner Dec. 1st, and some were in
Camden
She
will
be much miss- blossom when
officiating.
Limersity, spent Thanksgiving with ljis
She dug them Nov.
dug.
grandparents, Capt. and Mrs. J. A. Carver. ed by her many friends. Her relatives and 30th.... Mr. Irving A. Hills slaughtered a
Capt. Eben Curtis of ship Tillie E. Star- friends have our sympathy in their sad be- 7-months old pig for Hiram Brewster last
buck, who has been visiting his mother, reavement. .Alt “Uhl Folks’ Concert’’ will week that weighed, when dressed, 301 lbs.
be given at the Band
Mrs. Lebbcus Curtis, returned to
Hall, Thursday eveu- Next!
New York
Alter the concert an antitng, l>ec. 5tli.
Wednesday.
Liberty. I. F. Allen is constructing a
quarian supper will be served. The proSearsport boasts a gunner that can chal- ceeds will
Cram water wheel for L. E. Pitcher of
go for preaching_Miss Daisy
lenge any town in the county. He has shot Marriner has
North port. This wheel is but four feet in
goue to Massachusetts for the
and secured during the game season
sixty winter... .There is to be a Christmas tree_gt diameter, anil yet Mr. Cram says that with a
one
partridges.
thirteen foot head it is one hundred horse
the church.
The Congl. sociable which met with
power.... Business is and lias been very dull
(’apt. I Monroe. The
winter term of schools in in this
and Mrs. A. \ Nickels last
place for the past six months. NothThursday even- town
began Monday with the following ing has been done in the
ing was fully attended, there being over a
tannery for the
teachers: Dist. No, 1, Everett Grant; No. 2,
hundred present.
past two months. The only oasis in the
H. E. Warden; No. 5, Miss Carrie Robertson ;
desert is at the Allen foundry. Mr. A. has
In looking over the copy of Bradford’s I
No. 6, Miss Addie Davis; No. 8, Miss Nina
the castings to make for five hundred seed
History of the Pilgrims in the Sears Public
Spearin; No. 9, Miss Annie
No. 10, planters for Frank Bannan, and a contract
Library we notice that only fifty copies were Miss Gussie Tasker; No. Maddox;
11, Miss Susie for a large number of plow points for the
of
the
printed
issue, making it evidently a Gould; No. 12, Miss Nancy Parker; No.
13, Lewis plow. These points have been here-rare book,
I H.
Q, Buzzell.... Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Cur- tofore cast in
Waterville, but since the burn-T. I. Merrill & Sous’ mill is one of
the tis* of Fort Fairfield are visiting friends in
of the foundry at that place the business
ing
busiest places in town, as
they have a large town-Clifford Moore of Boston is visiting has come here.
Large numbers are required,
store of water and a yard full of
logs, which his father, Mr. John Moore_The Ladies’ so that a good run of business at the foundry
in addition to tlieir
grist mill and planer Union Sewing Circle met with Mrs. C. C. or the winter is assured. We are also
pleasgive them plenty of employment.
Moody, Tuesday.... Mrs. Frank Bachelder ed to learn that A. A. Hurd, successor to the
died
l
quite
suddenly Monday night, aged late William Hurd, is building up a good
Holding the nion Thanksgiving services
about 4(5 years. She suffered from bronchitis
in the evening proved a
business in the manufacturing of hand-made
success, as there
and had had a bad heart trouble for years. axes.
w as a large audience
His axes have a good reputation
present. Owing to illher illness she complained of her
ness Rev. K. G. Harhutt was
unable to offi- During
among the Penobscot lumbermen. We saw
ciate, and Rev. O. H. Fernald delivered the heart frequently. Her lmsbaud survives a recent order from Neal ley & Snow of Banher, but she leaves no children. A mother, gor. .Schools begin in the village Monday,
address, w hich was a good one.
Mrs. Fairbanks of Swanville, two sisters
Dec. 2nd. Tlie graded school at the upper
of
the Department of Maine, WilInspector
and three brothers also mourn their loss.
liam H. Simmons of
part of the village is taught by Misses Spratt
Rockland, will inspect | The deceased was a
prominent and active and Grady, both of Palermo. The school at
Freeman McGilvery Tost, No.
30, G. A. R., member of the Relief
and the Grange. the lower
Corps
part of the village is taught by
this, Thursday, eveuing, and refreshments
The Relief Corps will have charge of the Walter
Cargill of this village... .Thanksgivwill he served. A lull attendance is refuneral.
ing day passed off in a very quiet manner.
quired as the annual election of officers I
Prospect Village. The South Branch There was a general lack of hilarity all
takes place,
arouud. Several of our philanthropic ladies
Searspbrt was very fortunate in securing Improvement Society held their Thanks- furnished dinner for poor children. Charles
with Capt. and Mrs. A. A.
giving
meeting
Mis?' Sibley for her lecture,
“Egypt in StarRowell, who lives on the Plains in Montight and Sunshine,” for its lirst delivery. Ginn Nov. 27th at 1 p. m. and were seated at ville with
three little hoys whose mother has
a
table
laden
with
the
most
IThe audience was satisfied that
tempting food,
having been
the hostess with a helping baud deserted them, was particularly remembered
taken live hundred miles
prepared
by
the
and
up
Nile,
by the ladies of this village and furnished
shown by word pictures those ancient land- from her daughter Jessie. The afternoon
with both food and clothing_A surprise
was devoted to
ir
making
the
arrangements
listless customs of the natives,
marks,
was given to John Sanford at the Santhe coming fair. Tickets for a worsted car- party
and the natives
themselves, ail for 25
ford House by the young people of the vilrobe
he
if
may
had,
applied for at
cents, that it w as a cheap trip !or them ; ami i riage
lage Saturday night-A new industry is
Mrs. A. A.
that in audition to having heeu shown ali once, of the following members:
talked of here which, if successful, will
Mrs. A. A. Thompson, Mrs. Abbie
Ginn;
had
been most pleasantly enterthis, they
cause some of us to hold on to our noses, viz.
Beals, Mrs. Ella Gray, Mrs. Ira Ward, Mrs.
tained for more than an hour.
a skunk farm.
The promoters say, as did
Lila M. Littlefield. At (I p. m. the brothers
One of the Maine
Col. Sellers, “There’s, millions in it!”_A
papers says:
joined us and supper was served from C to 8
uldn't it l»e a good idea to take some
temperance concert was given hv the Suno’clock. Games and dancing were then inoi tiie foreign mission funds and
bin food
day school children at the Baptist church
b'r ibe hungry iishermeii and
music
in,
Mrs.
Annie
dulged
by
clothes for
Emerson, last
Sunday evening, under the auspices of
poor, shivering little children who arc fac- piano, and Mr. E. Boland, flute. The good
the W. C. T. U. It was a very pleasing afmg wffh dread the cold blasts on the Maine
time enjoyed in those lovely parlors will
coast
1 In- “furrmers” who have
fair.
burned |
he remembered by the. members.
^LUU.r. ; worth of mission
The
property and have long
caused our missionaries out of their country
next meeting will be with Mrs. B. W. Eames
Morrill. The funeral services of Mr. I.
Uo mu
appea” to appreciate our efforts in Dec. 12-The
members of South Branch E. Hatch were held at the church last Fritbcir bclia.l. Our unlortunateNew
England
will
brethren «>n the Maine coast will be
attend the s ciable at the
Grange
day afternoon conducted by Rev. J. F. Tilappreciative, ^ve are sure. We have not heard it Grange Hall in Stockton Springs Dec. 5th. ton of
Belfast. The house was full of mournstated tnat. our beloved
near
the Admission 10 cts.; coffee amt doughuuts
benighted
equator are suffering physically. Our Maine
ing friends from this and surrounding
free-Mr. and Mrs. Clias H. Littlefield towns.
fishermen are cold and
hungry and weary
Though living in Waldo for quite a
ami discouraged, after
trying in vain to were called to Morrill last week to attend number of years, in his early life, his school
wring a living from the sea. Suppose we the funeral of Isaac E.
Hatch.. .The schools days, and for several
turn away from the
years after attaining
telescope for a little
w hile and remember
the poor chap at the in town began Dec. 2d, with the following his majority, he lived in Morrill, where he
hack door.
teachers: Dist. No. 1, a joint school, is held
many positions of trust and honor. He
Searsport has had an opportunity this taught by Miss Bertha Partridge; No. 2, was at one time on the
board of Selectmen
week to assist a
of
Miss
Laura
this
E.
No.
Miss
family
Sarah and for several
3,
Crockett;
class, who aryears Postmaster at this
rived with the cold wave destitute and soon
Littlefield; No. 4, Miss Flora Haley; No. (j, office. His social and church relations durfound open hearts and
ready hands to sup- Fred M. Nickerson; No. 7, Wendell Marden; ing all his life have been here. He with
ply their needs.
No. 8, Miss Elva M. Randell_Many from ! his
family for mauy years have been
here attended the I. O. O. F. Thanksgiving
NORTH SEARSPORT ITEMS.
constant
attendants at Sunday
School,
in
E. W. Thompson is down sick with la ball
Winterport and all report a good prayer meetings and church services. He
time-South Branch Grange will elect its was a teacher in the
grippe.
Sunday School and a
officers Dec. 7th....Miss Lena Colson has teacher of one of the Bible
Stillman D. Flood and family have moved
classes the past
returned from her three weeks’ visit in Banto Belfast.
season; and in whatever position he has
and
Mrs.
Leslie
Hawes
have re- been
gor-Mr.
placed in life he has been known for
John C. Mathews has returned to his work turned from their
visit in Brooks....Mrs.
his honesty and fidelity to trust and his rare
in Boston.
Ezra Marden and two daughters, Mrs. Algood judgment upon all questions that
Rufus Whitten of Frankfort visited Asa bert Ames and Miss Louise Marden of came before
him. He was identified with
Carter last week.
Stockton Springs, visited her parents, Mr. the
Lodge of Good Templars in this place,
and
Mrs.
Goodwin
last
week.
Grant,
A. Stinson, Esq has been on the sick list
and was its honored treasurer for many
but is improving.
Winterport. Thanksgiving Day was ob- years. Mrs. Hatch in a note to your correusual by family gatherings. A spondent says: “Every one has been so
S. L. Dodge and wife of Belfast visited served as
service was held at the Methodist church in kind to me in my great trouble, I wish you
Geo. C. Seavey last week.
the morning, conducted by Rev. J. P. Sim- would thank them for me through The JourMr. and Mrs. Frank Kingsbury of Frankonton....Mr, and Mrs. Rundlett have re- nal. Rev. J. F. Tilton, before beginning
fort were in town Thanksgiving day at W.
turned from Massachusetts, where they his discourse at the funeral read the followN. Dows’.
have been for a number of weeks....Walter ing letter from Rev. G. E. Tufts which voices
Ed. Jackson has returned from Belfast,
Arey has moved into the house on Chureh the sentiments of all his friends:
where he has been employed in the sash and street which he recently bought of Miss R.
Belfast, Maine, Nov. 29,1895.
blind factory.
Dear Dr. Pearson; I deeply sympathize
M. Smith... .Mrs. Margaret Kelly returned
with you and Mrs. Pearson and her mother
last week from Rhode Island, where she
Miss Cathie Nickerson of Swanville
in the deep sorrow that has come upon your
spent
Thanksgiving at this place with her friend, spent the summer-The Odd Fellows gave family.
My own illness, alone, prevents me from
a grand ball Thursday evening, which was
Miss Alice Dow.
with you iu the sad services of to-day.
be a great success. Whatever Gar- being
Granite Grange is still flourishing. The said to
Not only upon you and yours has this
undertakes
is
sure
field
to
be
done
in
Lodge
great sorrow fallen, but also upon the
meetings are well attended and much intergood shape....Nov. 2Gtli Mr. James Ward- church and community. When such a good
est is manifested.
in
his dooryard and man is taken we all mourn.
well slipped on the ice
On Friday, Nov. 8th, we were together all
Simon Cilley of South Brooks was in town
fell, breaking his arm in two places. He is the afternoon, making a few calls on friends.
the first of this week, visiting his grandsuffering a good deal of pain from the acci- I shall never forget those happy and pleaswe were in each others company.
daughter, Mrs. W. L. Mathews.
dent, which is a serious one for him, as he is ant hours
The first time I met him was in April, 1883,
Worthy Master Fred Black and A. Stin- quite aged and infirm.... Miss May Silsby of and ever since that tune he has been
one of
son of Granite Grange will attend the State
Bangor called on some friends in town Fri- my warmest and most highly esteemed perfriends
I
sonal
loved
him
as
a
at
lias
Grange
brother,
Bangor Dec. 17, 18, Iff.
gone to Boston
day_Miss Kit Atwood
and the loss l deeply feel. A man so genial,
The grand ball at the Grange hall Thanks- to visit her sister-F. C. Nealey’s new so
pleasant and of such kindness of heart,
giving nigiit was a most enjoyable time. studio is about completed and he expects to j always made friends and retained those he
Between fifty and sixty couples were in at- be ready for customers next week-Mrs. made.
But though he has been taken up higher
tendance. Music was furnished by York Kendall lias boen quite ill but, is recovering. his influence abides and his work is not
lost.
Miss
Inez, who was in Bangor dress- A man of such Christian character and
and Trundy. The towns of Winterport,
perFrankfort, Prospect, Monroe, Swanville, making, came home on account of her moth- sonal worth, does not really die when taken
world.
His
to
the
better
and
exexample
Searsport and Stockton Springs were well er’s sickness_Mr. James Freeman has emplary life live right on, and we love to
on
the
some
extensive
been
making
repairs
hold him in memory. His testimonies in
represented. There w ill be a dance in the
steamboat wharf....Joe Goodnow was at prayer meeting and his instructions in the
same hall one week from this, Thursday,
week
and
left
for
a
visit
last
home
Saturday Sabbath School made impressions upon both
night.
and old that will long abide. I sinto join the sell. Estelle.... Mr. Z. B. Wil- young
cerely hope that the young people of Morrill,
a short stay-Miss
for
is
at
home
liams
who
have
been benefitted by his life, may
Searsmont. Rev. E. M. Fowler preached
learn useful lessons by his death. I know
the Thanksgiving sermon at the M. E. Sarah Jellerson came home from Belfast to
will all mourn. We have all lost a
Him-tiam” they
church. Rev. M. F. Bridgham is conduct- spend Thanksgiving.The
true friend, and that loss we deeply feel.
us a call Sa urday night on their Please convey my sincere sympathy to Mrs.
ing revival services at North Appleton.... men gave
Pearson and her mother in the deepest
B. C. Paul and family have gone to Massa- third snuual tour through the place. We
sorrow that has ever clouded their lives. I
in victimizsucceeded
learn
that
do
not
they
chusetts for employment_The schools bemourn with them in the bereavement.
as our merchants are too well
Very affectionately yours,
gan Monday with the following teachers: I ing any one,
Geo. E. Tufts
Cora A. Ma- posted on their little game.
North, Lilia M. Rivers;
A.

COUNTY

CORRESPOND ENCB.

Mitchell of Togus spent Sunday

| if it don't

..

Wo

|

|

East,
honey ; Mountain, Geo. Howard of Montville; Ghent) Mrs. Alice Ripley of Appleton;
Muzzy Ridge, Grace Simmons of Morrill;
Magog, Mrs. Sara F. Fuller; Maddocks,
Ella L. Elms of Belmont; Wilson, Sibyl
Marriner of Belmont; South Montville,Inez
L. Peavey of Montville. The term will be

weeks. A new scboolbouse has been
built at North Searsmont which is first class
with real slate blackboards. Several other
houses have been repaired making them the
best for years.
ten

Highest

of all in

Leavening Power.—Latest U. S. Gov’t Report

Powder
ABMUntEEV PURE

CLEARANCE SALE
CLOAKS

I IT CURES

cUance’ ,nsk,„X'J d°,U!)t'
taking it with every

\

or guess work about
it. You may comassurance that it will make
you well
that
guarantee
it will by attaching to
every bottle a bank check I
good for purchase price. If you are not cured, all
have to do is '■
you
to cash the check.
*
We trust you with it. Could we do
that unless we
a
that would do exactly as we claim? It is a
valuable (
u.nllke a l others, possessing more curative value *
than
than
any other medicine on the market.

uieucc

i.

;

80c

I,,!!1 rfn,edy

■

»al Pr:rratlT

■

That

Dr. Swan’s Nerve!
and Blood Tonic^
^sThVSc^,r,‘?i,"!ve.;CiCa"Se#
ine

e

ne.

Vth’ am*

S1'-es

and
and

the blood, enriches and
*•“
invig
strength to the entire eVC+e»T.

buoyancy

S ,,',lew

Meclioal Co., Westbrook,

Others in same proportion. It will
pay you to ex;,,
line before you buy. We are
showing great vaS !

?

our

school in

attend

Bachelder

came

Parkman.... Leroy
from Pittsfield to

home

spend Thanksgiving.

He will return to
Pittsfield to attend school this winter....
Mr. H. C. Marden began school in Monroe
last Monday-Miss Mamie Nickerson of

Bird.

Corinth began school in Hist. No, 7, last
Monday....H. P. \\ bite and E. E. Clements
have

returned

bringing two

In Rockland, Nov. 28, to Mr. an*' Mrs.
lysses (I. Bird a son.
Castle. In Allston, Mass., Nov.
24, to Mr and
Mrs. William 1’. Castle, a son.
(Jkhhn. In Deer Isle, Nov. !7, to Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene A. (ireen, a son.
Hatch. In Rockland, Nov. 25, to Mr. and Mrs.
Sanlord K. Hatch, a daughter-Sabra Millard.
Hillman. In Troy, Nov. t6, to Mr. and Mrs.
Mill Hillman, a daughter.
Johnson. In Belfast. Nov. 26, to Mr. and Mrs.
Andrew Johnson, a son.
Kelley. In Belfast. Nov. JO, to Mr. and Mrs.
Ansel L. Kelley, a daughter.
Morison. In Minneapolis, Minn., Nov.
2S, to
Mr. ami Mrs. William i\. Morison, a
daughter—
Sa- a Christiana.
Morey. In Deer Isle, Nov. 12, to Mr. and Mrs.
Roland H. Morey, a son,
Pendleton, ‘in Newton, Mass., Nov. 23, to Mr.
and Mrs. J. 15. Pendleton, a
daughter—Dorothy
I

|

from their hunting trip,
line deer with them. They re- I

port game plentiful....Charles Webb was Springer.
Thompson. In Montville, Dee. 1, to Mr. and
|
exercising his fine looking span the other Mrs. 15. F. Thompson,
a daughter.
I
day.... Capt. T. Li. Nickerson met with a I Turner. In Portland, Nov. 18, to Mr.and Mrs.
Levi Turner, formerly of Rockland, a
daughter.
slight accident while chopping in the woods |
1 witch ell. In Troy, Nov. 28, to Mr. and
Mrs.
the other day....Mrs. Mary F. Nickerson Arthur Twitched, a son.
lias returued from a visit to friends in Brad-

MARRIED,

|

ford.
SHIP

PORT OF

Bryant-Norwooo. In Union, Nov. is*, John F.
Bryant ami l.uella Norwood, both of Union.
(j'NA'.'r Iho'KiNs
in Vinalhaven, Nov. 26,
Winthrop W. Cunant and luez M. Hopkins, both

NKWS.

Underwear

m©J

BOKjN.

I

are

NY arren.

Davis, Pattershall, Bangor.

II. A. STAIllim. Jain sl, felfa. \

-BAILEYS SLEIGHS60 OF THEM.

Nov 29.

Sch

Laughing Water, Sprague,

Lermond-Stickxey. In Warren, Nov. 23, P. S.
Stiekney, both of Warren.
Leyensaler-Day. In Augusta, Nov. 11, Lewis
K. Levensaler of Waldohoro and u-mora A.
Day

Cran-

Nov 30. Sch Onward, Kalloch, Rockland; sch
Bessie May, Bridges, Swan’s Island.
Dec 1. Sells Annie L Green. Paschal, Green’s
Landing; Maria Webster, Turner, Mt Desert;
sloop 1’assport, Eaton, Deer Isle.
Dec. 3. Sch Laura T. Chester,
Beals, Rockland.
New York,
Stubbs,
Dodge, San Bias; Nightingale. Rich, Boston; eld,
sell Sarah D J Rawson, French, Jacksonville and
Palatka; 27, slo, sch Penobscot, Kev West and
Tampa; 29, cld, sch Ella M W illey, w'illey, Carabelle, Fla; 3o. cld, sch Lucia Porter, Grimlle, Kev
West, Tampa and Mobile; Dec 1. ar, sells Eagle,
Wentworth, Bangor; Flora Condon, Sellers, do; 2.
ar, sell David Faust, Sullivan; cld, bark K A C
Smith, Hooper, Dunedin.
Boston, Nov 27. Chi. sell Yale, Baltimore; 28,
ar, schs Odell,
McDonough, Bangor; Jam s
Holmes, Ryan, Belfast; Brunette. Knox, Searsl'ort; Minolta, Crockett. Wintcrport; Dec 1, ar.
sell Winslow Morse. W inter'port ; 2, ar, schs Sarah
W Lawrence, Norfolk; E i. Warren, Larrahee,
Searsport ; sld, sch Charles I, JclVrev. Frankfort

and New Yo< k.

Philadelphia, Nov 30. Ar, sell Young Brothers,
Boston; Dec 1, ar, bark Megunticonk, Wallace, Black River, ,la; 2. ar. sch Daylight, Portland; cld, sch Young Brothers, Snow, GeorgeSnow.

town, S C.
Portland, Nov 3o. Sld. sch Henrv R Tilton,
Somes’ Sound and New York.
Bangor, Nov 27. Cld, sell Win Sla er. Lord,
New York ; ar, sell Mary Farrow, We\mouth; 28.
sld, sell Onward, Bullock, Boston; ar, sells Izelia,
Rondour; Nat Ayer. Portlanu; Sarah L Davis,
Pattershall, New York; Abraham Richardson.
Wade, New bury port; 29, cld, sells Charity and E
L Warren. Boston; 30, ar, sch Puritan,
Sargent,
New York; Dee 2, ar, sch Josie Hook. Foss, Bos
ton ; chi, sells Celia F, Randell, New York ; .-Etna,
Jordan, do; Nat Ayer, New Bedford; 3. cld, schs

Estelle, Hutchinson, Curacoa; Puritan, Sargent,
Blue Hill, to load stone.
Newport News, Nov 26. Ar, sell Gov Ames.
Providence.

Fernandina, Nov 26. Ar, sch Isaiah K Stetson,
Trask, Nuevitas; 30, ar, sch Susie 1* Oliver, Jordan, Boston.
Providence, Nov 26. Ar. sch Mary F Corson,
Robinson, Philadelphia; 30, ar, sch‘Star of the
Sea, Hopkins, Norfolk.
Booth bay, Nov 27. Ar, brig H B Hussey, Charleston, S C
Charleston, S C, Nov 27. Sld, sch Talofa, Fletch-

er, New York.
Fall River,

Mass, Nov 27. Ar, sch Mary L
Crosby, Brunswick, Ga.
Port Reading, Nov 27. Sld, sch Chas E Ravmoml, Portland; 30, sld, sch George Gurney, Carr,
Saugus.
Brunswick, Nov 29 Ar, sch Linah C Kaminski,
New York; cld, sch F C Pendleton, Burgess, New
York; 30, sld, sch Susan N Pickering, Haskell,
Fall River, ar, sch Annie Pendleton,Thomas, New
Bedford

Norfolk, Nov 29. Cld, sch Tofa, St Jago de
a.

Savannah, Nov 30. Sld. sch J Manchester
Haynes, Carver, Philadelphia.
Portsmouth, N H, Dec 2. Ar, sell J Holmes

FOREIGN

Sld, sch Charlotte

CORTS.

Santos, Nov 23

In port, bark Doris, for Baltisail 26th.
Rosario, Oct 12. In port, bark Edward L Mayberry, Hinds, for New York.
Milk River, Ja, Nov 20
In port, bark Mary E
Russell, Nickels, from Kingston, to sail about
27th for Boston.
Demerara, Nov 19. In port, bark Grace Lynwood, Gilley, for New York.
Brisbane, Oct 28. In port, bark Jennie Harkness, Amsbury, for London.
Havana, Nov 28. Ar, bark Matanzas, New York.
more, to

MARINE

of Jelferson.
Ma vk-Simmons. In
A. Mank and Millie M.

| ship.

...A

MISCELLANY.

Spoken. Nov 13, fifteen miles W of Sombrero
Light, barque Lizzie Carter, from Port Tampa for

thi-

every SLEIGH.

Charters.
Ship Iroquois, Honolulu to New
York or Philadelphia, sugar, $6.45. Sell I) H
Rivers Norfolk to Matanzas, coal $1.47 1-2 Spanish gold. Schr Ed Stewart, New York to Manzanilla, Coal and hack to port North of Hatteras,
Sugar 18, 19@20 cents for the round. Bk Havana, Tampa to Philadelphia, Phosphate Rock $2.
Schr Ella M Willey, Apalachicola to New York
Lumber $5 7h. Schr Electa Bailey, Eddyville to
Coal freights:
Boston, Cement 21 1-2 cents.
Scl r Fanny Flint, Pt Johnston to Saugus, 90
Schr Maggie Mulvey, Pt Reading to
cents.
Salem, 85 cents Schr Chas E. Raymond, Pt
Reading to Portland, 80 cents.
Schr Mary E Crosby of NanlMsASTEKS, Etc
tucket, which went ashore near the extreme end of
Stoningtou Point the night of Nov. 21 st. was floated Nov 20tli ami anchored near the west breakwater at -tonington Point.
She is leaking badly
ami is kept afloat by constant pumping.
She
will be taken to either Noank or New London and
hauled out for repairs ...Sclir Carrie E Woodbury, Bryan, from Port Spain, went ashore Nov
2Ttii ten miles below St. John’s Bar, Florida, ami
is fast going to pieces and will be a total wreck.
The vessel is stripped of sails and tigging. The
vessel is principally owned in Brewer. Maine
Schr Minnie Bright from Bangor for Boston,
lumber laden, was struck by a heavy squall off
and putin at
George’s Island on
Port Clyde, reported the loss of flying jib, small
and
The
of
deckload
British
steamer
bogt
part
Rosemerran, Captain Notman, from Norfolk on
Nov. 6, for Leith, arrived at Plymouth, England, Nov 30th, and landed the captain and 13
members of the crew of the Am rican ship Belle
O’Brien of Thomaston, Me., owned by F O'Brien,
which founded about 130 miles north northwest
of Kerry. The ship was all right until CO miles
from Queenstown, when she stood west for sea
room and became disabled in a heavy sea.
When
the sailors left her she had 9 feet of water in the
hold and her covering hoards were carried away.
...Schooner Anna I) Price. Capt Nash, left Isle'sboro for Bangor at 8 o’clock Monday morning.
At about 1 o’clock in the afternoon a squall struck
her off Marsh bay, carrying away her foresail,
breaking the main boom and splitting the mainsail. A spare topsail was bent and she got up to
Tewksbury’s beach all tight.. Captain Carter
and Second Officer Crocker of the ship Parthia of
Bath, Me., arrived at Quarantine, L I, Monday
morning. The Parthia was burned in the South
Pacific Ocean, Oct 1, and abandoned by the crew.
Life boats were procured and the crew, after a
tedious trial, landed on shore. One of the seamen died and was buried in the ocean.
Captain
Carter ays that the fire was caused by spontaneous combustion. The Patthia registered 2,371
tons and was built in 1891
Bark Coloma. Portland, O, for Hong Kong, put in at Honolulu Nov
...

—

16, leaking.

Fine stock of 50 in repository.

$JF“CALL AND EXAMINI

HOT COFFEE FREE,
MONDAYS, WEDNKSDAYS and SATURDAYS from 9 A. M.
December tirst.

notice.

See
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GEO. A.

BAILEY,

SLEIGHS,_HARDWARE,

CARRIAGES
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Friendship,

Simmons,

Nov. 23, Wm.
both of Friend-

Washington.

!

Spencer-Wasgatt.
In Ellsworth, Nov. 28,
Byron If. Spencer, M. D., of Uniou and Lotta M.

W asgatt of Ellsworth.
W auuen-Niohols. In
Hampden, Nov. 27, at
the residence of the bride's father, W illard E.
Nn hols, Henry S. Warren and Miss Nellie M.
Nndiols.
Wr11»nt-Fris r e e
In Belfast, Nov. 28, bv Rev.
J. F. Tilton, William H.
Wight and Miss Lot tie
I). Frisbee, both of Belfast.

YOU WAXY A X

UP TO DATE,

You will find many tl i:
which will make suitable
and you will buy then;

Reliable Medicine for the

Blood and Nerves,

DIED.
arev. In Bathurst. Africa, < apt. Seth C. a rev
Malden, Mass a native of Owl’s Head,
Thoinaston. master of schooner Jose olaverri
aged 57 years and in months.
( a ki.e i< n
In Rock].. I t. Nov. 23, Harriet N..
widow ol linn. Samuel l>. (. arleton, aged 80 years
1 month and 5da s.
OoiuiK. In Isleshoro, Nov. 27, Silas Dodge, a^ed
43 years.
(.ovens. In Belfast, Dec. 2, John S.
Govens,
age 5s vears aud 5 months.
Greeley. In Clinton, Nov.30, George Greelev
of
formerly
Belfast, aged 23 years.
Greenlaw.
In Sacramento. Cal., Nov. in,
,Jolm W. Greenlaw, formerly of
Belfast, smed tin
years.
Torrev. In San Francisco. Nov. 13,
Mary P.
widow of E. X. Torrey, formerly of Rockland.
Elmer. In Rocklanu, Nov.27,
George B. Timer
43
aged
years.
\ or ,\i;. in San Diego, California. Nov.
23,
Aurelius Young, a native of Union and formerly
resident of Rockland, aged 72 years aud 4 months

cost, for I am positively
this stock and at a
great

South’

Belfast

Brice

CORRECTED

Price Paid Producer

WEEKLY

Will

hilly Supply

BECAUSE

Retail Price.

I

est>inonials are

Will be reduced trom

Eight Dollars to

genuine,

Some

gents, 15

of

used

cents.

the nicest
in

perfume

The Great Presideutal Year!

THE WHIG AND COURIER,
through tlie superb and unrivalled service of the
regular Associated Press,
in which THE '\ Hid

now

ms

heretofore holus the

morning franchise in Eastern Maine,
supplemented by sj eeial correspondents. Reduction in price made to get the Best Morning Republican Paper in the hands of ALL the people.
Now is the time to send in your subscriptions.
Papers sent to new subscribers before the beginning of new year, will be dated January first next,
giving reader benefit of extra time.

exclusive

atomizer

10 etnts per

and

or

BROTHERS,

BANGOR, MAINE.

For Sale.
The Lam worthy building on the corner of
Church and Market streets, is offered for sale.
The house is brick and contains two tenements
and a store. To be sold at a great bargain. Apply
to
W. E. MARSH.
Belfast, Dec. 3, 18i»5.-49tt

State

Maine

of

Sup. Jud. Court, )
|
Belfast, Nov. 30, 1895.
Notice is hereby given of the intention of
of Skowhegan, Me., to apTHOMAS J. YOLN
ply for admission to practice as an attorney at
law in the courts of this State at the January
lw49
term of said Court, A. D. 1896.
TILESTON WADLIN, Clerk of Courts.
Waldo

ss.

Office

of

Sale

We want to reduce

for the

our si.

music, and have decided

Violet, only

t

hundred sheets at

ounce.

n CcntN per
This music

the Sheriff of Waldo
of Maine, Waldo county ss.
November 27. A. I>. 181*7*.
to give notice that on the 27th

Office of
State

)

This is
day of
November. A. D 181*7*. a Warrant in Insolvency
was issued by Geo. K. Johnson. .Judge of the Court
of Insolvency tor said cuuntv of Waldo, against
the estate of* BCRToN C. I’ACl.ot Seaisnn nt.in
said county, adjudge*! to be an Insolvent. Debtor,
on petition ot said Debtor, winch petition was
tiled on the 27th day of November, A. I*. 18115,
to which date interest on claims is to ho computed, that the payment of any debt to or by
said Debtor, a d tin; transler and » elivery of any
property by him are forbidden by law; that a
meeting of the creditors of said Debtor to prove
their debts am! choose one or more asignees of
his estate will he held at a Court ot Insolvency to
be holden at the ITobafe (Mlice in said Belfast, on
the 11th day of December, A. D. 18i>7», at two
o’clock in the afternoon.
Given under my hand the date first above writSAMCKL (1 NORTON.
ten.
Sheriff, as Messenger of the Court of Insolvency
2w4i>
for said County of Waldo.

House for Sale.
A story ami a half house, pleasantly located;
tine view* of Belfast hay; ten rooms all finished,
fine cellar, city water in house; nice garden, under
good cultivation, apple, pear, ]*lum, shade trees,
etc.
Nice neighborhood. Inquire of
M. C. DIDWORTH,
4ltf
Or C. B. HALL, Main St., Belfast.

Sleighs

WE MUST SELL.
We intend to make
one we

prices that

have in stock

will sell every

by January 1st.

J. H. & J. W. JONES.
Belfast, Nov. 28,1895.-48tf

includes

sujm

standard, popular and new
in liig.i priced editions.
tunity of a lifetime to pm
As a special inducement
sale, we give FREK w :'

County,)

PUBLISHED BY

BOUTELLE

reduced to half ;

Of Music.

ever

reduced cost.

Interesting to every American citizen throughout
the country. All of the political news, as well a s
general news, domestic ami foreign, will be cov
ered by

are

:

Kw

or

CALVIN HERVEI

Postage Paid.
at a

Spectacles

Money. Special

Little

1'.

tt

This store for rent
January 1st, and the
goods must be sold.

paid in advance, $7.00.

and better than ever,

Rogers

A Good Deal

toilet, Arbutus

1896,

Six Dollars Per Annum.

they

For Sale by all Dealers.

a

i

Selling

best

eyes to

TRUTHFUL.

cases

!

you

ter Knives at just such j■:
is u great opportunity

CURES.
Our

lower than

Plated Knives at $3.25 j
also Forks, Spoons, Fruit

1Vo other Remedy can
show so many .....

put.

The Daily ffhii mil Coarier

aui
The

Best Lavender Salts in pocket

THE PRICE OF

not

:

CATARRH and BUILDS UP
THE NERVOUS SYSTEM.

and in all

••

known.

SCROFULA,
RHEUMATISM,

REDUCED TO $6.00! For

When

Voices

IT CURES

Retail Market.

Beef, corned,p lb, 786 Lime, P bbl, 9081 00
Butter salt ,p box,
18 Oat Meal, p lb, 4o4 1-2
Corn, p hush,
48 Onions, p ih,
“2 «4
Cracked corn p bu,
48 Oil,kerosene,gl, 12,848
Corn Meal, pbu,
48 Pollock,p lb
4841-2
12814 Pork, p tb,
Cheese, p tb,
8a9
Cotton Seed,pewt, 1 20 Plaster, phi,
I 2(i
Codfish, dry, p lb,
6<89 Rye Meal, p lb,
03
Cranberries, p qt, 8810 Shorts.p cwt 958100
Clover Seed, p lb. 13g 14 Sugar, p tb,
oil7> 1 2
43
Flour, pbhl, 3 7»84 75 Salt,T.l.. p bush,
H.G.Seed, bu, 2 85 a 3 oo Sweet Potatoes,3 l-2gt
Lard, p ib.
88,10 Wheat Meal,
21-2iaO

hands

will make appropriate
presents, and you will gt

A REGULAR PHYSICIAN.

BEAR THIS IN MIND

j

s

u*•

in

silver Thimbles, (d d
and Kye (ilasses, an\

THE ONLY MEDICINE
ON THE MARKET
PREPARED BY

*•

Blighter

is

FOR THE JOI RNAL.

Apples, p bu,
3981*11 Hay, pton, 6 0081100
dried, p Ih,
485 Hides, p ih,
4«5
1 8582 on Lamb, p lb.
Beans,pea,
red7
‘-medium, 1 60,0,1 75 Lamb Skins,
30840
yelloweyes 1 40-8,1 50 Mutton, p lb,
for,
Butter, p lb,
18a22 Oats.p bu,32 lb 30832
Beef, p lb.
587 Potatoes,
2oa30
Barley, p bush, 50855 Round Hog,
4 l-2oo
Cheese, p ih,
10ol2 Straw, p ton,6 0086 00
Chicken, p lb,
los12 Turkey, p lb,
ltiol8
Call Skins,
7o81 on Tallow,
2a4
Duck, p lb,
14816 Veal, p lb,
687
28 Wool, unwashed, 14815
Eggs, p doz.,
Fowl, p tb,
8gl0 Wood, hard, 3 5085 00
Geese, p lb,
14gl6 Wood, soft, 3 00g3 50

FOR

Sterling silver
Fancy I’ieees

that want.

it

Current.

Produce Market.

Philadelphia.

Sunday'night

SLEIGH...

Will he sold you at a price LOWER than can he
bought elsewhere. I CAN D(> |
give you a SLEIGH fully warranted for ONE YEAR, for less money than
any
Belfast or Waldo county. I job sleighs,
purchasing in CAR-LOAD LOTS.
can I not BEAT THE
PRICEJof the lowest. I will STAND BEHIND

Overlock-Oveklock.
In Washington, Nov.
John W. Overlook and Ida M. Overlook, both of

|

AMERICAN PORTS.
Nov 20. Ar, schs Jennie A

Bird sail. Philadelphia.
Somes’ Sound, Me, Nov 28.
T Sibley, New York.

50 OF THU

Lermond and Clara

SAILED.

berry Isle.

mmm

better than have been sold
for $2.00.

of Vinalhaven.

BELFAST.

Fesslndkn-Buenxax. In New York City,Nov.
20, Seth i,. Fessenden, son of the late Rev. Samuel
Nov 28. Sloop Pass-port, Eaton, Deer
Isle; sch I c. Fessenden of Rockland, of Stamford, Conn.,
Bessie May, Bridges, Swan’s Island.
] amt Carolyn U. Brennan of New York.
Nov 29.
John C Smith, Kneeland, Boston;
Grover—Wellman-. In Boston, Nov. 28. at the
Annie L Green, Paschal, do; Onward,
Kalloch, | Episcopal Church, Columbus Avenue, by Rev s.
Portland.
Stanley Searing, Eugene C. Grover and l.ena M
Dec 1. Schs P M Bonnie, Burgess,
Vinalhaven; Wellman of Boston, formerly of Belmont, Me.
Margaret Leonard, Hadlock Treniont.
Har L'lSii-CvEROii'K. In Warren, Nov.
23, BenDec 2. Sch Laura T Chester, Beals, Portland
jamin Harding and Minnie Overlook, both of
via Camden.
Sch. S. L.

50c. 3!)c. and 29c,

at

Our Woolen Hose 18c., 3
pairs for SOc.
A Good Fleeced Hose for
15c., 2 pairs for 2St
The Mackintoshes that we offer for 50c

ARRIVED.

Dec. 4.

,1

$10 Garments for $8.00.

means

-m

-------

Swanville. Mr. and Mrs. John Morrill
had all their family—children and
grandchildren—with them Thanksgiving.
Mr.
and Mrs. G. L. Morrill of Parkman came
down for the occasion. They returned Monday, accompanied by Miss Alice Dow, who

ON THE Hon

■

$5.00 Garments for $4.00.

And

tmmsmmm l

Cn

„

e

:

will

■>

CRtwn

********.****

the check.

cash

[Unlike Other Remedies,

..

..

cure you,

a

NO

ticket,

one

of

which \vi

1 AUTOHARP.

Mears & Pitc1
75 Main St.,

Bella

Treasurer’s NoliceXon-lti’Miifruf Tn.rr.-i in tl
Countii nf Waldo, for tIn ./'
The following list of taxes on o
resident owners in the town
’>. >
year 181*4, in bills committed
VEY, collector of said town. «»i.
(lay of dune. 1HD4. has keen ret mi
me as remaining unpaid on the tin
of dune, 1895, by his certificate .*t
now remain unpaid, and note* ithat if said taxes, interest and
paid into the treasury of said to"
teen months from the date of cornu
bills, so much of the real estate
fieient to pay the amount due then
interest and charges, will without
be sold at public auction, at K nhouse in said town on the tweiit>
December, 1895, at two o’clock r. N|
Geo. O. Danforth estate*. N"
value, $1100: town, State and conn’'
Fannie Robinson. No. of acres, o'',
town. State and county tax. 88 it';
Mrs. Eliza A. Child’s estate. Ni
value, $300; town, State and ennui'
KNOWLES r.a
Treasurer "t
Freedom, Dec. 2,1895.—3jv49
1

1

>

11

